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This document analyses Mexican experience in the export*of 
manufactures, and belongs to a group of similar studies by CEPAL 
on a number of other Latin American countries. The conclusions of 
these studies and of the research done by IBRD for countries in 
other regions of the world w i l l be discussed at a meeting organized 
j o in t l y by the two inst i tut ions in November 1976. 
The CEPAL Mexico Of f i ce was responsible for"preparing this 
document, with the valuable collaboration oi an ILPES' s ta f f member. 
Much of the information in i t was supplied by the Instituto Mexicano 
de Comercio Exterior (IMCE), whose help was part icular ly important 
during the stages of defining and structuring the research outl ine. 
The Treasury Department and the Department of Industry and Trade 
were also helpful , part icular ly in respect of the data on the use 
of the various incentives which form part of the export promotion 
pol icy. Final ly , co-operation was received from other o f f i c i a l 
bodies connected with the other promotion pol icy instruments. 
On problems of the supply for export and the workings of 
export consortia, the o f f i c i a l data was supplemented by a series 
of interviews carried out by CEPAL with a selected group of 
businessmen so as to learn the users' view of the po l ic ies enforced. 
Nevertheless, despite these e f f o r t s this document cannot be 
considered to represent an assessment of the co l l ec t i ve or individual 
e f fect iveness of the instruments comprising o f f i c i a l pol icy in this 
f i e l d . An assessment of this kind would have required more time as 
well as s ta t i s t i c s , inter a l i a , on the f i s ca l cost, which were 
unobtainable. The appraisals are therefore somewhat subjective, 
but i t i s nonetheless f e l t that they provide useful matter for 
discussion at the meeting where the d i f f e r en t kinds of promotion 
policy followed by the countries w i l l be contrasted and analysed. 
This study contains seven chapters on the following topics: 
the role of exports of manufactures in the overal l context of the 
economy, with special reference to their contribution to the process 
/of industr ial izat ion 
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of industr ia l izat ion and their e f f ec t on the external sector; the 
factors on the demand side which a f f e c t exports of manufactures; 
supply characteristics ' and the production side of the problem; the 
promotion policy and i t s main instruments and inst i tut ions ; the , 
e f f ec t s of the d i f f e rent multi lateral o r - b i l a t e r a l agreements entered 
into by Mexico on i t s exports of manufactures, as well as those of 
the Generalized System of Preferences; the modalities of external 
marketing; and, f i n a l l y , because of i t s special features, international 
sub-contracting and o f f i c i a l policy on i t . 
/ I . EXPORTS 
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I . EXPORTS OF MANUFACTURES IN THE CONTEXT OF THE 
ECONOMY AND FOREIGN.TRADE , . 
General observations • . 
This chapter contains a b r i e f ' a n a l y s i s of the results of 
o f f i c i a l e f f o r t s to promote exports of manufactures,' the role such 
exports have played in industr ia l development and their e f f ec t on 
the external sector. A sketchy referén'ce to the process of 
industr ia l izat ion i t s e l f and the course takeh by economic relat ions 
with the rest of the world was considered necessary for this purpose. 
Next, in view of the well-known disequilibrium tendéncies of the 
l a t t e r , the performance of exports of manufactures is contrasted 
with the process of import substitution, in order to show the e f f e c t 
of sales abroad on manufacturing production and the balance of 
payments. " • * " 
With regard to exports, the main achievements are indicated, as 
> ; 
well as the internal and external obstacles l imiting thém, and their 
destination is examined: these features provide at least a par t i a l 
explanation of Mexico's trade de f i c i t s with almost a l l the regions 
with \ifhi-h i t has a considerable degree of "trade. In this connexion, 
i t should be pointed oùt that the rapid growth of exports of 
manufactures witnessed over the l as t few years has bèen accompanied 
by a rapid growth of industr ia l imports, which has' greatly increased 
the country's trade d e f i c i t . ' 
I t should be stated at the outset that the dynamic performance 
of exports has been linked with, f i r s t l y , a-high degree of del iberate 
Government pol icy, supported by a complex, dynamic network o f internal 
promotion institutions and instruments which also influences the 
external sector, and whose e f fects have mainly been f e l t by'the 
medium- and small -scale tradit ional business sectors; and secondly, 
the expansion and creation of fresh productive capacity 'in leading 
sectors by transnational "corporations which, while benefit ing from 
such measures, base their export decisions on policies- defined in 
a broader context. ' 
/The "model" 
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The ''model" of industr ial izat ion and development has given 
r ise to import needs far in excess not only of the growth of exports, 
but also of the e f f e c t s of the tradit ional import substitution 
process i t s e l f . These needs tend to be sa t i s f i ed quite " f l u i d l y " , 
in contrast with the r e la t i ve l y " forced" nature of exports of 
industrial products. 
Protectionism has certainly been at work, and has even begun 
to a f f e c t capital goods somewhat more severely; but the structure 
of domestic, demand and i t s production counterpart, together with 
> 
certain r i g i d i t i e s of supply, are leading to fresh and increasing 
import needs, part icular ly of inputs and equipment, and i t would be 
d i f f i c u l t to cut back on the external purchase of these without 
jeopardizing the operation or development of the user a c t i v i t i e s . 
New import needs of consumer goods also ar ise; these are often basic, 
as in the case of certain foods. This i s a f i r s t problem which 
weakens the str ictness with which imports are held down. This is 
combined with the e f f e c t of the cautious handling of the protect ionist 
system, with an eye upon the e f f i c i ency of production, prices and 
in f la t ion.contro l -
These remarles should not be construed as a cr i t ic ism of 
protection, or the management of imports:- they are only intended to 
throw l i gh t on the relationship between the structural context of 
economic growth - part icular ly industrial growth - and the speed 
with v/hich purchases abroad have been increasing. 
In turn.,, exports of manufactures have faced serious d i f f i c u l t i e s . 
At the domestic l e v e l , the most serious problems are those of supply 
( a va i l ab i l i t y , qual i ty, cost, s ize or capacity of companies, e t c . ) 
with the result that a broad policy has had to be adopted, mainly in 
re lat ion to f i s ca l and f inancial incentives. As may be seen in the 
relevant chapters, there are many other kinds of machinery, including 
programmes to o f f s e t imports of inputs by exports ( f o r example, in 
the motor-vehicle industry). At the external l e v e l , apart from the 
la tes t slump in the world economy, the obstacles created by the 
importers, which often even a f f e c t international subcontracting, are 
/very well 
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very well knowrt;:, nevertheless, there are some, grounds for optimism, 
in both the Generalized System of Preferences and the trade 
negotiations promoted by Mexico, part icu lar ly in recent years. The 
process of Latin American integration, more•specif ical ly LAFTA, has 
not produced'results of any part icular importance for Mexico. 
However, one may continue to believe that the achievements, while 
l imited, are a good basis for bringing about more active trade, not 
to mention the changes LAFTA may make in order to reactivate the 
system. In any case, i t may be assumêd that sooner or l a ter Mexico 
w i l l be able to exploit more f u l l y i t s position as neighbour to the 
biggest world market, the United States, on condition that trade 
f r ic t ions can be smoothed out and thé supply problems solved. 
As for the supply for export, there are a'number of overal l 
features which create more or less serious d i f f i c u l t i e s . In the. 
f i r s t place, Mexican industry su f fe rs in general from problems o.f 
cost, quality and technology or o r ig ina l i ty of design-, part icu lar ly 
in the more' "modern" and dynamic l ines in international .markets. 
Secondly, i t i s somewhat backward in some"' areas, such as the metal 
transforming branch, part icular ly with regard to capital goods: 
this prevents i t 'from sharing more f u l l y in ' t rade , ev.en within LAFTA. 
Furthermore, the Mexican subsidiaries of transnational corporations 
seem to be part icu lar ly oriented towards the domestic market, with 
export rat ios which are generally lov; and not very different- -from 
those of local companies, while penetrating the more dynamic and 
modern industr ia l areas, among others. F inal ly , i t i s s ign i f icant 
that some of the main programmes for the basic industries ( s t ee l , 
copper, f e r t i l i z e r s , paper and ce l lu lose , cement, petrochemicals, 
e tc . ) view exports only as a s idel ine, either because of either 
trade problems or restr ict ions connected with rea l and f inancia l 
resources. In other areas there are a very few exceptions to this 
kind of problem, although government policy i s str iv ing to change 
this approach limited to the domestic market. Serious e f f o r t s to 
this end are being made, for example, in connexion with the 
/development of 
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development of the capital goods industries, which is where the 
authorities think some of the main l imitat ions caused by' the s ize of 
the national market or ig inate. 
2. Development and industr ial izat ion 
The- economic growth rate of Mexico has been re la t i ve l y rapid. 
I t should be noted, hov/ever, that this trend has been weakening over 
the last f i f t e e n years. To a certain extent this slackening of pace 
is linked to the loss of dynamism of the agricultural sector., which 
is scarcely o f f s e t by the industr ial izat ion process, and to a lesser 
extent by the development of services and construction. Nevertheless, 
the slow loss "of dynamism is widespread and unquestionably a f f e c t s 
the manufacturing sector i t s e l f . (See table 1 and f igure 1 . ) 
Naturally, in recent years this decline in the growth rate has 
been part ly due to the unfavourable world economic situation, which 
has besides channelled inf lat ionary pressures into the country, 
where they combine with the pressures caused by domestic factors. 
Thus another element i s the : ant i - in f la t ion policy followed,.one of . 
whose e f f e c t s is to prevent the public sector .from stimulating the 
economy to the h i l t . This is combined with the apparent contraction 
of private investment, at least in recent years,, as a.result of 
subjective factors and others such as.the changes in taxes and rates, 
wage increases, speculation and d i f f i c u l t i e s with some domestic and 
imported raw materials and intermediate goods-
/Table 8 
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Tab la 1 
mexicos gross domestic product, 1?60, 1964, 1J70, I f t k AND 1575 
(At 1970 market prices) 
Tivf « 1 . Agrioul Mining Manufactur Construo Serv-lOvaJL 
ture a/ ing 0/ tion ice 
A. Value (millions of pesos) 
I960 2I3.9 33 . 1 7 . 7 42 .9 9 .6 120 .6 
190+ 284.0 39.6 9 .9 6 1 .0 13 .7 159.8 
1970 418 .7 47.4 14.0 99.0 21.4 236.3 
1974 527 «6 50.0 17 .9 157.6 29.4 302.9 
1975 548.7 133.0 30.4 
B. Growth (average rate, annual percentage increase) 
1960-1974 6 .8 3.0 6 . 2 8 .8 8 . 4 6.9 
1964-1974 6 .4 2 .3 6 . 1 7.7 8 . 0 6 .6 
1960-1964 7 . 4 4 . 6 6 .5 9 .2 9 .3 7 . 3 
190+-197O 6.7 3.0 6 . 0 8 .5 7 .7 6 .8 
1970-1974 6 .0 1 . 3 6 .4 6 .4 8 . 3 6 .4 
1974-1975 4.0c}/ 4.2e/ 3.5£/ 
C. Struoture (per cent) 
i960 100 .0 I5.5 3.6 20.0 4 . 5 56.4 
1964 100 ,0 I3 .9 3.5 21.5 4 . 8 56 .3 
197° 100 .0 1 1 . 3 3 . 3 23.8 5 . 1 56.4 
197>+ 100,0 9 .5 3 .4 24,2 5 . 6 57.4 
- 1975 100 .0 24.2 5 . 5 
Source» CEPAL, on the basis of official figures of the Banco de Mexico, S.A. 
Note: Beoause of rounding-off, the figures do not necessarily add up* 
a/ Agriculture, including livestock, forestry and fishing. 
b/ Mining, inoluding extraction of petroleum. 
0/ Manufacturing, inoluding basic petrochemicals and refining of petroleum, 
d/ Banco de Mexico, S.A., average preliminary estimate between 3 .8 and 4.2 per cent, 
e/ CEPAL, preliminary estimate, 




KSIICO : TOTAL AMD INDUSTRIAL GROSS DOILSTIC PRODUCT 
. (A t 1970 market pr ices ) . 
',,... Seni-logarithrdc scale 





..I. .J U 
66 67 68 
.1. 
1960 - .61 .62 63 64 65    69 70 71 72 73 74 75 • 
Source: C3PAL, on the basis of o f f i c i a l figures of the Banco de México, S.A. 
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This is not the place for a deta i led analysis of this problem. 
However, i t should be pointed out that in addition to ' the short-term 
factors there are a number of structural determinants which help to 
explain the drop in the long-term rate of economic and industr ial 
growth. In'197*+, f o r example, the "Banco de Mexico, S".A., argued 
that the growth of domestic demand had come up against ' re lat ive ly 
lower' growth o f national production,"due to inadequate rates in some 
sectors of production, and that therefore to ta l imports had risen 
considerably, par t icu lar ly of raw materials and semi-manufactures. 1/ 
In addit ion, already in 1973 and again In l'97*+ CEPAL notèd 2/ ' 
spec i f i c bottlenecks in the basic infrastructùre (mainly e iect lr ical 
energy and transport) as wel l as in s t rateg ic inputs (par t i cu lar ly 
s tee l and petrochemical products), and emphasized tiie shortage of 
raw materials of domestiò or ig in , inclùding agr icul tural products 
and various industr ia l intermediate products, such as f e r t i l i z e r s , 
a r t i f i c i a l f i b r e s , metal products, aluminium and'electrolyt ic ' -copper. 
Futhiermore, i t i s easy to see how cement became scarce'and extensive 
in 19"73 and 197*+ when the economy was trying to recover from the 
slump of 1971- : • . 
Generally speaking, these bottlenecks and shortages cannot be 
attr ibuted ent i re l y to ' shor t - or even medium-tèrra problems,'although 
the growth programmes may possibly have been l imi ted by the 
delay observed (197*0 in receiv ing equipment' from abroad.3/ I t i s 
rather a "question of a" widespread b'ackwardnèss involving basic 
' sec tors of agr icul ture, infrastructure (although some -programmes, 
such as highways, have been 'quite dynamic), industry and probably 
mining. These lags come to a head at a given period and become 
"disruptive, l im i t ing factors over and above -those of a more 
1/. ; Banco de México, S.A., Informe anual -197*1-, p. .21. 
2/ CEPAL, México: Notas para el estudio económico de América Latina, 
1973. and,,197^ (CEPAL/MEX/7V9/R'ev". 1 a n d . CEPAL/MEX/,75/10). 
•2/ Méxfi'co: Notas para e l es tudie económico dé América Latina, 
- op. c-it. • -- • ' • 
/short-term nature. 
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short-term nature. Thus t,he Government has begun to revise i t s 
policies,, paying greater attention to these aspects - including the 
manufacture of capital goods, one of the most str iking weaknesses 
of Mexican industry - so as. to lay the foundations for a more, so l id 
and sustained development in the future. , . , 
With, particular reference, to the manufacturing sector, other 
factors also enter into play. 
,. While i t . i s true .that industry has .growp, at more or less high 
rates, these have been declining, as. was pointed out above. . 
.Furthermore, .".the process of industr ial izat ion has not. been 
part icular ly strong i f measured by the rat io between the rate of 
growth o,f manufactures and that of the economy.as a whole".1/ While 
world trends show a quotient of. about 1.5» Mexico's i s an average 
1.3 over the las t 15 years; what i s more str iking is that this 
dropped to 1.1 in the last f ive-year period,2/ as a result of the 
sector 's loss of dynamism. The degree.of industr ia l izat ion scarcely 
increased in .this period, during ..which industry could not be viewed 
as a leading dynamic sector (see again table l ) . 
These facts are partly explained by the short-term factors 
and the bottlenecks and shortages pointed out above,, but they must 
also be connected with two other phenomena.,, part icular ly bearing in 
mind that the loss of dynamism occurs in the long term. One is the 
social dimension of the domestic market for manufactures, which i s 
not growing very dynamically,3/ apart from the fact that the general 
rate of economic ac t i v i t y i s f a l l i n g , which, since the income-elasticity 
1/ NAFINSA/CEPAL/ILPSS: La. po l í t i ca industrial en e l desarrollo 
económico de Iléxico. Nacional Financiera, S.A., 1971» 
2/ According to the f igures in table 1. 
3/ From the f igures of the la tes t population census (1970) i t 
appears that about 70 per cent of Mexican famil ies had money 
insome;s of below 1,000 pesos a month, so that théy cannot be 
s ign i f i cant consumers of manufactures. Nevertheless, i t i s 
j.clear. that the rapid process of urbanization i s accompanied 
by a sv/elling of the ranks of the middle sectors, which 
become a large source of demand for manufactures. 
/of the 
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of the demand f or industr ia l consumer goods is - greater than ope*., has 
a negative, cumulative e f f ec t on the rate of growth of the production 
of such goods, without taking : into account the- probable relative- , 
r i ses in priced.'above the wage increases- The other ph,e^omenon,,is 
connected with the . "model"' of industr ia l izat ion i t s e l f w h i c h - ; is ' 
character ist ic•of : the.major i ty of the developing countries; f i r s t , 
i t i s aimed primarily at the "apex" • market,'-which i s highly: 
d ivers i f i ed and more sophisticated,. thus,implying diseconomies of 
scale and specialization",- as well as-general ly higher needs of , 
capital and foreign currency, and a re l a t ive ly high-socia l cost; 
secondly, the. import substitution 'process-grows .more complicated 
both because of the innovations required in the apex market and 
because' i t must- cover increasingly complex industr ia l f i e l d s , such 
as the production of. capita l goods« At the same time, and connected 
with these two phenomena,, there is the? inherent .d i f f i cu l ty of 
fol lowing the technical.progress generated, in the developed world, 
which not only* entai ls pressures on imports: but-also- qomplicates 
decision's torundertake spec i f ic industrial a c t i v i t i e s , especial ly 
in the areas pf intermediate.,-and capital• goods.- • Neither the- .. 
acquisition of technology - in i t s various forms - nor the penetration 
of foréign ;"companies can wholly solve the problem, or at any rate 
not in "a- timely manner ánd .at a reasonable cost. In addition, there 
are well-known d i f f i c u l t i e s involved in unlimited, technological_ 
dependence and a wide, d i f fus ion "'.among d i f f e rent types of product^, 
"brands and plant, which works against economies of scale and 
Special ization, especia l ly in a re la t ive ly small market. .The 
d i f f e rent preferences-of'consumers and, above a l l , .companies, in• :• 
respect of processes and equipment leads to the same resu l t . 
The "model" thus produces a certain degree of ine f f ic iency, 
and once this .becomes widespread i t again 'creates d i f f i c u l t i e s for 
decisions to add to'the industrial .productive structure with new 
production of intermediate and especial ly capita l goods, where the 
import substitution process is.supposedly at work, or should be 
working quité deeply. Problems of quality also ar i se , often in 
/re lat ion to 
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re la t ion to cost ob jec t i ves , not only with regard to the above-
mentioned decisions, but also in connexion with the p o s s i b i l i t i e s 
of exporting manufactures and escaping the excesses; of the desire 
fo r s e l f - s u f f i c i e n c y , inherent in the purely subst i tut ional model. 
All, .this i s added, as -fjar as exports, are concerned ( t o which the 
substitution process begins c l ear ly to lose ground as of 1970), to 
unlimited technological dependence, which hinders the necessary 
spec i f i c d i f f e r en t i a t i on of qual i ty , types and/or costs and pr ices , 
not to mention, of course, the contractual questions which cutomarily 
hinder sales abroad. 
While the model creates this kind of problem, there i s 
simultaneously a rapid process of geographic concentration 1/ (a t 
l eas t unt i l 1970), which, inter a l i a , tends to increase the cost of " 
general and industr ia l development by generating diseconomies of 
agglomeration which substantial ly neutral ize the advantages derived 
from industr ia l concentration. This phenomenon may perhaps also 
help to explaip. .the- slackening of the industr ia l growth rate in the 
long run, which, together with the decline already mentioned in 
connexion with agr icul ture , i s a f f e c t ing the two biggest sectors 
of the economy. . . 
In the long term, the industr ia l i zat ion model has not l i v ed 
up to the hopes o r i g ina l l y placed in the development of the sector 
in terms of i t s contribution to employment. Although in the 30 years 
between 1940 and 1970 the share of manufacturing employment in to ta l 
employment rose from 9 to 17 per cent, the absorption of labour by 
the industry began to slow down, and i t i s estimated that in 1975 
i t was not above 17»5 per cent. In the f i r s t decade the sector 
1/ According to an ea r l i e r study (Mexican Government/UNDP/GEPAL/ 
ILPES: Proyecto de desarrol lo regional y urbano de Mexico« 
Desarrol lo regional de la industria manufacturera, January 197*0» 
between 1940 and 196o7" i .e . , in 20 years, the ' industr ia l 
importance of Mexico City grew by 4 percentage points, from 
43 to 47 per cent, -while in the fo l lowing 10 years i t grew by 
6 percentage points: from 47 per cent to 53 per cent. 
/absorbed 3^ 
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absorbed 3k „per cent o f , the tota l increase in the labour force , 
during the ..second 21 per cent and between I960 and 1970 only 16 per 
cent . l/ In 1975/1976 i t was calculated that the industry was only 
absorbing between 20 and 21 per cent. Thus the occupational 
structure of the country in the present decade in no way resembles 
that of the industr ial ized.countries ( industr ia l employment of 
30 per cent or more), even i f the manufacturing sector were to 
grow at 9 or 10 per cent a year,2/ which did not occur (see again 
table . 1.) . „ 
.These rather unsatisfactory resul ts , which lead to the 
employment of some 2.5 mi l l ion workers in the sector, are inherent 
in the model of industr ia l i zat ion. The substitution process, 
replacing imports by domestic production, tends to import 
manufacturing processes with higher productivity ( in terms of 
product per worker) from the developed exporting countries, which 
i s combined with the assimilation of technical progress and 
mechanization in exist ing a c t i v i t i e s . The concentration of production 
in increasing large establishments, displacing (at least r e l a t i v e l y ) 
small and art isanal industries, has the same e f f e c t , due to labour 
economies of. scale. . Industrial development also leads to greater 
density of cap i ta l , e i ther through progress in the structure of 
production (basic industries, for example) or because the structure 
of domestic demand is la rge ly t ied to the more sophisticated apex 
market, as was pointed out ea r l i e r . These are some of the more 
obvious explanations, but to, describe them this should not be construed 
as passing judgement upon them, for which other object ives besides 
employment would have .to be taken into account. 
In dynamic terms, the mult ipl ier e f f e c t s of employment caused 
by industrial growth have been dampened by the frequent imperfection 
of the technological chain, part icular ly because of the lack qf 
production of capita l goods. 
1/ La po l í t i ca ' i ndus t r i a l en é l desarrol lo económico dé Mexico, 
2/ ILPES/CEPAL, unpublished study, 'April 1973» ; 
/Nonetheless, Mexican 
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Nonetheless, Mexican industry has made s ign i f i cant progress 
in i t s productive structure (see table 2 and f igure 2 ) . I t may be 
assumed that the greater importance of the intermediate ( I I ) and. 
metal working ( I I I ) industries has meant an. increasing degree of , 
national integration of the manufacturing processes, and that their 
dynamic capacity has increased as a result of the stronger 
technological l inks between inputs, and products. 
However, the loss of dynamism may also be seen, in each.of 
these three industrial groups: non-durable consumer goods ( I ) , , 
intermediate goods ( I I ) and metal working ( I I I ) . I t v i s . pa r t i cu l a r l y 
str iking in the las t group, which is not surprising since this i s 
precisely "where the import substitution process runs.into the 
greatest d i f f i c u l t i e s , part icularly in the. f i e l d of capital goods; 
i t i s also the área where i t i s perhaps most d i f f i c u l t to keep, up 
with technical progress. 
I t may be seen from f igure 2 that the stagnation of 19|?1 i s 
followed by three years in which the metal-working group recovers 
i t s 'rate o f . e a r l i e r years. This recovery is.almost ent i re ly 
explained by the transport equipment. and material industry., 
part icularly motor cars and lorri ;es, which grew by 72 per , cent and 
82 per cent respect ively between 1970 and 197^.2/ What i s str ik ing 
ió that in the long term the transport equipment and material industry 
grew more steadi ly , at average rates of about. 13 or 14. per cent per 
year* in contrast with the decline in the grov/th of the .other . 
industries in the metal working groups, which began.in 1968 or even 
ear l i e r (see f igure 3 ) . However, the indicators for ,1975 show that 
in 1975 the trend did not continue for the motor-car industry;,.on the 
contrary, there seems to have been a sharp f a l l - i n the -growth rate 
and a drop in motor-car production. 
1/ The importance of the transport equipment and material industry 
within the metal working group rosfe from a l i t t l e over 30 per 
cent to almost 40 per cent between 1970 and 197^ (CEPAL, on the 
basis of o f f i c i a l f igures of the Banco dé Mexico, S .Á . ) . 
2/ Banco de Mexico, S.A., Indicadores económicos, December 1975« 




MEXICO* THE INDUSTRIAL PRODUCT BY GROUP, i 9 6 0 , 1964, 1970, 1974.¿ND 1975 
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2 0 . 3 
Source i CEPAL,on the- basis of official figures of the Banco de Mexico, S.A. 
Note» Due to rounding-off, the figures do not necessarily add up. 
a/ Pood, beverages, tobacco, textiles, alothing and footwear, printing and publish 
ing, leather and leather products, pharmaceutical products, soap and detergents, 
and perfumes and cosmetics. 
h/ Wood and cork, paper and paper produots, rubber, chemicals (basic petrochemicals, 
baslo ohemloals, synthetic fibres, fertilizers, others), non-metallic mineral 
products, baslo metals and petroleum refining, 
c/ Metal transforming industries (mstal produots, machinery, ele otrioal machinery 
and equipment, transport material and equipment) end others. 
d/ Preliminary estimate (see table l ) . 
/Figure 2 
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MEXICO : INDUSTRIAL PRODUCT BY CROUP 
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Source : CEPAL, en the basis of o f f i c i a l figures of the Banco de México, S.A. 




MEXICO : METAL! JORKING ®0UP ( i l l ) AND ITS BRANCHES 
(Gross domestic -product at 1970 market prices)... 
SemlTlogar.ithmic-.scale 
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Source: CSPAL, on the basis of o f f i c i a l figures of the Banco de México, S.A. 
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The development of the motor-car' industry was based on a 
domestic market in whidh purchasing power could grow under the 
stimulus of advertising, prices and cred i t , apart from the fact that 
the social distr ibution of income favoured certain classés and many 
purchasers could forego other expenditure. In 1975, lower overal l 
economic growth and higher costs (national and imported) and prices 
were combined with some degree of saturation, at least temporary 
of the market (forward purchases in the face of expectations of 
higher pr ices ) and a f a l l , in external demand (exports ) . This i s not 
true of l o r r i e s , the demand for which i s more r i g i d , so much so that 
i t was not even ostensibly a f fected by the r i se in the price of fue l , 
due to the transport structure which could not easi ly be modified in 
the short or medium term. Not only the growth of services but also 
replacements are more f i xed . Furthermore, the price r ises caused by 
changes in the taxation system, as well as credit res t r ic t ions , 
a f f e c t l o r r i e s to a lesser extent. 
With regard to the other metal working industries, the picture 
has been somewhat d i f f e r en t . The import substitution process has had 
the greatest e f f e c t of a l l , together with the incentives given to 
the market, part icular ly in the case of durable consumer goods. The 
process is running into d i f f i c u l t i e s for the reasons described above, 
part icularly in re lat ion to capital goods. Thus the f a l l in growth 
set in before the la tes t f ive-year period. 
The industries of the non-durable consumer goods group ( I ) , 
while being more successful in maintaining their rate of growth unti l 
1970, f a i l to recover i t subsequently (see again f igure 2 ) , perhaps 
because the huge lower-income sector has greater d i f f i c u l t y in 
keeping up with in f l a t i on , despite the e f f o r t s of the wage 
reajustment po l icy . Nevertheless, apart from the food industry (whose 
product seems to be under-estimated) on the whole the other industries 
in group I do recover their growth rate, except in 197^ when the 
economy once again flagged (see f igure 4 ) , and the prices of non-durable 
consumer products r ise more than those of to ta l goods and serv i ces . l/ 




IEXICO : NON-DURABLE CONSUMER GOODS GROUP ( I ) AND ITS BRANCHES 
(Gross domestic product at 1970 market prices) 
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Source:CEPAL. on the basis of o f f i c i a l figures of the Banco de México, S.A. 
/As for 
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As for the intermediate industries ( I I ) , i t may be seen that 
they have developed at rates which' are sometimes very varied, although 
the overal l picture i s quite regular, and also that they recover their 
growth rate a f t e r 1970/1971= (See f igure 5=) The uneven performance 
of the products in this branch i s indicative of the main lags and 
shortages described above. Thus the fluctuations of demand, caused 
by fluctuations in overal l economic growth, had less severe e f f e c t s 
on the growth programmes, which are often the responsibi l i ty of the 
Government. Nevertheless, tlie e f f e c t s of the economic recession of 
1970/1971 are on the whole v i s i b l e , as are those, in some cases, of 
the recession of 1972*, fol lowing the boom of 1972/1973= 
In* g;roup I I , the chemical industries developed fastest in the 
1960s, fostered by the import substitution process and the introduction 
of petrochemical products on the market. This rate declines a f t e r 
1969/1970, by which time substitution has already gone very far , 
with a drop in the growth of the basic and secondary petrochemical 
industries, the f e r t i l i z e r industries and a number of other l ines . 
Again, the performance of the non-metallic mineral industries i s 
influenced by that of the cement industry and i t s l inks with 
construction, and investment. This branch is c lear ly a f fected by the 
cycle which takes the form - at least for cement - of abundance 
together with reluctance to invest in expansion and new plant during 
the growth troughs, so that during the peak periods here are 
shortages, higher costs and longer del ivery periods. 
In the case of the basic metal industries, the lags a f f e c t 
copper and aluminium, as well as other s tee l products apart from 
s tee l i t s e l f , such as stee l casting. Recent investment has been 
considerable, however, which i : i l l increase productive capacity in 
1977- The petroleum re f in ing industry shows more sustained development, 
d i rect ly linked to extraction and fuel needs - more regular because 
very widespread throughout the economy - as intermediate and 
consumption goods. The paper, cel lulose and paper product industries 
grew rapidly and regularly unt i l the end of the 1960s and recovered 
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Source: CSPAL, on the basis of o f f i c i a l figures of the Banco de Ii&cico, S. A, 
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substitution process (paper and ce l lu lose ) where there is s t i l l 
room for action and progress continues to be made ( f o r example, 
newsprint), which is partly the reason why the process is related 
more to investment poss ib i l i t i e s in the industry than with the 
performance of the economy and the state of demand. 
The wood industry i s developing slowly and facing serious 
problems connected with the forests t both of an inst i tut ional nature 
(ownership, for example) and of acces ib i l i t y , exploitat ion 
(harvesting, for example) and rea f forestat ion. Naturally these 
problems can and do a f f e c t the development of the wood cel lulose 
industries, since i t i s becoming scarce and expensive. This is also 
partly explained by the great boom in pulp as the raw material for 
ce l lu lo id pulp and paper. F inal ly , this group of intermediate 
industries also includes rubber (and rubber products), whose 
development and prospects are closely linked to the manufacture of 
t i r es and inner tubes for motor vehicles part icular ly for replacement 
purposes. Between 19&7 and 197^, for example, motor-car production 
grew by about 14 per cent per year, while production of t i r es and 
inner tubes by only a l i t t l e over 8 per cent, which shows the greater 
e f f e c t s of replacement demand.1/ To some extent this cushions the 
impact of the motor-vehicle industry on the demand for t i res and • 
inner tubes and thus on the rubber industry i t s e l f . Of course, in 
the medium and long terras, the increase in the number of vehic les, 
which is linked to the production and sale of mo,tor cars and also 
to losses, w i l l a f f e c t replacement needs, which in the short term 
may be determined by the intensity of use of motor cars, which i s 
to a certain degree connected with the prices of fue l and repairs, 
and of t i res and inner tubes themselves. Some of these factors, 
together with delays in making replacements, may be connected with 
the slower growth of the rubber industry and the production of t i r es 
and inner tubes in recent years.2/ 
1/ Banco de Mexico, S.A., Indicadores económicos, October 1975, 
Vol. I l l , NS i i . 
2/ Figure 5 and Banco dé México, S.A., Indicadores económicos, 
op .c i t . 
/ I t should 
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I t should be pointed'out that,, the above analysis is primarily 
based on events unt i l 1972*, when there'Was "once again a decline in 
overal l economic growth, part icularly 'that of the manufacturing sector. 
This trend appears to hav'éi! grown worse in 1975 (see again table l ) , and 
there must have been a widespread drop in the rate of industrial 
growth, sind even some drops' in production. The reason f o r this, 
l i e s in the decline in the overal l economic .growth.rate and in 
domestic and sometimes external dèmarid,' largely'connected with the 
economic recession in the:'United Sta'tës (exports of manufactures , 
f e l l , as may be seen below in; table 8)', apart from the running down 
of stocks (bu i l t up with expectations of higher prices).and some 
bottlenecks such as those7connected with^ e l e c t r i c i t y , which appear 
to have a f fected some industries and areas.; However.̂  according to. 
the data of the Banco'de Mexico",1 S.A.ç1by the second-half of the 
year the economic growth rate, including that of the manufacturing 
sector, had begun to recover.- •••' : , 
3» Import substitution and exports of "manufactures 
One of the most exp l i c i t obj^-çtriyes of industrial pol icy for 
some time has concerned the rple of-manufactures, in the external 
sector. . . . , M 
'. I n i t i a l l y the main concern was. import substitution, in the 
form of such-, typical instruments as, the series of "L ists of New and 
Necessary Industries" (-1955, with.njuch ear l i e r forerunners) through 
which a series of incentives was of fered to private investors. . This 
pol icy has not been abandoned, of course, as c lear ly appears from the 
recent exhibition "Mexico, The Best Investment", pointing out the 
poss ib i l i t i e s of producing within the country a large number of 
imported a r t i c l es ; or the waiveing of "Rule XIV" (1975) f which 
f a c i l i t a t ed the importation of industrial equipments while the 
substitution process was weak in the f i e l d of capital goods. 
More recently there have been systematic e f f o r t s to transform 
thé industry into' an exporting sector. • These were barely beginning 
in 1961, mainly with the l imited use of subsidies relat ing tbHax 
/exemption and 
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exemption and f inancial assistance»1/ Subsequently these e f f o r t s 
were strengthened unt i l a group of inst i tut ions had been established 
(co-ordinated by the Inst i tuto Mexicano de Cornerei«?. Exterior, set up 
f i v e years ago) combined with a complex, dynamic prpmotion pol icy 
and energetic intérnational negotiations. 
In about 1970 the import substitution model appears to give 
way to exports of manufactures., whose share of the . industrial product 
r ises to nearly 10 per cent in ~L97k (see table 3 ) . l a the. f i r s t 
place, export object ives acquire p r i o r i t y ; secondly, the export 
sector becomes increasingly in f luent ia l in the growth of the 
manufacturing sector.• • , . . 
The substitution .process, .which helped to make economic growth 
viable and has been the predominant factor in Mexican industr ia l izat ion, 
was part icular ly strong in the•1960s, to the point that there was 
a clear drop in the "import ra t i o " of .manufactures (see-again 
table 3 ) . However, this ra t io begins to r ise once again, which does 
not necessarily s i gn i f y that the process has come to a halt , 
although i t certainly has weakened, bearing in mind the observations 
in the previous sections, which :also outline the probable causes. 
Calculating in " r ea l " terms,- i . e . , the values of the product 
and imports at constant prices (see table 4 ) , i t may be seen that • 
this ra t i o has risen even more rapidly during the last few yéars,2/ 
unti l reaching a l eve l close to that of 15 years ago. In-addition, < 
i t may be seen that the l eve l has risen in pract ica l ly a l l the 
industrial branches. 
1/ La po l i t i ca industrial en el desarrollo' economico de Meixico, 
op .c i t . . . , . • 
2/ The prices of imports rose less than, :th.e prices impl ic i t in the. 




MEXICOt INDUSTRIAL PRODUCT AND IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OP 
MANUFACTURES 1?60, 1?65, 1970 AND 
I960 1965 1970 1974 
Value (billions of pesos) 
Industrial product a/ 30.4 . 55,0 . 99.6 192.8 
Imports of manufactures b/ 12.2 16,2 27.5 66.1 
Exports of manufactures e/ 1.2 3.1 5.3 19.1 
Import and export ratios d/ (percentages) 
Imports of manufactures 4l . l 29.4 27«6 34.3 
Exports of manufactures 3.9 5,6 5.4 9»9 
a/ Gross domestic' product at. market prices,, for i960, NAFIJSA/CEPAL/ILPES, La ^lTtica Indus. 
tH al en el desarrollo económico de tie^lco, (NAFINSA, publicación, 1971); for the following 
ycarss Banco de Mexico, S.A., Inferno anual, 1974, México City, I975. 
b/ For I960 and 1965» La política industrial en el desarrollo económico de Mfaioo^ op.olt) for 
I970 ntid afters CEP AL, on the basis of figures and tabulations (ISIC classification) of the 
DiracoiSn General de Estadística» 
0/ Exports of manufactures excluding international subcontracting activities. For i960: La 
polítloa industrial en el desarrollo econdmico de Mexico, ogocit.j for 1965 and after: 
CEPAL, on the basis of figures and tabulations (ISIC olassifioatlon) of the Dirección 
General de Estadística, 





MEXICOS GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT AND IMPORTS OP MANUFACTURES, 1970 AND I97U 
Value ! . Iniports over 
(millions of pesos, at I970 prices) 
Groups and branches Product e/ Imports b/ (percentages) 
I970 1974 1970 1974 I970 197̂  
Total 99 6 0 0 127 600 27 500 49 4oo .27.-6 38.7 
1» Industries of non-durable consumer 
goods_ - 56 200 6 9 1 0 0 2 475 5 1 6 0 4.4 7.5 
Food* beverages, tobacco 2 5 1 0 0 2 9 2 0 0 97 0 2 3 0 5 3.9 7.9 
Textiles, leather,, footwear and 
olothing 23 9OO 30 7OO 673 1 3 6 0 2 . 8 4.4 
Printing and publishing 3 000 3 600 252 499 8.4 13.9 
Pharmaceuticals, soaps, etc. 4 200 5 6 0 0 5 8 O 996 13.8 1 7 . 8 
11* Intermediate industries 2 3 9 0 0 32 6 0 0 7 123 ÜL3Í 2 29.8 44.0 
Wood 3 8 0 0 2 0 0 0 175 179 9o7 9.0 
Paper and oellulose r. 400 2 9 0 0 1 2 1 0 2 1:8 50.4 73.7 
Rubber 1 4oo 1 8 0 0 . 119 2 0 1 8.5 11.2 
Chemioals 4 7 0 0 7 1 0 0 3 6 6 5 7 521 78.0 1 0 6 . 0 
Non-metallic mineral products 4 8 0 0 7 0 0 0 287 ' 396 6 . 0 5 . 6 
Basic netal-industries 5 1 0 0 7 1 0 0 1 1 3 1 2 6'48 2 2 . 2 37.3 
Petroleum by-produots 3 7 0 0 4 7 0 0 5 3 6 • 1 2 6 9 14.5 #.0 
I I I , Metal-woridng industries • 1 9 5 0 0 25 900 1 7 9 0 2 29 888 9 1 . 8 1 1 5 . 4 
Metai pro cVcnts 3 900 4 200 1-555 • 2 437 39.9 57.5 
Machinery and artsfaots 2 9 0 0 3 200 6 8 0 1 11 577 234,5 3 6 1 . 8 
Electrical machinery and equipment 4 5 0 0 6 1 0 0 3 394 5 643 75.4 9 2 . 5 
Transport equipment and material 6 200 10 200 5 012 8 6 0 7 8 0 . 8 84.4 
Other 2 0 0 0 2 200 1 l4o 1 61* 57.0 74.7 
Source« CEP AL, on the basis of figures and tabulations of the Dirección General de Estadistioa, 
e j Gross domestic produot at market prioes, 




The explanation for this must be sought in various places. 
F i r s t l y , Mexican industry is becoming more integrated in the 
international market, with a rapid r ise in i t s exports, which is 
generally typical of countries which have reached a certain l e ve l 
of industrial development, and is often strengthened by the 
operations of the transnational corporations. Secondly, i t should 
be borne in mind that certain inputs r ise because of shortcomings or 
lags in domestic production"and supply, inter a l i a , in food, pulp 
and paper, basic chemicals, petrochemicals, petroleum products and 
s tee l , together with spec i f i c incentives for certain purchases. 
F inal ly , there are the e f f e c t s of the substitution process i t s e l f : 
a s : i t embraces more complex f i e l d s , such as more sophisticated consumer 
goods or products of the metal-working group in general, i t requires 
higher imports of inputs and equipment, inasmuch-as insuf f i c i ent 
emphasis is la id on ver t i ca l technological chains, which are 
inherently more d i f f i c u l t to establish in such f i e l d s . 
In this connexion, i t should be pointed out that the 
substitution process has not managed to reduce s ign i f i cant ly the 
r i g i d i t y of imports of goods which stems from the great importance 
within the import structure of the value of "production goods" 
(intended for the operation and expansion of economic a c t i v i t i e s ) , 
which is in the order of 80 per cent (about 30 per cent for, capital 
goods and 50 per cent for raw materials and intermediate goods.in 
1974, and 36 per cent and per cent respectively in 1975)°l/ This 
appears to be the-result of the, greater stress in the policy in this 
f i e l d on "horizontal" d ivers i f i ca t ion of industry, so.as to include 
more f ina l products, rather than ver t i ca l technological,chains, which 
involve the intermediate and capital goods. 
This pol icy is re f l ec ted in the structures of production and 
of imports of manufactures.created by. the long, sustained process 
o f industr ia l izat ion. Thus, as we pointed out above,' industrial 
production has undergone favourable changes, in the sense that i t s 
1/ Calculations based on f igures from the Banco de Mexico, S.A., 
published provisional ly in February 1976. 
/linkages have 
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linkages have been improved, but much needs to be done to achieve 
a better v e r t i ca l "equil ibrium", which i s the hallmark of more 
advanced industries. Imports of manufactures are concentrated 
precisely in products of the industries which predominantly produce 
intermediate goods ( I I ) and the products of the metal-working 
industries ( I I I ) , which involve a high proportion of capita l goods, 
as well as a sizeable amount of intermediate products, including., 
parts for f i na l plants. Furthermore the import ra t ios of the 
domestic industries in question are s t i l l quite high. The most 
str iking of a l l are those for chemicals and.machinery and other 
mechanical products, where the value of imports of such products 
is greater than the gross domestic product of the domestic industries 
concerned. (See table 5 « ) These are, of course, a c t i v i t i e s where, 
i f they are f u l l y developed, the production of intermediate and 
capital goods, respect ive ly , would predominate, so that these high 
rat ios suggest a certain re la t i ve backwardness.: 
Although there is ho ca l l to stress the causes of the 
backwardness of the substitution process in these f i e l d s , i t should 
be pointed out that apart from l imit ing the dynamic capacity of the 
sector, the model followed keeps i t highly dependent on imports to 
operate and expand, and this a f f e c t s the economy as a whole since 
the remaining a c t i v i t i e s require imports and equipment which are 
not produced in the country. 
These remarks are intended to advocate not s e l f - su f f i c i ency ' 
but rather the idea of emphasizing technological linkages to the 
greatest possible extent, and probably with a certain degree of 
specia l izat ion based on more balanced foreign trade, in terms of both 
the balance of payments and the type of products traded. Industrial 
pol icy e f f o r t s in this direct ion have, of course, been s i gn i f i can t , 
since these problems have been recognized and studied for many years; 
but they are r e l a t i v e l y weak in comparison with the soc ia l , economic 
and technological features of the model of overa l l and manufacturing 




MEXICOl INDTJSram PRODUCT AMD IMPORTS .AND EXPORTS OF MAOTFACTtBES BT BRANCH CP ORIGIN, I j fo 
Groups and branches 
Value 









b/ b/ Product Imports Exports Imports Exports 
CIF FOB 
Total 1 9 2 . 8 6 6 . 1 19.1 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 ñ-J. hl 
I . Industries of non-durable concuaer goods 109.7 M 5 6 . 9 1 0 . 8 2 7 . 8 6.5 4.8 
Food, beverages, tobacco 5I.3 3.7 1 . 3 d / 7 . 1 2.5 
Textiles, leather, footwear raid clothing I+5.5 1.7 3.3 3 . 7 7.2 
Printing and publishing 5.3 •:o . 7 - 0.4 1 3 . 2 . , 7-5 
Pharmaceutical, soaps, eto. 7-6 1 . 1 0 . 3 ' 14.6 3.9 
I I . Intermediate industries M 2 2 . 1 8 . 8 2 3 . 7 33.4 46.4 48.3 1 9 . 3 
'food 2 . 9 0.3 0.4 11.0 1 3 . 8 
Paper and cellulose 5 . 5 3.0 0.1 54.5 1 . 8 
Rubber 2.7 - 0 . 2 ' 0 . 1 9 . 2 3.7 
Chemicals 8 . 0 . 11.1 3.1 1 3 9 . 2 3 8 . 8 
Non-msts.llic mineral products 9 . 0 O . 5 0.7 5 . 5 7 . 8 
Basio metal industries líiO 4.1- 3.1 3 7 . 2 . 2 8 . 2 
Petroleum by-products 6.6 1.3 42.5 1 9 . 7 
I I I . Metal-vorhing industries . ,, . .37.4 36.8 5 . 0 . 1 9 . 4 : 55.8 2 5 . 8 98.5 1 3 . 4 
Metal products. 9 . 0 . 3.6 0 . 7 39*6 7.8 
Machinery and artefacts 14.6 l . l 318.5 23.9 
Electrical machinery ¿nd equipment ' ; 6 . 9 6 . 2 • 0.7' 9 0 . 0 V' . 1 0 . 1 
Transport equipment and neterial 1 3 . 1 1 0 . 3 . 1.9, 78.5 14.5 
Other , 3,8 2 . 1 0 . 6 56.4 1 5 . 8 
a/ Banco de Hlxioo, S.A., Informe anual, 197*+. 
bf CEPAL, on the basis of figures and Tabulations (ISIC- classification), of thé Dirección General de Estadística. 
Sub-contracting industries excluded.,- . 
c/ Calculated with the figures in uillions, so that the round figures do not necessarily give the same result« 
d/Excluding sugar'and honeys. -* • •• -
/From a 
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From a rather rough calculation, i t would appear that in the 
metal-working group ( I I I ) the direct imported component amounts to 
approximately ,3Q to kO per cent of the gross value of production, 
as against under 20 per cent in the tradit ional non-durable consumer 
goods: industr ies . !/ The metal-worlcing group has grown fastest ; i t 
i s obvious how industrial growth requires higher imports. In -
addition, the posi t ive e f f e c t on the balance of payments of import -
substitution may be even smaller than these f igures suggest, since 
indirect imports needs must also be considered, as well as payments 
for technology, know-how, e t c . , as the case may be, to factors 
abroad. 
As far as internal dynamism is concerned, the model's properties 
are l imited. I t may be considered, for example, that givén the 
imported component, the indirect -effects on employment of the growth 
of the d i f f e r en t industries are less than would be the case in better 
integrated economies. Again in rough terms, i t may be calculated that, 
by unit of production the direct and indirect employment provided 
by the growth of the metal-working industry in Mexico is only in 
the.order of 50 to 60 per cent of what i t is in. the United States; 
as against 75 per cent in the food and beverage industries, and 
80 per cent for t e x t i l e s and clothing.2/ . 
Generally speaking, exports of manufactures hâve similar 
characterist ics in their net e f f e c t s on the balancé of payments and 
the domestic stimuli they create. Nevertheless, they have made 
considerable progress, since although their value in 197^ was 
s l i gh t l y under 30 per cent of the corresponding imports, i t represented 
1/ The imported component includes the direct imports shown by 
foreign trade s ta t i s t i c s with spec i f i c destination, as well 
as depreciation of equipment purchased abroad. 
2/ The calculation is based on considering production increases 
equivalent to an extra employee, which ca l l for input and 
capital goods, the production of which in turn creates further 
employment. The or ig inal method may be found in ILPES, Consi-
deraciones sobre ocupación industrial , ILPES Sta f f Papers, 
Series I I , NQ 8, Santiago, Chile, 1969. 
/51 per 
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51 per cent of exports of goods (21 per cent in 1965) and over a 
quarter of exports of goods and services-(one seventh in 19&5)°l/ 
Over 70 per cent of the value of these exports is accounted 
for by products of the intermediate ( I I ) and metal-working ( I I I ) 
industries, which include a number of industries with the highest 
export rat ios , such as chemicals, base metals and machinery and other 
mechanical products, as well as some whose import rat ios are higher. 
(See again tablé 5° ) Thus there i s a certain tendency for these 
factors to o f f s e t each other, part icularly in the case of the metal-
working industries, as may be seen from their export trends. (See 
table 6 . ) 
In fac t , apart from the growth of exports of manufactures at 
-. rates of 15 or 20 per cent or more annually (at constant pr ices) 
over the last 10 years,2/ i t i s the qual i tat ive changes in them 
which are most str ik ing. While the weight of tradit ional manufactures 
( I ) grows only s l i gh t l y , i f at a l l , there is a sharp drop in that 
of intermediate ar t i c l es ( I I ) , including base metal products, while 
the percentage share of the metal-working products more than 
quadruples. At the same time, this form of d ivers i f i ca t ion of 
exports of manufactures is combined with another s igni f icant f ac t : 
singling out manufactures proper,3/ i t appears that their share 
rose from 31 to 53 per cent of the total value of sales abroad, of ... 
industrial products. (See table 7« ) 
1/ According to the f igures in table 7» 
2/ Calculations based on the f igures in table 6. 




MEXICO: EXP CRTS OP MAMJFACTURES , 1965, 1J70 AND Vfpfc! 
Groups and branches 
Value FOB 
(millions of pesos, 
at 1970 prices) 
Struoture 
(percentages) 








Total 2 779 5 345 1 2 224 100«0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 2 3 . O 
Industries of non-curable consumer 
goods SOS 153 2 677 1 8 . 2 2 1 . 6 2 1 . 9 23.4 
Food, beverages, tobacco 1 5 8 4o8 3 7 c 5.7 7.6 7 . 2 2 1 . 1 
Textiles, leather, footvjear rj-id clothing 2 7 8 5 1 6 1 5 5 0 1 0 . 0 9 . 6 1 2 . 7 31.6 
Printing and publishing* pharmaceutioalsj 
soaps, etc. ' 69 2 2 9 2 4 9 2 . 5 4-3 2.0 2.4 
Intermediate industries 2 0 6 6 3 143 I m . 74.3 5 8 . 8 46.9 1 6 . 2 
Wood 75 115 220 , 2.7 2.2 1 . 8 1 7 . 6 
Paper and cellulose 24 6 0 73 0 . 9 1.1 0.6 5 . 0 
Rubber 4 17 50 0 . 1 0*3 0 . 5 3 6 . 5 
Chemical 5 1 1 1 0 2 9 2 160 18.4 19» 2 1 7 . 7 20.4 
Non-metallic mineral products 135 2X)4 587 4.8 3»0 4.8 3O.3 
Basic metal industries 1 0 8 8 1 277 2 245 39 .2 2 3 »9 18.4 I5.2 
Petroleum by-produots 2 2 9 1441 3O5 8 . 2 8 . 2 3 . 2 -3.3 




hi 1 9 . 6 U l i 38.2 
Metal products 66 1 7 2 5 3 0 • 2.4 3-2 4.3 32.5 
Machinery and artefacts 95 2 6 2 867 3.4 4.9 7 .1 35.0 
Electrical machinery end equipment 12 1 0 8 539 0.4 2 . 0 4.4 49.5 
Transport equipment and material 16 334 1 407 0 . 6 6¿2 12.2 45.2 
Other 19 17? 395 0.7 3.2 ?-2. 22-8 -
i i . 
i i i . 
Source; CEPAL on the basis of information and Tabulations (ISIC classification) of the Dirección General de Esta-
dística. 
a/ Excluding exports of international subcontracting activities. 
b/ The valúas, at 1965 prices, relate to a sample of 186 manufactured products whose value represents about 85 or 
90 per cent of the total. 





MEXICO: STKUCTtor; OF 2XPOITS OF 1 UiKUFACTOTJS t 1JÔ5 -MIX5 1974 
1 (Percentages) 




















Total ; 100.01' 69.5 30o 100.0 47.5 52.5 
1! on-durable consumer goods 100.0 . 4o„9 59.1 100.0 25.9 74.1 
Intermediate 100.0 84.8 15.2 100.0 81.9 18.1 
Metal-working 100.0 .. •2.4 97.6 100.0 M . -95.9 
Source: C2PAL, on the basis of official statistics. 
/I t should 
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I t should be noted that the f igures do not include the exports 
of the international subcontracting industr ies , !/ and thus they 
represent genuine industrial development in "spearhead" a c t i v i t i e s ; -
but their l imitat ions, in their e f f e c t s on the balance of payments 
and internal dynamism, should be recal led. However, this does not 
negate the influence of the rapid growth of such exports on 
industrial growth, which is of course greater fo r the manufacturing 
ac t i v i t i es .w i th high export rat ios (such as chemicals) or whose sales 
abroad grow more rapidly ( l i k e the whole metal-working group). I t 
i s also true, however, that the growth of exports of manufactures 
has been re la t i ve l y costly in foreign exchange terms, which i s why, 
once again i t i s important to look to ve r t i ca l linkages, inter a l i a . 
Thus, fo r example, the "low economic density" usually attributed to 
the basic industries would be less i f a good part of the equipment 
used was produced within the country, since this would save foreign 
exchange and generate additional employment and income. In this 
connexion i t should be recall led that the products of these industries 
account for a high, a lbe i t decreasing, share of the exports in 
question and that Mexico might perhaps recover i t s r e l a t i v e l y good 
exporting position in such l ines despite the fact that the programmes 
concerned appear to be somewhat behindhand, as was pointed out 
ea r l i e r . 
To summarize, the policy for exports of manufactures has been 
successful, as shown by the quantitative and qual i tat ive changes 
described above. The "exporting capacity" of the manufacturing sector 
certainly grew considerably. Nonetheless, the question must be 
raised,whether the r e l a t i v e l y " forced" character of the exports in 
question, as well as the problems mentioned in the introduction to 
this chapter, give grounds to suppose that these trends w i l l be 
maintained and that the industry w i l l move forwards, in the sense of 
achieving a better integration of i t s processes and exploit ing more 
fu l l y the potential of exports (and of import substitution) for the 
external sector and development. 
1/ Chapter VII deals spec i f i ca l l y with international subcontracting, 
/In this 
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In this connexion, i t should be pointed that the, pol icy for 
exports of manufactures has been based primarily on the pr io r i t y 
attached to earning foreign exchange. For this reason, and taking 
into account the requirements in terms of costs and competitiveness, 
i t i s ' jus t i f i ed - that the objectives connected with ver t i ca l 
improvement of the production processes are at least impl ic i t ly 
relegated to the background. However, when the use of instruments 
to promote industrial exports was begun more systematically in 1961, 
severe restr ic t ions were established, some of them precisely on 
national inputs and the degree of transformation.1/ Subsequently, 
the promotion pol icy more c lear ly opted for the pr ior i ty mentioned 
above, where the appearance of the subcontracting industries, for 
example, is str iking.2/ In any- event, most of the promotion 
instruments currently used contain regulations on the domestic 
component. 
I t i s not surprising, therefore, that spec i f i c restr ic t ions 
on supply - and sometimes demand - in the tradit ional ( I ) and 
interEadiate ( I I ) industries, particularly the basic ones, have had 
the e f f e c t of orienting exports of manufactures towards metal-
working products ( I I I ) , despite the fact that in general their imported 
components or payments to factors abroad are high. However, the 
promotion pol icy includes some spec i f ic precautions, such as' that 
contained in the propensity to o f f s e t with exports the purchases 
abroad of the motor-vehicle industry. 
In any event, the policy has other goals besides the pr io r i t y 
attached to foreign exchange earnings, as is clear iifhen negotiations 
are undertaken in connexion with the v i a b i l i t y of industries for which 
the domestic market is too small and which, as in the case of capital 
goods, w i l l contribute to structural improvements. 
1/ La po l i t i ca industrial en el desarrollo economico de Mexico, 
op .c i t . 
2/ Apart from exports, international subcontracting was linked- to 
object ives relat ing to employment and the development of the 
country's northern f ront i e r . • _ > 
/Final ly, in 
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Final ly , in connexion with trends, i t should be pointed out 
that in 1975 the value of exports of manufactures dropped by almost 
30 per cent (see table 8 ) , mainly as a result of the external slump. 
Since that c r i s i s i s c lear ly coming to an end, Mexico's ab i l i t y to 
recover former export trends w i l l depend essential ly :on supply, the 
promotion po l icy , progress in integration processes and the trade 
f a c i l i t i e s i t receives, part icularly from the developed countries. 
Thus the Inst i tuto Mexicano de Comercio Exterior considers that in 
1976 industrial exports w i l l pick up considerably, with a r i se of 
about 22 per cent over the l eve l of 1975» Above a l l , i t i s confident 
that there w i l l be strong increases in sales of chemical products, 
t ex t i l es and metal-working products. 1/ 
Balance of payments and direction of foreign trade 
The balance of paymenca r e f l e c t s some of the main features of 
the model of development and industr ia l izat ion. The growing d e f i c i t 
in the external trade of manufactures, only part ly o f f s e t by the 
surplus from "other products", international subcontracting, border 
transactions and services (including tourism), has led to a rapid 
r ise in the current account d e f i c i t which, ins igni f icant 15 years 
ago, amounted to 25 per cent and 40 per cent of the tota l value of 
exports of goods and services in 197̂ + and 1975 respect ive ly . (See 
again table 8 . ) 
1/ Inst i tuto Mexicano de Comercio Exterior, Cinco años de comercio 




MEXICO: BALANCE OP PAÏUEHTS, i960, 1965, 1970,, 1J74 AND 1975 
(Millions of dollars) 
1560a/ 1965a/ 1970b/ 197W 1975£/ 
, A,. Current account 
Exports of goods and services - 1 224 IJZ22 2 349 5 523 . I E 
Goods FOB .727 1 153 1 348 2.999 3 000 
Manufactures _c/ jfid/ 247 428 1 526 1 lOOe/ 
Other products f/ 691 911 920 1 473 • 1'900 
Sub-contracting (net balance) - . - 81 443 446 
Border transactions (net) w 210 294 554 585 
Services and "other headings" 332 626 1 527 1 34o 
Imports of goods and services 1 226 1 763 2.702 6 852 7, 53.5. 
Goods CIF 1 136 1 560 2 327 6 057 6 580 
Manufactures _c/ 1 295 2 200 5 288 
Other products 210 275 127 769 
Services and "other headings" h/ 40. 203 „ 38O 802 955 
Balance on trade account -2 -63 -358 -1 336 -2 164 
Service payments on foreign capital (net) -164 -2?7 -587 -1 222 -1 478 
Balance on oui* rent account -160 2 . -2 558 - 2 Ü S 
B, Capital account 
Net external financing 166 22° ñ: 2 553 .3 642 
Capital inflows 4?3 023 1502 . 3 220 4 356 
Amortization of capital and debts -327 . ,. -463 -557- . .—662 , -714 
Notes: ( l ) All figures based on officikl' information of the Banco ¿¿Mexico, S.A. The brealc-down of'manufactures 
alone is based on tabulations of the Dirección General de Estadística, .; 
(?) In the case of manufactures, the biggest differences with the figures of the Banco de Mexico are the 
exclusion of sugar and honeys, the inclusion of petroleum products and tlie break-down of the "not 
elsewhere classified!' entry, 
a/ Banco de liexioo, S.A,, Informes anuales, i960 and 19¡$5, 
b/ CEPAL, on the basis of figures of tlie Banco de Mexico, S.A.; Mexico: ilotas para él estudio económico' de 
America Latina. 1J75 (CEIAL/ÍEX/76/7), February • 
c/ CEPAL, on the basis of figures and tabulations of the Dirección General de Estadística, 
d/ La política industrial en el desarrollo económico de Mexico', op.cit, 
bJ CEPAL, provisional estimate based on the first three qua,rters. Corresponds to the Banco de Mexico provisional 
figures excluding sugar and honeys and including petroleum products, 
f / Includes silver production, excluding for domestic industrial use, 
g j Tourism and net border-'transactions, plus braceros and' "other entries", 
h/ Includes imports of gold for industry. 
/I t i s 
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I t i s true that industrial exports gain ground, since in I960 
they represented barely 10 per cent, of the value of the corresponding 
imports, whereas, in 197^ they had risen to almost 30 per cent. But 
the d e f i c i t in the trade .of manufactures rose from about 900 to nearly 
3,800 mil l ion dol lars, for the reasons mentioned ear l i e r , and also 
because of the higher economic " l e v e l " , due to the price r ises and 
the devaluation of the do l lar . Measuring imports and exports of 
manufactures (whose prices rose by 3^ per cent and 56 per cent, 
respect ively, between 1970 and 197*0 at constant 1970 prices, the 
d e f i c i t in 197^ amounted to a l i t t l e under 3 b i l l i on dol lars, which 
means that the price r ise e f f e c t increased the d e f i c i t by almost 
800 mil l ion .do l lars . Nevertheless, the d e f i c i t declined r e l a t i v e l y , 
from 36 to 24 per cent of the industrial product, another r e f l e c t i on , 
in a way, of the success of the export pol icy and also of the 
improvement in the terms of trade of manufactures in recent years. 
However, the * f inancial problem of the economic relat ions with 
the rest of the world grew ..worse. Combining the negative balance 
on the trade account with the service of foreign capital ( interests 
and p r o f i t s ) , i t may be calculated that the current account d e f i c i t . 
also deteriorated rapidly, from under 14 per cent of the value of 
tota l exports in i960 to 46 per ceiit in 1974 and 68 per cent in 1975« 
With the addition of amortization payments on capital and loans, in 
197^ and 1975 the f igures rose to nearly 60 per cent and.80 per cent 
of the value of exports of goods and services. Thus the trade 
problems created by the.model of'development and industr ia l izat ion 
are aggravated by the problems stemming from .the increasing use of 
foreign capita l , either for balance-of-payments purposes or because 
of the need to supplement savings - especia l ly public savings ..- or 
receive business and technological inputs. These trends were, Of 
course, influenced by the hardening of loan terms during recent 
years. ' v 
In 1975 imports regained their r e l a t i v e l y f lu id character, 
supported by external financing, and their value rose by almost 
700 mil l ion dol lars despite restr ic t ions , while the value of exports 
/declined, large ly 
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declined, large ly because of manufactures which were more a f fected 
by the unfavourable external economic situation. (This decline 
would have been in the order of 500 mill ion dol lars i f the value 
of petroleum exports had not risen from 120 to 460 mil l ion do l l a r s . ) 
This displays once again one of ,the structural problems mirrored 
in the balance of payments; an upturn in the economic growth rate 
and the creation of new public development programmes was enough 
to make imports of '"investment goods" r ise by almost 40 per cent, 
i . e . , pract ica l ly the same amount as the growth in the tota l value 
of imports of goods and services (665 mil l ion do l la rs ) , because of 
the high imported content of domestic investment, stemming from 
the sluggishness'of the substitution process in that f i e l d . 
Naturally, and partly in connexion with the above, once again 
f inancial and economic problems and requirements arose, and led to 
a r ise of 42 per cent in the "net outflow" of long-term capital 
(from 2,731 to 3t890 mil l ion do l l a r s ) . ! / 
In addition, there were d e f i c i t trends in the balance of trade 
of goods with almost a l l areas of the world. (See table 9 » ) In 
1975 the only posit ive balances were with CMEA, thanks almost ent i re ly 
to trade with Cuba, the Andean Group and the Central American 
Common Market. 
However, the stepped-up search f o r markets for Mexican products 
stemming from the unfavourable balance-of-payments trends and other 
development object ives, together with the admittedly l imited 
functioning of LAFTA was re f lected in a greater d ivers i f i ca t ion of the 
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Table 12 
KEXICOs EXPORTS AI ID IMPORTS OF GOODS, BY EOCTlAHiIC ORIGEÎ JMD DESTINAT!®!, I965, 1970, 1974 Ai® 1975 
Value Structure according to destination and origin, respectively 
(pillions of dollars) Exports --Imports (percentages) 
Exports ; a/ 
1975 
ïmpor" ts b/ 
1974 1975 
(millions of dollars) Exports Imports 
1955 1970 1974 1905 1970 1965 1970 1974 1975 1965 1970 1974 1575 1965 1970 1974 1975 
114 1 2Ö1 2 C50 LM 1560 .112 ! 6 057 -446 -1 o46 -1721 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
115 157 105 144 
222 1 o34 2 665 2 715 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
626 742 1 ¿10 1 629 1025 1 432 3 769 4 10O -399 -690 - 2 259 -2 479 6 2 . 7 68.4 56.7 60.0 65.7 61.5 62.2 62.4 
9 12 63 43 38 4? 1«JÔ l4lc/ -29 -37 -53 -98 0.9 1.1 2.4 1.6 2.4 2.1 2.4 2.1 
81 69 120 105 39 86 224 293 42 -17 -104 -I89 C.l 6.4 4.5 4.0 2.5 3.7 3.7 4.5 
M 823 U22 1 7O1 1102 1 567 4 139 4 547 'M -2ÜÜ -2 446 -2^266 23*2" 75.9 63.5 65.6 70.6 12al êM 
62 61 3^7 25C 306 .462 1 065 1 091 -244 -3Ci -718 -Ö33 6.2 7.5 13.0 9.5 19.6 19.8 17 .6 16.6 
20 16 50 4o 60 128 182 192 -32 -112 -132 -152 2.8 1.5 1.9 1.5 3.8 5.5 3.0 2.9 
60 3 26 39 6 6 14 24 54 -3 12 15 6.0 0.3 l .o 1.4 0 . 4 0.2 0.2 0 . 4 
53Ü/ 3 14 9 0 6 13 22 52 -3 1 -13 5.8 0.3 0.5 0.3 0 . 4 0.2 0.2 0.3 
2 - 12 30 - - 1 2 2 - 11 28 0.2 . 0 . 4 1.1 _ _ _ 
142 loo Mß. 222 m ¿ 2 * 1 261 1 ¿0,7 -m •Usé - M -¿22 2 î 2 1 2 , 4 22aC 25.6 20.8 ¿ 2 î 2 
44 92 263 260 30 64 290 4L2 28 -27 -l'l4 4.4 8.5 9.9 9.9 1.9 2.8 4.8 6.3 
31 60 128 13> 9 31 173 94 22 21 -45 »a 3.1 5.5 4.8 5.0 0.6 1.3 2.8 1.4 
7 14 4o 36 8 l4 44 211 -1 - -4 -175 0.7 1.3 1.5 1.3 0.5 0.6 0.7 3.2 
5 15 S3 92 i l 16 63 96 -6 -1 20 -4 0.5 1 . 4 3.1 3.4 0.7 0.7 l .o 1.4 
1 3 12 5 2 3 10 1 1 - 1 - 2 -6 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.2 o.l 0.1 0.2 0.2 
15 21 70 02 - 3 G 19 15 IG 70 63 1.5 1.9 2.9 3.0 0.1 0.1 0.3 
22 m l ' a m 12 £Z M 22 M ¿ 2 - £s2 1 0 . 4 12.8 Ihl hâ hl M 6.6 
Structure according to destination and origin, respectively 
Exports - Imports (percentages) 
(millions of dollars) 
Exports Imports 
574 1975 1565 15/0 1 5 7 4 1 9 7 5 , 1965 1970 1974 1975 1565 1570 l ? 7 4 1975 
252 11 - 1 5 1 - 4 3 M M M M M its! Ss2 M 
102 • • « 1 5 - 5 - 2 4 « • • 2,4 1 . 5 2.9 • • • 0,6 1 , 1 1 . 7 • • • 
71 
r-O :u - 5 -l 6 -28 » « « • 0.2 1 , 3 1.6 « • • 0.7 1 , 3 1 , 2 0 . 9 
71 9*0 -2 - 1 3 -26 • « • 0.6 0.3 1 . 7 • • • 0 . 5 o , 7 1 , 2 
1 1 5 o a ® 1 5 - 1 1 - 7 3 » « 0 4° 3 1.4 1.6 « © • 1 . 3 i , i l o 9 
Instituto Mexicano de Comercio Exterior, Cinoo alios de cowerclo exterior (1971,-197.5), February 197^° 
er production, the latter being the reason uhy the totals do not a^ree with those in the balance of payments 
activities, 
id, Italy, IrelMid (from 1 973) and the United lansdom (from 1573)» 
a. and Cuba, 
B. 
pael, Lebanon, Malaysia, Singapore and Sri Lanka, 
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The United States maintained or increased i t s exporting position 
towards Mexico, while Europe's share f e l l and imports from Japan 
showed re la t ive increase, unlike Japan's imports from Mexico which 
f e l l markedly (see again table 9 ) . 
These di f ferences in the geographical distribution of exports 
and imports have appreciable e f f ec ts on the balances of the trade of 
goods. Thus, for example, when the United States purchased less in 
Mexico while se l l ing more, the l a t t e r ' s d e f i c i t with the United 
States rose from 66 per cent of the total d e f i c i t to 70 per cent 
in 1974, only to drop again to 66 per cent in 1975 when United States 
imports rose again, the arithmetic result of the greater influence 
of the unfavourable external situation on European purchases in 
Mexico and the v ir tual stagnation of purchases by Latin America and 
the rest of the world. In any event, with a r ise in European imports 
and a drop in their purchases, Mexico's d e f i c i t in that area f e l l 
from 47 per cent to 26 per cent of the to ta l between 1970 and 
1974-1975« In turn, the balance with Latin America (LAFTA and MCCA) 
switched to a d e f i c i t in 1975 - mainly as a result of high imports 
from Argentina - while there continued to be a surplus balance with 
the Andean Group and, as usual, the Central American Common Market. 
What is most interesting to note i s that the geographic 
distribution of exports coincides with an equally marked d ivers i f i ca t ion 
of the products sold abroad. We have already pointed out the 
substantial increase in the importance of manufactures, as well as 
the striking change in the composition of external sales of industrial 
products, where new products, such as those of the metal-working 
industries, rapidly turned to foreign markets and manufactures proper 
gained ground. Thus the composition of exports changes together 
with geographic dispersion and the e f f o r t s to f ind new markets. 
This question w i l l be studied in greater deta i l in the next chapter. 
/II. DESTINATION 
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I I . DESTINATION OF EXPORTS OF MANUFACTURES 
1. General remarks 
As noted in the previous chapter, exports of manufactures grew 
rapidly unti l 19?k, part icularly during the last few years. They 
dropped in 1975» true, but mainly -because of the external slump, 
/ 
and i t may. be assumed from their recovery that they w i l l again 'r ise 
in 1976.-1/ These trends are combined with notable changes in the 
structure of industrial exports, above a l l in favour of metalworking 
products, which r e f l e c t s the progress made by industr ial izat ion, the 
creation of industrial l inks with other countries, both developing 
and developed, the Latin American integration process and the more 
vigorous demand for and trade in such manufactures in international 
markets; not to mention the export promotion policy and external 
negotiations. 
This d i ve rs i f i ca t i on of exports i s also accompanied by an 
accompanying s igni f icant dispersion of external markets, although 
the United States continues to play a predominant ro le . 
In this connexion, i t would now be useful to examine more 
spec i f i ca l l y the destination, of the exports.of these manufactures 
and some of the factors which a f f e c t their demand and composition. 
To do this , Mexican sales must be placed in the context of the world 
demand for manufactures,2/ and the e f f e c t of the integration processes 
and the influence of preferent ia l treatment outside Latin America must 
be examined=3/ Again, the. e f f e c t s of domestic demand must be studied, 
both in re lat ion to i t s potential as a source of support for exporting 
industries, and from the point of view of how i t can l imit the supply 
for export.4/ , 
1/ Inst i tuto Mexicano de Comercio Exterior (IMCE) Cinco anos de 
comercio exter ior (1971-1975), Mexico City, February 1976. 
2/ This subject i s discussed in a separate document. 
3/ This subject i s dealt with in Chapter V of this document. 
b j Chapter I I I i s devoted to this point. 
/2. Divers i f i cat ion 
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2. Divers i f i cat ion of products and markets 
During the period 1965-1974 exports of industrial products show 
an overal l d i ve rs i f i ca t i on of market of destination. While the 
importance of the United States as a purchaser of Mexican manufactures 
(excluding subcontracting) f a l l s from 72 per cent to 47 per cent in 
this period, Europe's importance t r ip l es , Canada's almost quadruples, 
that Of Japan and the rest of the world doubles and the importance of 
the Latin American countries as a whole increases moderately, although 
that of the Andean Group and Argentina: declines s l i gh t l y . However, 
other trends are v i s ib l e from an examination of manufactures proper. 
The United States continues to be the major purchaser, absorbing 
approximately 46 per cent of exports, Europe's share r ises from 13 to 
19 per cent, while Latin America, which in 1965 absorbed 26 per cent, 
accounted fo r only 19 per cent in 1974 (see table 10). 
The United States continues to be the major purchaser, together 
with Japan (1974), however, whose purchases of primary products in 
Mexico are more important, compared with the other countries and 
blocks distinguished in table 10. The United States' share of t o ta l 
goods i s higher than i t s share of manufactures•(57 and 47 per .cent 
respect ive ly ) , which i s true of no other country except Japan. A 
comparison of these percentages (table 10, penultimate two columns) 
show that the greatest r e la t i ve purchaser of manufactures proper i s 
Cuba, a f ter Paraguay-Uruguay and Canada, followed by the Andean Group, 
the Central American Common Market, CMEA and ESTA, and f i n a l l y the 
European Common Market, the United States and Japan. 
In the long-term, imports of industrial products from Mexico 
by the United States are r e l a t i v e l y sluggish ( table 10, last column), 
comparable only to the Andean Group and the even weaker imports of . 
the Central. American Common Market and Argentina, whose purchases of 
manufactures in Mexico also declined. However, exports of industrial 
products were very vigorous towards CMEA (including Cuba)i•Brazil, 
EFTA, Paraguay and Uruguay and Canada, followed by the EEC, Japan and 
the rest of the world. 
/Table 10 
Table 10 






European ^oonomic Coauunity (EEC) _c/ 62 14 0 347 23. . 1.05 72.3 îV- 0 6.2 6.0 12.1 13.0 18.3 14.5 
European ;?ree Trade Association EFTA d/ " 20 ; " 1 - 50 . 26 20 52.0 4o0o 2.C 0.4 • 0.7 ' 1.9 1 . 9 2 . 8 
Council for Ilutual Econouio Assistance-
(CIEA) 7; - 60; ' '! - 26 16 - 12 ' 61.5 , 46.2 ; 6.0 . - 1.0 " 1 . 2 1.7 
European countries and USSR, of 50 _ 14 ' 8 ; r s 57,1 • ' 35.7 ¿.of/. 0.2 -, - . 0-.5 0.6 0.8 
Cuba 2 • - I 2 
Ol U / 66.7 58.3 • 0.2 a a 0 • • 0 0.4 0.6 0.9 
Subtotal . 1H2 ; 16 !m 223 137 69.3 32.4 • -14.9g/ 7.2 . 12.9 ' 15.9 21 .3 19.0 
Latin American Free Trade Association 
(LAFTA) : 44 '-25 '10 •' 263 198 lo4 75.3 . 39.5 4;4 11.4 1 5 . 1 9.9 14.4 14.5 
Andean Group h/ 31 7 128 •94 59 73.4 . 46.1 • 3.1 7,3 10.0 4.8 6.8 8.1 
Argentina 7 5 2 4o 27 16 67.5 4o.o 0.7 2.2 3.7 1.5 2^0 2 . 2 
Brazil ' 5 ; ; ^ . 1 • 03 70 29 " 84.3 34.9 0.5 1.8 1 . 1 3.1 5.1 4.0 
Paraguay and Uruguay 1 - - 112 7 1 58.3 &.3 0.1 - o.l 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.1 
Central American Common Market 
(KCCA) i/ 15 6 ' ' 7 78 . .56 •34., 71.Ö 43.6 1.5 3.7 l l . i 2.9 4.1 4O7 
Subtotal. . 22 22 : 17 M 254 122 74.5 40.8 5.9 15.2 26.2 12.3 18.5 19.2 
Rest of the world 75 ' • 9 - 8 208 120 .... 60 57.7 32.7 7.5 4.3 12.0 : 7.8 8.7 , 9.4 
® Source: Based on information and tabulations of the Di'reccidn General de ^stadistioa. Corresponds to the sample of 186 products« 
a/ "he structure of the destination of ;^uuf;-.oturcs is calculated on the basis oi sample of l8i products representing 90 per sa :t of.the total* 
p. "b/ Sofii'od on the bc.sis of the UHCTAD oi-o&ifloation» 
h, o/Federal Republic of Goruany, 2ol(2vD«Luzaabour§# Donnark (fron 1973)* Prcnce, Holland,-Italy, Ireland (from 1973) and the United Kingdom (from 1973)' 
d/ Austria, Norvay, Portugal, S\?oden ciid Switzerland. 
4 e/ USSR, German Democratic Republic, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia* Hungary, Poland, Rumania* 
g Excluding excepts <Sf wheat and Baize td Poland* this figure fa l l s to zer©. 
' Excludinii exports of wheat and tnuizs to Poland in 1965» this figure fal ls to 9.1° " 
f Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and Venezuela. w Costa Rica, 31 Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua* 































Manti- factures Manu- factures 
Goods Goods 
factures proper factures proper 
y 
221' 217. 66 •2 665 Ì J 2 2 231 51.5 27.0 100.0 ' loo.o 100,0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
626 . 156 31 1 510 64o 336 . 42.4 22.2 6 2 . 7 71.8 46.1 56.7 46.6 • 46.6 
9 2 1 63 52 31 82.5 49.2 0.9 l . o 1 . 3 2.4 3.8 ". 4.3 
Gl . 1 1 120 l 4 10 1 1 . 7 C.3 G.l ' 0.5 : 1 . 1 . 4.5 1.0 1 . 4 
M ' m " 32 L Ì 1 3 706 377 - 41.7 22.3 7 1 . 7 . , 73.4 49 ¿0 \ 63.5 51.4 ' 52.3 
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The d i f f e r e n t markets have vary ing c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s in terms o f 
the s tructure of t h e i r purchases of manufactures in Mexico. In the 
f i r s t p lace , a t t e n t i o n should be drawn to the c l e a r predominance, 
in exports to Canada.and.the EFTA and CMEA count r i es , o f the more 
t r a d i t i o n a l products o f the non-durable consumer goods i n d u s t r i e s , ; 
as a r esu l t o f "the f a c t that no i n t e r - i ndus t r y ¡Links o f any p a r t i c u l a r 
importance have been made with those countr i es ; t h i s i s a l so r e f l e c t e d 
i n t h e ' l i t t l e importance o f t h e i r purchases o f metalworking products. 
Of g r ea t e r importance than the l a t t e r are the products o f the 
intermediate i ndus t r i e s , although f o r the most part they are semi-
manufactures or bas ic products (see t ab l e 11 ) . 
The oppos i te i s true o f the purchases o f the United S ta tes , 
where, although intermediate products are most important, the share 
o f metalworking products i s ' s i g n i f i c a n t , p a r t i c u l a r l y i f measured i n 
comparison with manufactures proper, o f which they account f o r almost 
50 per cent. Here i t i s obvious that, apart from the pecul iar i t i es 
o f the market i t s e l f , there has been a c e r t a i n amount of i n d u s t r i a l 
" i n t e g r a t i o n " based to some extent on the operations- o f the; 
t ransnat iona l en t e rp r i s es with subs id i a r i e s in the country . Japan 
-f-: i - - • 
i s l i k ew i s e predominantly an importer o f in termediate products and 
non-durable consumer goods, although i t s purchases from metalworking 
indus t r i e s are much more important than those o f EFTA and CMEA, desp i t e 
the f a c t that i n t r a - i n d u s t r i a l l i nks with Mexico are f ew . Sales to 
the EEC are composed predominantly of in termediate products» wh i l e those 
o f the metalworking indus t r i e s are r e l a t i v e l y smal l , although some 
i n d u s t r i a l l i n k s have been improved, p a r t i c u l a r l y wi th the Federa l 
Republic o f Germany in the motor -veh ic l e l i n e . With regard to La t in 
America (LAFTA and MCCA), purchases of products o f the t r a d i t i o n a l , 
non-durable consumer goods indus t r i e s are much smal ler than those o f 
the intermediate and metalworking indus t r i e s , because the t r a d i t i o n a l 
manufactures are more developed in both count r i es , inc lud ing Central 
America. . Exports o f in termediate semi-manufactures are r e l a t i v e l y high 
to those count r i es , -and even-more so, on the whole, those of metalworking 
products, which po ints to the improvement o f c e r t a in i n t r a - i n d u s t r i a l 
l i n k s , again based to. some extent on the operat ions of the t ransnat iona l 
corpora t ions . .: ' 
/Table 11 
Table 11 
S BY DSTINATiai AHD INDUSTRIAL GROUP OF œiGDI, 1274 
Manufactures proper 
Structure by origin 
(percentage) 
Value PCB 
(millions of dollars) 
Structure by origin 
(peroen tage ) 














2,2 4Ç.0 24.3 7 2 1 . 1 281.8 iii-h 320.0 3SLiI 16.5 44.4 52.5 
28.4 43.7 2 7.9 336.2 114.1 50.6 1 7 1 . 5 33.9 15.1 51.0 52.5 
64.4 19.8 15.8 - 31.0 19.4 3.4 8.2 . 62.6 11.0 26.4 59.6 
25.9 47.4 21,9 10.2 4.0 3.2 3.0 39.2 31.4 2 9 . 4 74.4 
21.4 67o7 lo„9 104.7 43.8 33.7 27.2 41.8 32.2 26,0 4l.8 
6% 4 29.6 5.0 20.3 17 .0 " 2,1 1 . 3 83.7 10,3 6.4 78.1 
68.1 24.4 7.5 1 2 . 3 1 0 . 5 0,6 1.2 85.4 4.9 9.8 76.9 
65.1 34*9 - 5.5 5.0 0,5 » 90.9 9.1 - 66,3 
71.4 13.0 15.6 6.8 5.5 - 1.2 80.9 - 17.7 88.3 
27.C §k>2 10,2 12M 2hl 36.3 2hi ' SL-X ¿SsS 21.6 
13.0 47.6 39.3 104.3 21.0 0.9 74.4 20.1 8.5. 71.4 . 52.8 
18.0 37.3 44.7 50.6 15.1 4.9 38.6 25.8 8.4 65.9 62,3 
2 1 . ? 39.0 33.3 16.2 3.3 2.4 1 0 . 5 20.4 l4.8 64.8 59.1 
3.3 60.9 35.3 28,7 2.3 1.5 24.9 8.0 5.2 86.8 41,3 
6.1 C7.9 6.1. 0.7 0.3 - 0.4 42.9 - 57.1 10.6 
29.9 37.6 32,4 30.2 1 6 . 5 2.4 15.3 48.2 48.2 44.8 61.0 
16.8 4%4 2Z& 
T ~ 0 r-
hâiiZ 22-d 11.3 3 9.7 27..1 hi ¿ b i 
30.6 54.4 1 5 . 0 67.3 35.5 
u\ 
•=r f-t 17.3 52.4 21.4 26.2 56.5 
27.0 25.8 
Corresponds to the sample of 136 products («'.eluding international subcontracting), 
>tyear, leather, printing and ¿nblisliins, pharmaceuticals). I I . Intermediate industries (-wood, furniture, 
ind petroleum products). I l l , Iletal-working industries (metal products, raaohitiery and other mechanical 
¡and various), 
ind, I ta ly , Ireland (from 1273) anC the United Kingdom (from 1973)» b/ Austria, Moruay, Portugal, Sweden and 
(unwary, Poland and Rumania; d/ Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, P"eru and Venezuela; e/ Costa Rica, El Sal-
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Thus the external demand for Mexican manufacturés arises 
essentially from the deficits which occur in the external markets 
(mainly in the case of intermediate products, including both of the 
basic industries, and some non-durable and consumer goods) and from 
originality or comparative advantages in other lines (particularly 
in non-durable consumer goods industries). In addition, more recently 
the external demand for manufactures, particularly in the metalworking 
industry, derives from inter-industrial relations which are often 
linked to tansnational corporations. In some cases this demand takes 
the form of a simple distribution of some products, such as pharmaceutical 
and hormonal products. There is also the effect of competitiveness 
arising from the domestic promotion policy as well as from preferential 
treatment within and outside Latin America and more specific bilateral 
negotiations. 
The most diversified and all-embracing demand for exports of 
Mexican manufactures comes from the United States, due to its proximity 
and the size and diversification of its markets stemming, from its 
high income level and advanced, complete production structure. In 
comparison with this.market, the others appear relatively specialized 
in their purchases in Mexico. From an examination of the sale of 
manufactures proper to any country or block in excess of 400,000 dollars 
(1974), it .appears that out of 87 entries, the United States purchases 
73 while at the other extreme, CMEA purchases only 5 (see table 12). 
LAFTA purchases, while much lower, come closest to the diversification 
of United States purchases, particularly as a result of trade with the 
Andean Group, Brazil and Argentina. They are followed by the rest of 
the world and, at a greater distance, the Central American Common 
Market, Canada and the EEC, while the indices of diversification of 
exports of manufactures are particularly low for Japan, EFTA and CMEA. 
Of course, these calculations suffer from a major flaw, because 
they do not consider, inter alia, the size of the markets and the 
influence of this matter on the amount of the different purchases. 
Nevertheless, the 400,000 dollar minimum would appear to be sufficiently 
low to avoid.excessive errors of judgement. 
/Table 12 
Table 12 
MEXICO: HABI liAMUFACTUTlES EXPCRTEB TO TI!E DIFFERENT COUTTRISS ¿IID ECQIOIÍIC BLOCS, 1974 a/ 
Industrial groups and products 
United 
States Canada Japan EEC 
EFTA CI iE A LAFTA MCCA 
i-3 to CJ* M a> 
H 
o O O c+ 
i 1'on durable consumer rjoods (20) 
Food, beverages and tobacco 
Pineapple in syrup or juice 
Strawberries (yam or puree) 




Tomatoes (paste, puree or preserved) 
Preserved abalone and tuna 
Glucose (starch syrup) 
Food .supplements 
Honeys and syrups 
T equila 
Beer 
Other alcoholic beverages 
Textjles, leather, footwear and 
clothing 
Cottcn yam and thread 
S ¿nth otic fibre yarn and thread 
Cotton fa->r.ics 
Synthetic fibre fabrio 
Clothing 
Footwear 
Leather: bags, wallets, etc. 
Printing; and publishing 
llewsrii^ors and periodicals 
Boohs 
Pliariaao eutic.?J. s 
Capsule3, etc. containing medicinal 
substances 
Medicaments for internal use 
Injectable preparations 
Iledioineo for veterinary use 








X Sweden Poland and Cuba Brazil 
Poland Brazil 






















Table 12 (continued 3) 








I I . Intermediate (l?) 
Wood and furniture 
Baskets " 
Brushes . . 







Empty gelatin carsules 
Lithographic plate activators 
Non-taetallic jn^°raJ._prowict£ 




Sanitary fixtures anu fittings 





o o B rt-
IV 





Andean Group X 
X X 
Colombia X 
FJJ.Giand ' Brazil and X 
Holland Uruguay 
F.R.G.and Poland X 
Holland 
Table 12 (continued 2) 
Industrial groups and products 
United 
States Canada Japan SEC EFTA CHEA LAFTA MCCA 
Rest of the 
world 




Taps and valves 
Authomatic valves 
industrial moulds 
Iron or steal articles 
Aluminium articles 
Razor blades 






















Machinery and other mechanical products 
Internal, combustion machinery 
Presses 
Machines driven.-by mechanical means 
Machines for industry, mining, etc, 
Teitile machinery parts 








Electrical appliances and instruments 
Radio- parts 
T.V« parts '• 
Insulated cable 













Table 12 (concluded) 
Industrial groups and products 
United 
States 
. i l l . Hetal-wor'.lnn (concluded) 
Transport'equipment and material 
Ilotor oars for up to 10 persons 
Lorries 
Body parts 
Parts to assemble bodies 
liotor vehicle motors 
Ship and boat motors 
Parts for motors or transmissions 
Chassis parts 
Unspecified vehicle parts 
Iron or steel springs 
Propeller-driven boats over 10 in. 
Bodies 
Various 
Silver sheets and plate 
Other silver manufacture 
Silver Jewelry 
Fotographic and'''cinematographic film 
and plates 
Total entries (87) 
Index (percentage) 








































Rest of the 
world 
22 
3 0 . 1 
¿5 
52.0 
t-3 Î3* 0) 
Pu 
H-
<5 <D ^ 
0) H-Hj H-O S3 
t-t-H-O P 
VJ1 (\> 
Source: CEPAL on the basis of figures of the Dirección General de Estadística. 
a/ Out of a sample of lC6 products (excluding subcontracting) covering about JOfJ of the total value of exports of manufactures, manufactures proper were 
selected and those with sales of over 400 000 dollars to a country or .economic bloc were noted. For each product, only purchases exceeding this figure 
are entered. In the case of the blocs, a country is specified if it is the only or the major purchaser. The classification corresponds to the General 
Export- Duty List. 
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' '" The divèrsification of sales' to the tJhited States, despite the 
'^restrictions which customarily af'féct them, is accentuated by the 
operations of TJnited States' subsidiaries in Mexico, which tend to 
integrate certain productiori' lines" with -the mother companies, as is 
suggested by the meta'lworking headings (parts aind motors)» This is 
also' suggested by the exports towards thé Fédéral Republic of Germany 
in the motor-vehicle lines, as mentioned earlierbut only to a 
. small extent- by Canada and -Japan, and! very little, i'f - at all, in the 
case "of iEFTA and CMEAo' A certain level ôf industrial integration is 
suggested with the rest of the "world, but not with the Central American 
Common Markét, which tends ihstead to purchase final goods because of 
its lower level of industrialization.» In sum,' the process of industrial 
integration mentioned a~bove seems to-occur with the United States, the 
EEC and LAFTA, and is usually influenced' by the" transnational 
..corporations. In anyjevent, this would help to explain to some extent 
the sizeable increase in exports of manufactures in recent' years, 
in which it is precisely the1 products of the metalworking industries 
which predominate, as wev hpve seen» '•' 
Attention should be drawn to thé fact that in general, the 
manufactures selected'(see again table 12) do hot' individually possess 
such diversified markets* None 6f the 871 entries is sold to aïî the 
countries and blocks (fir at least not for values of over ^00,000 dollars) 
The greatest geographical diversification is in textiles (yarns and 
thread, particularly), hormônes, glass and the motor-Vehicle industry. 
Furthermore, some countries "predominate within the economic blocks; the 
Federal Republic of Germany in the EEC; Sweden and'Switzerland in EFTA? 
Cuba and.Poland1 in the CMEÀ5 Brazil, and-to a lesser extent Argentina 
in LAFTA, excluding the Andean Group; and Guatemala in the MCCA. For 
these reasons, among others, the efforts to continue the process of 
geographical dispersion of exports of manufactures (shown by the overall 
figures) are important, in order to add to the results stemming from 
the operation of companies which tend to,be integrated, in the 
international setting but are located' in a' small numbèr of'countries. 
/These results 
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These results are nevertheless very s ign i f i cant . Great changes 
appear from a comparison of geographical and export d i ve rs i f i ca t i on 
in 1965 (see table 13) and 1974 (see again table 12). While in 
1965 -EFTA and CMEA purchased none of the 87 selected entries in amounts 
over 23O,,000 do l l a rs , ! / in 1974 they purchased 8 and 5 respect ively, 
which répresents 11 per cent and'? per cent of the number of entries 
of the United States, whose number-of entries also increased " 
substantially. In turn, Japan, Canada;, the EEC, LÂFTA and' the rest 
of the world considerably increased their re la t i ve indices of 
d ivers i f i ca t ion of purchases in Mexico; only that-of the Central American 
Common Market dropped, in comparison with the United States. 
The d i ve rs i f i ca t i on of export products i s even more notable. 
Let it- su f f i ce to point out that the number of entries purchased by 
the United States rose from 28 to 173, i ° e . , from 32 per cent to 
84 per" cent of the to ta l of 87 headings considered. Furthermore, in 
1974 exports to LAFTA and-the rest of the world were more d i ve rs i f i ed 
than those-to the United States in 19Ô5» The many blanks of 1965 (see 
again table 13) tended to be f i l l e d in 1974 (see again table 12), 
which i s representative of the access to more markets and the 
d i ve rs i f i ca t i on of export products. The l a t t e r , as has already been 
pointed out, i s linked- with the process of industr ia l izat ion and also 
with the trend towards stronger inter- inâustr ia l l inks, as i s clear 
in the metalworking-lines. ' : : 1 
I t i s worth paying a l i t t l e closer attention i;o'the metalworking 
group, since i t has had considerable influence on the growth and 
géographical eirid product d ivers i f i ca t ion of exports of manufacture's, 
as i s typical of the overal l features of world trade during the period 
under considération. 
1/ A minimum of 230,000 dol lars instead of 400,000 (1974), was set 
for 1965» taking into account-the variat ion in the average price 
index of exports of Mexican manufactures between the two years. 
/Table 13 
Table 12 
MEXICOS MAIN MANUFACTURES EXPORTED TO TIE DIFFERENT C0U1ÎTRES AID ECONOMIC BLOCS, Vj&gJ 
Industrial groups and produots 
United 
States 










' Non-durable consuraer goods (28) 
Food, beverages and tobacco 
Pineapple in syrup or juice 
Strawberries (yarn or puree) 




Tomatoes (paste,, puree or preserved) 
Preserved abalone and tuna 
Glucose (starch syrup) 
Food supplements 
Honey and syrups 
Tequila 
Beor ... 
Other alcoholic beverages 
Textiles, leather, footwear and 
clothing 
Cotton yarn and thread 
Synthetic fibre yarn and thread 
Cotton.fabrics 
Synthetic fibre fabric 
Clothing 
Footwear 
Leathers bags, wallets, etc« 
Printing? and publishing 
Nevrepapers ¿md periodicals 
Books 
Pharmaceuticals 
Capsules, eto. containing medicinal 
substances 
Medicaments for internal use 
Injectable preparations 
Medicines for veterinary use 


















Table 13 (continued l ) 
Industrial groups and products 
United 
States 




II* Intermediate (1/) 









Casein products " 
Empty gelatin capsules 
Lithographic plate activators 
Non-metallic mineral products 


















Table 13 (oontinued 2) 
Industrial groups and products 
United 
States Canada Japan 




Taps and valves 
Authomatie valves 
• Industrial moulds 
Iron or steal articles 
Aluminium articles 
Razor blades 
Zinc hexagons or discs 
Stoves 
Machinery and other mechanical products 
Internal combustion machinery 
Presses 
Machines driven by mechanioal means 
Machines for industry, mining, etc» 









Electrioal appliances and instruments 
Radio parts 
. T.V. parts 
Insulated cable 





O O O o 
Rosií of 


















Table 13 {conducted) 
Industrial groups and products 
United 
States 
Canada Japan EEC EFTA (MEA LAFTA MCCA 
Rest of 
the world 
I I I . Metal-working (concluded) 
Transport equipment and material 
Motor ears for up to 10 persons 
Lorries 
Body parts 
Parts, to assemble bodies 
Motor vehicle motors 
Ship and boat motors 
Parts for motors or transmissions 
Chassis parts 
Unspecified vehicle parts 
Iron or steel springs 
Propeller-drive;? boats over 10 m. 
Bodies -
.Various 
Silver sheets and plate 
Other silver manufacture 
Silver jewelry 
Fotographic and cinematographio 
film and plates 
























t? H-3 OH 
Source; CEPAL, on the basis of figures of the Dirección General de Estadística. 
a/ Out of a sample of 186 products (excluding subcontracting) covering about JO '¡0 of the total value of exports of manufactures, manufactures proper were 
selected and those with sales of over 400 000 dollars to a country or economic bloc were noted. Por each product, only purohases exceeding this figure 
are entered. In the case of the blocs, a country is specified i f i t is the only or the major purchaser. The classif ication corresponds to the General 
Export Duly List . 
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While metalworking exports have been the--mast • dynamic, imports 
of this: type of product have also grown rapidly. Thus between 1970 
..and 197^ the value of sales;of the group rose from 8k to 305 mil l ion 
dollars at 1970 prices (see again table 6) , and the value of such 
imports rose from 1,432 to 2,391 mill ion dollars, again at 1970 prices 
(see again t-able at average cumulative rates of 38 per cent and 
per cent annually, respectively. Obviously., exports gained ground, 
although the d e f i c i t rose from 1,3^8 to 2,036-million dollars at •< 
1970 prices, or 2»~5kk mil l ion dollars at current prices (see again 
table 5) , which represents about 70 per cent of the d e f i c i t in the 
trade of .manufactures. Besides', the; import ratio of the''metalworking 
group (imports over product ) .<rose by 26 per cent (see again table k), 
since .production was unable to,keep up with the demand created by the 
growth of the economy and of the group i t s e l f , including i t s own 
exports (imported components). :".'.' : 
Reference has also been, made to the important role of 
transnational corporations in metalworking exports. 
I t is calculated 1/. that in 1973 total exports of manufactures 
(excluding subcontracting), by the transnationals represente^ 3** per 
cent of the corresponding national to ta l , or some 350 million, dollars; 
but at the same time, the imports of such companies generated a trade 
de f i c i t of almost 600 mil l ion dollars, the, equivalent of over one-third 
of the national de f i c i t s This i s due to the imported component in 
the production and investment of the transnational corporations, and 
the circumstances that the operation of, such companies i s,. basic a l ly . 
oriented towards the domestic, market. The transnationals.of the. 
metalworking group in 1973 accounted for 65 per cent, of.,the total de f i c i t 
of that group, and up to 80 per cent including the companies in the 
chemical industry.2/ . „ . ,, .. 
1/ Fernando Fajnzylber and Trinidad Martínez Tarrago, Las .empresas 
transnacionales,_ expansion á nivel mundial y proyección en la 
industria mexicana« Fondo de Cultura Económica* Mexico City, 
.19760, .. . . . . ., '. ... 
ü/ íbi'd. •; ; •:•":•'• '/••'.•.";.• '" ' . 'X '.'.," : 
—- . . /Thus the 
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Thus the export of manufactures i s of r e la t i ve l y l i t t l e importance 
for the Mexican subsidiaries, in comparison 'with" the proportion of 
production intended for the domestic market. In 1970 their export 
rat ios (exports over the gross value of production) were low, less 
than 3 on average and hot much higher within the metalworking group, 
although with notable exceptions in the case of some spec i f i c products. 
This f igure i s not very d i f f e rent from that of the domestic companies, 
whose export coe f f i c i en t in the same year was on average 2.5« l/ 
Although more recent information i s not avai lable on these 
questions, the above f igures and conclusions jus t i f y stressing that 
the t ransnat ional (the very companies which in general have the 
greatest importance in the more dynamic industrial f i e l d s ) should 
change the ir attitude in the interest of broader export object ives . . 
Naturally, this does' not obviate the need f o r a similar pol icy in the 
case of the domestic companies. 
3« Exports of manufactures in the context of the . 
LAFTA integration' process 
Mexico'.s trade in goods with the LAFTA countries, has bepn growing 
more rapidly than with the rest of the. world as a whole, from the,, 
standpoint, of both exports and imports,. The former grew from a. l i t t l e 
over 4 per cent to almost 10 per cent during the last ten years, while 
'imports rose by.nearly 2 per cent.to.5 or 6 per cent, with exports 
running at 260 or 270 mil l ion dol lars and imports.at about kOO mi l l ion 
(see again table 9)«. 
Thus although tr9.de within LAFTA increased, Mexico had d e f i c i t s , 
especial ly in 1975v when imports,from Argentina were high. However, 
the d e f i c i t did not exceed 1-per cent ..or per cent of .the t o t a l . i n 
1974 and 1975; i . e . , i t s importance i s r e l a t i v e l y less than with the 
rest of the world, bearing in mind that trade in goods with the LAFTA 
countries has been mope important than with the rest of the world 
(see again table 9 ) « This means,,, among, other things,, that...Mexico's 
1/ Las empresas transnacionales, expansión a nivel mundial y 
proyección en la industria mexicana, op. c i t . 
/trade position 
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trade position with those countries has been better than with the 
rest of the world,.,especially in the case of the United States, although 
at an incomparably -lower . level ,in the,.case of the l a t t e r . 
Exports of manufactures to those countries, have also grown more 
rapidly, from 11 or 12 per cent in 1965, to .1^ or 15 per cent in 
at a faster rate than with the United States, but lower than 
with; Canada and the countries of the;. EEC,, EFTA and CMEA (see again 
table 10) o •  ,, 
In this respect i t should be borne in mind that this greater 
dynamism stems almost ent ire ly from trade with Brazi l , and that trade 
with the Andean Group and Argentina was below average, and their, 
position as importers of manufactures from Mexico declined. 
Nevertheless, the Andean Group countries as a whole, and Argentina, 
Brazil and Paraguay-Uruguay, had high percentages of manufactures 
in their purchases from Mexico, much higher than.those of the.United 
States and Japan, somewhat lower than those of Canada and the same 
or higher than those, of the European countries belonging to the EEC 
and EFTA, although a l i t t l e lower, in the case of manufactures proper, 
than that of CMEA, due to the e f f e c t s of tr^de with Cuba (see -aga.in. 
table 10). . • . . . 
. ..To summarize, exports of. manufactures to the LAFTA countries 
have,„been more dynamic, than, to ta l sales abroa.d of such products, and 
on the whole those .countries, tend to be -relatively greater purchasers 
of Mexican industrial products than the rest of the -world as. a1 whole. 
Furthermore, Mexican sales of. manufactures proper-to the. LAFTA 
countries are the most, d i vers i f i ed (.197*0,-. a f t e r those to the. United 
States. On average, the d.egree of. d i vers i f i ca t ion in the case of the 
.United States i s 56 per cent and almost oO per'cent for metalworking 
products (33.per cent-for the products>of.non-durable consumer .goods 
industries and kk per cent fo r the products of the intermediate 
industries) (see again table 12)o This i s s ign i f i cant , since i t , 
represents a step towards the creation of inter- industr ia l l inks. 
This d ivers i f i ca t ion , however, i s heavily influenced by the Andean 
Group and Brazi l , and i s at least partly based on the operations of 
/subsidi a r i e s ox 
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subsidiaries of transnational corporations. I t was pointed out 
ear l i e r that the d ivers i f i ca t ion occurred during the last decade, 
so that i t may be assumed to have originated in. the process of 
industr ia l izat ion of Mexico and the other countries of the bloc, as 
well as in the framework and the instruments provided by the Latin 
American, Free Trade Association. . .. 
The exports of manufactures towards the d i f f e rent countries, of 
LAFTA have d i f f e rent characterist ics. Naturally, the main purchaser 
i s Brazi l , followed at a great distance by Venezuela, Argentina, 
Colombia and Peru; the share of Chile and Ecuador i s r e la t i ve l y 
small, and that of the smaller countries, Bol iv ia , Paraguay and . 
Uruguay, i s ins igni f icant (see table 14). The qual i tat ive di f ferences 
are as great as the quantitative ones. In the case of Argentina and 
Brazi l , inter-rindustrial l inks are important, since 33 per cent .̂nd 
27 per cent respectively of their purchases of manufactures proper 
correspond to parts for machinery, ra.dios, t e l ev is ion sets, and motor 
vehic les . This percentage,rises ,to, 52 per cent for Venezuela, of 
which almost 90 per cent is due to purchases of motors-for automobiles. 
This type of l ink is. much -weaker -with Chile, Colombia and Peru, and 
pract ica l ly inexistent with the smaller and less industrial ized countries 
of LAFTA. .What i s also important ,i&. the preponderance of exports of 
products fo r which i t may be assumed. economies of. scale are ;,greater: 
metalworkiug and basic industries (mainly chemical and metals). The sum 
of these two represents.almost 80 per cent of the tota l value of exports 
of manufactures to those.countries, with Brazi l , Argentina and the 
medium-sized countries once again in the forefront<> This l ikewise 
suggests the progress being made in reaching a certain l eve l of • 
industrial integration, although only in an incipient manner, bearing 
in mind that the trade coe f f i c i en ts are small, as i s the,importance 
of such exports in domestic production.or in the supply of the LAFTA 
countries. -. ... 
/Table 14 
Table 14 
MEXICOS FOB EXPORTS OF MANUFACTURES-. TO TH.2 LAFTA COUNTRIES, 1974 






o o H-!» cf H-o 
P 
Industries of origin LAFTA 
Argen-
Brazil 
Para- Uru- Andean Group 
tina guay. guay Total 
Boli- Colom- Chile Ecua-• Peru Vene-via bia dor • zuela 
Total I97.5 27.4 69.5 .0.3 . H 94.O 0.8 25.5 H , 8.1 17.5 32.2 
Manufactures proper 104¿3 16.2. ±'1 0.3^ " £.5 58.6 . 15.3 3.9 6.5 l^L 22.8 
I . Non-durable consumer goods- 21.0 3.3 0.1 o.l 15ol 0.2 hi M 2.9 ' 2»3 ¿¡0 
Food, beverages and tobacco IO 0.7 - - wr _ 0.6 «0 _ . 0.1 « • - m 0.5 
Textiles leather, footwear and- • 
clothing .' 1.1 - 1.0 - 0.1 0.1 . „ O.l 
Printing and publishing ll4'.l 2.0 0.3 0.1 0.1 11.6 0.2 2.9 1.2 J 1.1 2.1 4.1 
Pharmaceutical O.7 1.0 - - : . 2.7 0.3 '" 0.2 1.6 0.2 0.4 
I I . Intermediate M 2.4 1.5 - 0.1 - : && 0.3 0.4 O06 l . l Wood and furniture (articles) _ _ „ ... „ M mm « • am 
Rubber (articles) o„5 - 0.1 - _ 0.4 _ —. o.l . 0.1 0.2 
Chemical . - 5.5 2.4 1.3 - O.l" 1.7 - - 0.5 0.2 o.l ; 0.3 0.5 
. Non-metallic mineral products 1®0 0,1 0.9 - 0.3 0,2 0,1 0,4 
Petroleum products - 1.8 - - - 1.8 , 1.7 0.1 ••• ; 0.1 
I I I . Metal-working - 74.4 12il Éík 0.2 0.2 2M ì é . 2 a 1Ú. áú. 16.6 
Metal products " 8.3 0.1 0.6 .. -, 7.6 - 0«2 3.6 - . 0.2 0.6 . I.3 1.5 
Machinery and other mechanical 23.5 4.9 9.1 0.1 - 9.4 í 0.1 3.2 0.7 0o7 2.8 1.8 
Products (parts) (7-4) (1.4) (1.2) <-) .<-) (1.8) (o.4) (0.4) da) (0.9) 
Electrical machinery and material 14.9 M 6.6 ' 0 . « . . . 402 : 0.9 . 0.2 o. l 1.6 l«5 (Radio and TV parts) (10.4) (3.5) (5.7) (-) (1.1) ; ( - ) (0.4) . (0.1) ( - ) (~) (0.5) 
Transport equipment and material 17.? o»5 2*8 ' » 14.6 0.2 0.7 -0.5 
(0.2) 
1.9 0.2 11.1 
(Parts incl. motors for Venezuela) (14.4) (0.5) (2,7) (-) (11,1) ( - ) (0.2) (-.) ..(0.2) (10.4) 
•• Various (films or plates) . 9.8 l.o 5.3 - 0.1 2.9 1.2 0.5 • O.5 0.7 
Semimanufactures 93.2 11.2 •-r . ¿¡2 0.1 10.2 5.8 1.6 8.1 
I . Non-durable consumer goods 
' Usi 0.1 1.9 0.1 : lo8 w . -
Food beverages and Tobacco 1.8 : - » ' m « » 1.8 0.1 ' 1.7 m 
Textiles 2.9 2.7 M . 0.1 0.1 . « 0.1 „ 
11« Intermediate • 85.3 • .8.5 '•40.-8 «9 
' H 30.2 O.l M 4.1 1.6 8.0 M 
Paper (cotton cellulose) - 0.1 — - o.l „ 0.1 
Chemical 42*0 7 .0 . 17.6 » 0.2 • 17.I , 0.1 3.4 . 3°o 1.5 2.5 6.7 Non-metallic mineral prods. 1.0 O.l'"1' 0.2 - • " . . . 0.7 » ' 0.1 0o2 0.2 0.3 
. Petroleum products 12.8 ?.i « ' 5«o 0.7 m '* 0* 0.6 m ^ mt 
Base netal product 29.4 1.4 15*8 •«J 0.5 11.6 » 3©6 0o3 0.1 %3 2.3 
I I I . Metalworking (metal structures) M " . ' - - . m hi - 3o2 - » Ool m 
Souroes CEPAL, on the basis of figures and Tabulations of the Dirección General de Estadística, according to the 186 products sample. 
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The Association has two main instruments: the "national l i s t s " 
and the "complementarity agreements". In the former, éach country 
o f f e r s t a r i f f "concessions", f o r spec i f ic products coming from the 
others. In the second, two or more countries grant reciprocal 
concessions fo r spec i f i c products within the framework of given 
•industrial areas. In 1974 the national l i s t s contained 11,159 
concessions and 20 agreements, with another 2,79o concessions, had 
been entered into (see table 15)= The la test agreement, hov/ever, 
was entered into almost k years ago, which r e f l e c t s to some extent 
the d i f f i c u l t i e s hindering the progress of LAFTA as well as the 
re la t i ve l y slow growth of concessions in the national l i s t s (only a 
l i t t l e over 3 per cent annually over the last 10 years, and only 
0.4 per cent in 1.974).!/ ; ; ' " 
Naturally the three more industrial ized countries - Argentinâ,, 
Brazi l and Mexico1- are those which hav,e granted the largest number 
of concessions and entered into the most complementarity agreements, 
to ta l l ing 53 per cent of the concessions in the l i s t s and agreements 
among the three of th-em (see again table 15). This proportion i s 
probably close to 100 per cent in terms of products covered, since 
only petx-o-chemicals are excluded from the agreements'»entered into, 
at least for one of those countries; furthermore, in the national 
l i s t s few products are excluded from the. concessions granted by them, 
or by one of them. 
1 This state of a f f a i r s i s the result of the higher degree of 
industr ia l izat ion of those countries and therefore of their greater 
expectations about competition in a wider and more d i ve rs i f i ed range 
of products. I t should be borne in mind that most instruments led, 
more than anything, to at least potential competition, and less to 
complementarity, since the concessions granted by both instruments 
are in the majority of cases repeated by the.countries. : Nevertheless, 
some inter- industr ia l l inks are developing, as was pointed out above, 
which again primarily a f f e c t s the three larger countries; this i s now 
re f l ec ted in the complementarity agreements themselves. Xse'ë again 
table 15) despite their l imi tat ions . ; ' . • 
1/ Secretariat, of the Latin American Free Trade Association (LAFTA), 
Document ALALC/C«XIV/del 7, p. 34, • ' 
•; : ... . /Table 15 
Table 12 













- Mexi- Para- Peru Uru- Vene-
zuela 
granted in 






1 Statistical machines X x X X 20 
2 Electronic valves X 
' . X 
X 51 51 
3 Electrical appliances X X 20 
4 Electr. and electrical communic. . X X Not in force 
5 Chemicals - .., X X y. X X X X X 488 488 
6 Petrochemicals' x ' x' V A 142 
1 Household goods X V A 39 
8 Glass X X . s 47 47 
3 Gen., transf. and distr. of electr. X X 56 56 
10 Office maohines X A ~ • 1 X 51 51 
11 Office machines X V. J\. X 9 9 
12 Electronic and electr. corarjunio. X. x 133 133 
13 Phonogragraph ind. X A V A V A X 27 27 
14 Refrig.j air .condit. and appliances X V Ji. 44 44 
15 Chemical-pharmaceutioal A X X 530 530 
16 Petrol, based chemicals X A : X • X 147 147 
17 Refrig., air condit. etc. and applianoes X X 150 
18 Photography V A X X X. 190 190 
19 Electr« and electrical communic. X X X X 193 193 
20 Pigments and dyestuffs X X X 452 452 
Total (20) ; 14 22 1 . 4 2 . r" •ÜL 2 a 1 
I Concessions granted in agreements 724 892 36 108 63: 749 76 86 55 2 789 
II In -which Mexico participates 622 799 - : 71 26 _ 749 39 57 .55 2 428 
III Concessions in national lists 1 881 1 877 196 979 778 1 728 1 212 702 504 810 492 H 159 
IV Total concessions for Mexioo 
(II • I I I ) 2 503 2 676 196 1050 Go4 1 728 1 96I 702 - 543 867 547 13 577 
V Same excluding Mexioo 11 616 
Source: According to LAFTA Seoretc.rirl information and figures. 
In general i t i s considered that the margins of preference 
granted by the concessions are insuf f i c ient to generate a much higher 
l eve l of trade among the 11 LAFTA countries» This i s thought to be 
particularly true of Mexico and i t s exports towards the countries 
of the "Cono Sur", l/ combined with a certain industrial backwardness 
on the part of Mexico in comparison with Argentina and Brazi l » 
In any case, the concessions in the l i s t s and agreements cover 
the great majority of products (entr ies in the Mexican t a r i f f l a s t ) 
which over the last 10 years have raised the l e ve l Of trade among 
the LAFTA countries and between them and Mexico in particular» .The 
agreements provide about oOO concessions to Mexico, in terms of 
products, and the l i s t s a further 2,000 or more, (the inventory of ' 
the l a t t e r must be draiim. up eliminating the overlap with the to ta l 
11,159, concessions contained in a l l the national l i s , t s ) . 
A l l the same, some argue that this increase i s primarily a f fec ted 
by the a c t i v i t i e s of the transnationals and that therefore that the 
LAFTA instruments have been to the point but rather marginal. 
Some of the exports to the LAFTA countries which have grown most 
are precisely in industries where the transnational corporations are 
predominant.. Thus, for example, adding together the value of exports 
of chemical and pharmaceutical products, machinery and other non-
e l ec t r i ca l mechanical products, e l ec t r i ca l (including e lectronic ) 
machinery and material and transport equipment and material, i t 
appears (see table 16) that their share in to ta l sales to. LAFTA grew 
from kO per cent to 55 per cent between 1955 and 1974, while the 
importance of the transnationals in the production of these l ines in 
1970 was over 50 per cent, and as high as SO per cent or 70 per cent»2/ 
1/ CEPAL/NAFINSA study on Condiciones de acceso de los bienes de 
capital al mercado de los países miembros de la ALALC 
TCEPAL/MEX/76/C ) . • ' • ' ' ; 
2/ Las empresas transnacionales, expansión a nivel mundial y 
proyección en la -indusj^rjU^ mexicana, op. c j t . 
/Table l 6 
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Table lé 
MEXICO: EXPŒTS 0? mKUFACTURSS TÛ THE LfiPTA COOHTRIES, I9S5 AND 1974 
(¡•aillons of dollars) 
Total Manufactures 
Industries of origin manufactures proper ¡/ 
1965 1974 1965 1974 
Total 24.8 197.5 10.0 104.3 
1« Non-durable consumer goods hi ¿hi 4.3 - 2 1 ° ° 
Pood, beverages and tobacco 0.1 3*1 0.1 lc3 
Textiles, leather, footver-r and clothing 0.2 4.0 0.1 loi 
Printing and publishing 3.7 14.1 3.7 " 14®1 
Pharmaceuticals 1.7 4.4 0.4 4.4 
I I . Intermediate 2M M M • 
Wood (articles) and furniture C9> „ » to 
Rubber (articles) V o®5 —> 0.5 
Paper and cellulose <3? , o.l • « „ 
Chemicals 5°3 47.5 1.2 5.5 
Monometallic mineral produo't3 ' 0o4 ' - 2.0 ' 0.2 1.0 
Basic metals 9.0 • 29.4 . . -
Petroleum products - 14.6 - . 1.8 
I I I . Metal-working M Thl 4;2 74.4 
Metal products 1.6 11.6 1.4 8.3 
Machinery and other mechanicc.l products 2.0. .23-5, 2.0 23.5 
Eleotrical machinery and equipment • 0.5 "14.9 0.5 14.9 
Transport equipment and material ' ' 0.3 ' 17.9 0.3 17.9 
Other •• T ' 9.8, ; C9 • 9.8 
Source: Based on information and tabulations of the Direcciin General de Estadistica» • . 
Corresponds to the l8é products sample, 
a/ Defined on the basis of the UITCTAD classification. • 
/It-,-should 
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I t should also be borne in mind that the exports of transnationals 
represent J>k per cent of the tota l value of exports of manufactures, 
and that the above-mentioned industries cover 71 per cent of them, 
and also that the export rat io of the transnationals operating in . 
these f i e l ds i s higher than that of the domestic companies, except 
in the case of machinery and other non-electr ical mechanical 
products (1973).1/ 
According to these f igures, the exports of the transnationals 
in these l ines amounted to some 256 mil l ion dol lars in 1973*2/ while 
to ta l exports of such products amounted to 354 mil l ion dol lars;3/ in 
other words, the transnationals accounted fo r 72 per cent.of such-
exports. • . ,. ... 
As far as LAFTA i s concerned, i t i s s igni f icant that already 
in 19?2 the imports of the transnationals from Argentina and Brazi l 
reached k2 per cent and 36 per cent respectively of 'the tota l Mexican 
purchases in those countries, which would seem to indicate a certain 
policy of integration-.among the' subsidiaries located in the LAFTA • 
countries.4/ 
gf_fe^cts^ of the Generalized System 
r ' ' - ' ° f Preferences 
Until 1974, the value of Mexican exports towards the .countries 
which had put into practice the generalized system of preferences 
(the EEC, EFTA, Canada and Japan), had been on the increase, generally 
speaking, but began to f a l l in the 1975 c r i s i s . However, Mexico's 
trade de f i c i t s continued to grow, and reached 1,272 mil l ion dollars in 
1975» which represented 3̂ - per cent of the countries to ta l d e f i c i t 
1/ Las empresasi transnacionales, expansion a nivel mundial y 
proyección en la industria mexicana, op. c i t . 
2/ Calculated on the f igures for to ta l exports of manufactures 
(1,028 mil l ion do l lars ) given by the above study. 
¿/ On the basis of information and tabulations (ISIC c l ass i f i ca t i on ) 
of the Dirección General de Estadísticas. 
it/ Las empresas transnacionales, expansión a nivel mundial y 
proyección en la industria mexicana, op. c i t . 
/(see again 
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(see again table 9 ) T l i i s percentage'nevertheless represents a 
re la t i ve improvement .in the-trade with those- countries, since in -
1965 ancl 1970 i t had been 59 per cent; and 52 per cent respect ively. 
In the f i r s t place, exports* to those'countries became more 
dynamic during the last few, years,...to reach 22 per cent in 197^ 
(16 per cent in 1970), as opposed to ear l i e r trends ( in 1965 they 
had represented lo per cent ) . Secondly, Mexico's position as an 
importer from those countries declined: from 25 per cent in 1970 to 
21 per cent in 19*?h or 20 per cent in 1975» However, in 1975 exports 
dropped by 130 mil l ion dol lars (ahd their re la t i ve importance dropped 
once again to 17 per cent) , thus showing great sens i t i v i ty to the 
unfavourable short-term situation, '{in comparison with exports to 
other blocs or countries (see again tab le .9 ) . 
In any case, in 197^,.such experts were quite dynamic, which--, 
may be assumed to be at least partly linked to the working of the 
Generalized System-of Preferences.-' This i-s suggested by the value 
of the c e r t i f i c a t e s of or ig in issued by the Mexican authorities to .... 
exports under the System, Which in 1973 ahd 197^ exceeded h5 and' 
per cent of the to ta l value p.f exports, of goods to the countries: 
granting them. Furthermore, estimated exports actually made under . • 
the System increased in value to 29 per cent and 26 per cent in those 
years (see table 17). The drop in 197^ i s above a l l related to the 
economic recession in Japan, whose tota l imports from Mexico also 
dropped s l i gh t l y . There i s also the influence of the small drop in 
the share of the EEC under the System, which may be explained by the^ 
large increase in i t s imports from Mexico outside the System. In any 
event, the to ta l amount remains re la t i ve ly high, not only because of 
the preponderance of the EEC but also because the LAFTA share continued 
to increase, as did that of Australia, besides the fact that Canada 
p\xt the System into e f f e c t in the middle of 197*K In any case, the 
re la t i ve deterioration of the System for Mexico in 197^ may re f l ec t i t s 
restr ic t ions (and those of the systems operated by the EEC and Japan), 
the much-rneeded corrections to which were suggested some time ago. l/ 
1/ See for example, Latin American development and the international 
economic situation (E/CEPAL/9^1/Add.2), February 1975. 
/Table 17 
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Table 17 
MEXICOS EXPORTS TO THE BLOCS AND COUNTRIES OP THE GENERALIZED 
SYSTEM OP PREFERENCES (GSP), 1972 TO 1974 • 
Value Proportion under the GSP 
(millions of dollars) (percentage) 
. 1972 1973 1974 1972 1973 1974 
Exports of goods a/ - 204.1 2 & Z 568.7 100.0 100.0 100.0 
EEC - • 93 ¿0 157-7 346.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 
EFTA 14.7 36.6 46.6 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Japan 74.6 125.2 120.3 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Canada , 19.8' 29.5 63.5 - 100.0' 100.0 100.0 
Australia 2«0 
. . , 
11.4 100.0- 100.0 100.0 
GSPs Certificates of origin b/ 165.3 . 247.6 20.4 • 46.5 42.1 
EEC 33*7 79.0 161.1 36.2 50.1. 46.4 
EFTA • • ' 0.9 8.4 15.3 6.1 23.0 32.8 
Japan , . • 7.0 - . .76.7 64 . 7 . 9.4' - 61*3 53.8 
Canada - - 3.4 « * - . . . 5.4 
Australia 0.1 •1.2 3.1 5.0 17.9 27.2 
Exports under the GSP o/ 22si 103.3 16.3 29.0 26.3 
EEC 28.2 "48.7' 100.7 30.3- 30.9 29.0 
EFTA . . 0.6 6.2 .. 4.1; • .16.9 " . 20.6 
Japan 4.4 .47.7 ;> .40.4 5«9 38.1 , 33.6 
Canada -2.1 •• • 3.3 
Australia , 0.1 0.7 : 5.0. ' . 10.4 : 16.7 
a/ Banco de México, S.A., Indicadoras Ecgnomicos, Tfol.- IV, N° 1, Dececber 1975« 
bf Secretaría do Industria y .Gomara*o, Dirección General de Comercio, 
c/ CEPAL, on the batís of estimatas by Ilosono and Lasach, September 1975» 
/The Generalized 
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The Generalized System of Preferences has tended to favour 
manufactures, c e r t i f i c a t e s of or ig in for which represented 67 per 
cent of their to ta l value in 197^, or o2 per cent excluding Japan, 
for which other goods ( s i l v e r ingots) predominate» Industrial 
products, t e x t i l e s , cheMcals, arid transport material "were commonest: 
together they accounted for oO per-cent of the value of the c e r t i f i ca t es 
granted to manufactures (see table l o ) . Artisanal products are also 
important and grew rapidly« - • 
In 197̂ - the value of the ce r t i f i ca t es of or ig in for exports 
"to the EEC amounted to 65 per cent of the to ta l , and almost 80 per 
cent in the case of manufactures (see again table l o ) . This pre-eminence 
i s v i s ib l e in a l l the industrial l ines, and particularly transport 
equipmeint and material (92 per cent) , due in particular to exports to 
the Federal Republic of Germany (71 per cent) and to a lesser extent 
to Belgium (17 per cent) and other countries. !/ These exports mainly 
comprise motor-vehicle parts and once again point to the role of the 
transnational corporations and the inter- industrial l inks created 
between mother companies and their subsidiaries» 
S t i l l according to the ce r t i f i ca t es of origin (which over-estimate 
real exports by about 60 per cent on average),,, t ex t i l e s and-clothing 
are the manufactures which have benefited most from the Generalized 
System of Preferences (see table 19), while the market for such 
products i s d i ve rs i f i ed , except in the case of clothing where the EEC 
i s predominant. (Apart from garments, this l ine consists primarily of 
cotton thread and fabrics, as well as "other products" not speci f ied 
in the available s t a t i s t i c s . ) However, information proceeding from 
Brussels would seem to indicate that restr ict ions w i l l be established 
by the EEC for purchases of cotton t ex t i l e s in Mexico and Colombia. 
1/ Secretaría de Industria y Comercio, Dirección General de Comercio. 
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Table 18 
MEXICO: VALUE OF CERTIFICATES OF, ORIGIN FOP, EXPORTS. UNDER 
THE GEIiERALIZED SYSTEM OF PREFERENCES (GSP), 1974 
(Millions of dollars) 
Industries end products ' Total EEC ' EFTA' Japan Canada 
Austra-
lia 
Total i M • 161.1 64^ M hi 
Non-manufactures 80.1•sJ m • M • ¿2 '1 m- -
Manufactures 167.1 132.8 
I . Non-durable consumer, goods 52.9 42.2 5.2 . 0.2 M 
Textiles and clothing by.3 38.0 4.6 4.6 0.1 , -
Other 5.6 4.3 0.6 0.4 0.1 0.3 
11« Intermediate 58.0 ,49.1 hk M 0.7 0.1 
Chemicals 51.0 44.1 3.5 3.0 . .. 0.3 , 0.1 
Other 7.0 5.0 0.1, . 1.5 0.4 -
I I I . Metal-working 1+2.4 35.4 0.4 M 1.0 0.8 
Transport equipment and material 3 6-7 33.9 0.1 2.1 0.6 
Other 5.7 1.4 0.3 • .. ? * 6 0.4 o«8 
Various 3*5 2.1 0.2 . 0.5 0.3 0.5 
Artesanal products 10.4 3-9. 1.5 2*5 1*1 1.4 
Souroe; Secretarfa de Industria Comeroio, Direccion General de Comercio. 
a/ Almost 90 per cent is accounted for-by silver ingots, lead ingots and zinc concentrates. , 
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Table 1? 
MEXICOs VALUE OP CERTIFICATES O? ORIGIN FOR EXPORTS UNDER 
THE GENERALIZED SÏSTEI1 07 PREFERENCES, Vf]2 AI®. 1974 
(Millions of dollars) 
Industries and products 1972 1974 
Total 41.7 247.6 
Non-manufactures 80.4^/ 
Manufactures 34.5 167.1 
I . Non-durable consumer goods : . 204 J52S2 
Textiles and clothing 1.4 1:7.3 
Other 1.0 .;• 5.6 
I I . Intermediate M 58.0 
Chemicals c/ 9.5 51.0 
Other 0.2 7 . 0 
IIIo Metal-working 16.6 
Transport equipment and material 12.3 36*7 
Other 4O3 5»7 
Various 2o0 3.5 
Artesanal products 3.8 10.4 
Source; Secretaría de Industria, y Comercio, Dirección General de Comercio, 
a/ Basically mineral products (Ele) and silver ingots (Japan)., 
b/ Basically silver ingots (Japan)* lead ingots (Holland and Italy), zinc 
concentrates (EEC and Japan) and to a lesser extent tobacco (Federal Republic 
of Geruany and Japan). 
c/ In I972 hormones amounted to 5-6 millions dollars, but to only 8 5 0 000 in 1974. 
/Among the 
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Among the other consumer goods, tinned foods are important; 
their main destination i s England (1974). Exports of chemical products 
are also vigorous to the countries in the System, despite the fact 
that the values of the c e r t i f i c a t e s of or ig in for synthetic hormones 
f e l l from 5.6 mi l l ion dol lars in 1972 to a mere 850,000 dol lars in 
1974.1/ This was large ly o f f s e t by exports of phosphoric acid (mainly 
to France), l i t ha rg i t e and "other chemical products" not spec i f ied by 
the data source,2/ mainly exported to the EEC and to a lesser extent 
Switzerland and Japan. 
The other products of the "intermediate" industries exported 
under the System in 1974 were mainly s tee l tubes and pipes (mainly 
to I t a l y ) and copper tubes and pipes (France and Holland), as wel l as 
glass products (.EEC ana Canada). 
The products of the metalworking industry, as was pointed out 
above, were predominantly automobile parts, mainly exported to the 
Federal Republic of Germany, as well as r e l a t i v e l y large exports to 
Belgium, Japan, France and Denmark. The other products of this, 
industry are of far less s igni f icance and include cash reg is ters and 
parts fo r them (Austra l ia ) , e l ec t r i c typewriters (Canada, Federal 
Republic of Germany and Japan), dry ce l l s (Japan) and t e x t i l e machinery 
parts (Holland and Denmark). 
At the same time as growing exports to the countries of the 
System became more d i ve rs i f i ed and dispersed. However, su f f i c i en t 
information i s not avai lable for a more detai led analysis of the 
d i ve rs i f i ca t i on of products, although there i s an increasing number 
of entries, with the appearance of some new products and the 
disappearance of a few others. 
1/ Despite the drop in the value of c e r t i f i c a t e s fo r hormone exports, 
the l a t t e r amounted to 21 mil l ion dol lars in 1974, 18 mil l ion of 
which went to the EEC (natural and synthetic hormones and stero ids ) , 
according to the Dirección General de Estadíst icas. 
2/ Secretaría de Industria y Comercio, Dirección General de Comercio. 
/In 1975 
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In 1975 exports of goods to the countries .of the Generalized 
System of Preferences dropped by some l i 3 mil l ion dol lars (see again 
table 9 ) , as a result of the unfavourable economic situation as well 
as, perhaps, the r i g i d i t i e s of the System. Judging from the overal l 
f igures ava i lab le , !/ i t may be assumed that the e f f e c t was greatest 
in automobile parts, t ex t i l e s and some chemical products, exports of 
which have greater weight and appear to be more sensit ive. 
The United States adopted the Generalized System of Preferences 
in January 1976, and i t i s therefore top soon to assess i t s e f f e c t s . 
During the f i r s t 9 weeks of operation "A" c e r t i f i c a t e s were issued 
for a value of nearly 15 mil l ion dol lars . Furthermore, exporters 
are making increasing use of the System,. so that from the weekly 
average (which i s approaching 2 mil l ion dol lars ) the f ina l result for 
the year cannot be estimated.2/ 
The most important products or. l ines which began to make use of 
the Generalized.System of Preferences of the United States during the 
f i r s t kO days were chemical products. (19 per cent) , copper and- zinc-, 
ore (15 per cent) , artisanal products (13 per cent), alcoholic 
beverages (9 per cent) , products, of the metal-working group (4 per 
cent), food (3 per cent) and "other products" (3*t per cent) .J/ I t i s 
s t i l l to soon to evaluate the quantitative results in order to assess 
structural changes in exports to the United States. 
1/ Inst i tuto Mexicano de Comercio Exterior, Cinco años de comercio 
exterior (1971-1975), Mexico City, February 1976.* ~~ 
2/ Secretaría de Industria y Comercio. 
3/ Ib id. . . . . • . . - . „ v, . ; 
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,111- FACTORS RELATING TO.THE SUPPLY OF 
MANUFACTURES FOR EXPORT 
1. Features of the export industry 
One of the f i r s t features which attracts attent ion. is the unequal 
distribution of exports, which, varies with the size of the enterprise 
involved. From .a sample of 599 export manufacturing enterprises 1/ 
taken, in 1974,. 14, that i s 2.3. per cent of the tota l (with export 
sales exceeding. 100 mill ion pesos) accounted for 4-2 per cent of a l l 
exports. At the other extreme there are 524 enterprises (with sales 
of less than 25 mil l ion .pesos), that 83 per cent of the establishments 
covered by the survey accounted for 27 per cent of a l l exports (see 
table 20). 
The above data shows the degree of concentration of the.expert 
industry, polarized into two groups; a small group of large exporting 
enterprises with an annual export average of more than 315 mil l ion 
pesos per enterprise, and a large group whose export average i s l i t t l e 
more than.-3 mil l ion pesos. , 
..If a ptudy i s also made of the proportion of exports in the tota l 
sales of industrial enterprises, in other words the degree to which 
these firms "specialize11 in exports, two trends become. c lear . F i rs t , 
their moderate impact and, secondly, the marked di f ferences in this 
connexion in the d i f ferent branches of a c t i v i t y . 
At global l e ve l , the rat io of exports to tota l sales of the 
enterprises i s only 13 per cent. In contrast, greater special ization 
i s observed at the l eve l of branches of a c t i v i t y . For example, in 
the tradit ional sector the rat ios are above average ( foodstuf fs 38 per 
cent, t ex t i l es 35 per cent, clothing 15 per cent) , whereas in the 
intermediate and in the machinery and metal products sectors i t i s 
1/ The survey mentioned ear l i e r which was prepared in 1975 by the 




>e;;ico: pjstrihjticji of aa'-orvrs of i-wkufactuiss by size of liiterfrise, 1974 
(Percentases) 
Division on the basis of the 
v:\lue of e::_;orts 
Total 100.0 100.0 100-0 
liore than lOO'million pesos 2.3 42.4 . 33«2 • 
Between 7J and 100 million ;esos 1.0 5.5 4.3 
Between JO and 75 million pesos 2.3 9.7 
Between 2J and 50 million pesos 6.7 15.7 
Less than 25 million pesos ' 3 7 . 7 " 20.7 ' " 42,"(3' 
-i 
Source; CEPAL, on the basis of a survey carried out by the Me::!can. Institute of Foreign Trade 
(mcs). 




usually the opposite (see table 21). This might appear to contradict 
a l l that has been said to the e f f e c t that the share of these branches, 
and part icularly that of the last-mentioned one in to ta l exports of 
manufactures showed the highest increase. The explanation f o r this 
i s most probably the fact that at the beginning of the period under 
study the l eve l of exports of these products was n e g l i g i b l e , and'also 
that many of the items had pro f i ted from the benef i ts of the concessions 
provided under LAFTA agreements. The small proportion of exports 
in the production of these branches compared with that shown by . 
other branches of t radi t ional industry are probably an indication, 
however, that the new productive capacity which has been created 
i s mainly import-substitutive in contrast to that of the-branchés ' 
such as t ex t i l e s , clothing and footwear where the poss ib i l i t i e s fo r 
import substitution aré minimal, since increases in capacity depend 
to a much greater extent on exports. 
Furthermore, i f this rat io i s analysed, dividing the enterprises 
on the basis of the amount exported, i t i s seen that - with the 
exception, of the transport equipment and metal products branches -
those enterprises which export the largest quantities are those which 
have the highest special izat ion rat ios , whereas for the small branches 
this ac t i v i t y i s much less important. 
With reference to the source of the capital of the enterprises, 
i t i s estimated that, for 1975? 55 per cent of the exports were 
a f fected by transnat ional and the remaining h5 per cent by Mexican 
firms (see tables 22 and 23). 
I f a study i s made of the part ic ipation of enterprises by sector 
of or ig in, i t i s seen that in the tradit ional sector, although the 
participation of transnational enterprises i s the smallest (15 per cent) 
- since t ex t i l e s which carry the greatest weight are 99 per cent 
national - the part ic ipat ion of foreign capital i s greatest in beverages 
(68 per cent) and i s also considerable in clothing and footwear, and 
foodstuf fs» In the remaining branches considered t radi t ional , in viet* 
of their artisanal nature and the predominance of small and medium-sized 
industries, the share of transnational corporations i s small. 
/Table 21 
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Table 21 . 
MEXICO* RATIO OP SPORTS TO SALES 
(Percentages) 
Escorts 




75 and 100 
million 
Between 
50 and 75 
million 
Be tire en 






•il 12A 22_o4 f r-
Food 37.3 - - 71.3 41.6 25.8 
Sewerages 3.5 - - 55.0 2.0 4.0 
T o;:tll es 34.7 . ' 65.7 13.0 Ol.3 29.8 l6„8 
Clothing and footwear 14.6 45.0 - l?«7 8,3 
Printing 17.4 - 21.0 - 23.3 15.4 
Cher.iicals 15.3 75.0 Of-, * - 32.7 6.1 
Hon -metal ic minerals 12.2 33.0 - - •11.8 • 3.3 
Metal products 5.3 12.0 - ' - 12.7 7.3 
Machinery in general. 15.0 75.0 12.0 - 62,3 7.8 
Electrical machinery 10.7 - 10,0 63.2 10.8 7.9 
Transport equipment 12.3 14o5 24.0 - 3.6 27.3 7.4 
Miscellaneous 12.9 40.0 - - 7.2 




MEXICO: SHARE OF TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATIONS IN EXPORTS OP MANUFACTURES, 1975 
(I'ercentages) 
"Total -Transnationals •• • Nationals 
Total' loo.o 55,4 44,6 
. Traditional exports 100.0 14.9 05,1 
Food 100.0 26,7 73.3 
Beverages 100.0 67,5 32.5 
Textiles 100.0 1.3 98.7 
Clothing and foot-rear 100.0 31,4 68.6' 
"food • loo.o 7.5 92.5 
Furniture 100.0 8.9 91.1 
Leather 100.0 3.3 96.7 
Intermediate goods 100.0 7°»0 30.0 
Paper 100.0 3.3 96.7 
Rubber 100.0 76.2 . 23.8 
Chemicals , 100.0 91,2 . . 8.8 
Petroleum products 100.0 100.0 
Non-metallic minerals 100,0 C . 5 51.5 : 
Machinery and metal" products 100.0 77»7 22,3 
Metal products 100,0 . 43,3 - 56.5 
Machinery in general 100.0 77« 5 22,5 
Electrical machinery 100,0 71,4 20.6 
Transport equipment 100.0 04.7 15.3 
Other 100.0 6l, l • 38.9 
Printing 100.0 50.1 ' 49.9 
Miscellaneous 100.0 77.3 22,7 
Source: Estimates on the basis of data provided by the Heed.can Institute of Forei^i Trade 
(IMCE), and breakdown by type of transnational enterprise on the basis of a survey 
•used for preparing a study on transnational carried out jointly by CCilACYI and CIDE. 
/Table kj, 
Table 12 
MEXICO: EXPORTS OF WNUFACTURSS BY ERANCH OF ACTIVITY AND BREAKDOWN BY TYPE OF TRANSNATIONAL 
OR MEXICAN 3ÎTLRFRISE, OK THE BASIS OF A REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE, 1975 a/ 
Exports Export enterprises 
ISIC Groups 








na- Hexican Total• 
Trans-
na- Mexican Total 
Trans-
na- Mexican Total 
t i o n a l s t i o n a l s t i o n a l s 
- _ — — ~ — 
. M U " 
—. » • * " — - 1 1 
T o t a l 10 146 . 4 : 5.-.6I2.2 4 53.4.2 .100.0 Ì2Z 2 3 1 1 0 0 . 0 
20 F o o d " " 4 9 6 . 4 I 3 2 . 4 3 6 4 . 0 100.0 26.7 7 3 . 3 28 8 20 100.0 
21 B e v e r a g e s 281.0 I89.8 9 1 . 2 100.0 6'/. 5 3 2 . 5 19 7 1 2 1 0 0 . 0 
2 3 T e x t i l e s 1 7 7 7 . 6 • 22.9 : 1 ' 754 .7 100.0 1 . 3 ? 3 . 7 4 7 4 
4 
4 3 1 0 0 . 0 
C l o t h i n g and f o o t w e a r 370.G I I 6 .4 2 5 4 . 4 l ö ü . o 3 1 . 4 6 3 . 6 , ' 4 9 45 100.0 
2 5 '.food 2ÓO.O I 9 . 5 - 240 ,5 100.0 7 . 5 9 2 . 5 22 21 ' 1 0 0 . 0 
26 F u r n i t u r e • 1 4 . 6 1 . 3 1 3 . 3 lOC .O 3 . 9 91.I 10 • , 1 9 1 0 0 . 0 
2 7 P a p e r 6 8 . a 6 3 . 8 _ 1 0 0 . 0 100.0 - 4 ' 4 - 1 0 0 . 0 
2 u P r i n t i n g 462.9- 231.7 . 2 3 1 . 2 1 0 0 . 0 50.1 4 9 . 9 - 4 i 1 3 28 1 0 0 . 0 
29 L e a t h e r 4 2 . 3 1 . 4 HO.9 1 0 0 . 0 3 . 3 ? 6 . 7 1 3 1 1 2 1 0 0 . 0 
3 0 R u b b e r 
<V, r-
6 5 . 7 20.8 1 0 0 . 0 7 0 . 2 25,8 8 . 3 5 1 0 0 . 0 
3 1 C h e m i c a l p r o d u c t s 8 7 9 . 1 . Ü02.1 7 7 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 91.2 8 . 8 . 53 " 42 1 1 1 0 0 . 0 
32 P e t r o l e u m and p e t r o l e u m 
10Ö .0 p r o d u c t s 21.3 ' 21.3 - 1 0 0 . 0 100 . 0 : - 1 1 : -
3 3 " o n - m e t a l l i c m i n e r a l s 356.6 3 0 . 4 . 3 2 6 . 2 1 0 0 . Ö- O . 5 9 1 . 5 51 ; 6 4 5 1 0 0 . 0 
3 5 M e t a l p r o d u c t s 5 4 6 . 5 . 2 3 7 . 6 3 0 8 . 9 1 0 0 . 0 4 3 . 5 5 6 . 5 6 3 22 4 i 1 0 0 . 0 
36 M a c h i n e r y i n g e n e r a l 676.0 523.8 I 5 2 . 2 1 0 0 . 0 7 7 . 5 22.5 47 22 2 5 1 0 0 , 0 
3 7 E l e c t r i c a l m a c h i n e r y 4 o o . l 2C5.6 1 1 4 . 5 100 .Ó 7 1 . 4 2G.6 : 35.. 2 1 14 1 0 0 . 0 
38 T r a n s p o r t equipment 3 091.8 2 6 i 6 „ 4 4 7 3 . 4 1 0 0 , 0 : 84.7 •'15.3 43 2 1 22 1 0 0 . 0 
3 9 M i s c e l l a n e o u s 313.1 2 4 2 . 1 71.O 1 0 0 , 0 7 7 . 3 22.7 44 l 6 28 1 0 0 . 0 





































Export average by 
enterprise 
(millions of pesos) 
Trans-
i t a i na- Mtxican 
tionals 
17.6 25; ! ihSL 
17.7 16,6 18.2 
' ' 14.3 27.I 7.6 
37.8 5.7 4o.8 
7.6 29.1 5.7 
1I08 19.5 11 .5 
1 .5 1.3 1 .5 
17.2 17.2 -
11.3 17.8 8.3 
3.3 1 .4 3.4 
10.9 22„2 4.2 
16.6 I9.I 7.0 
21.3 21.3 _ 
7.0 5.1 7.2 
8.7 10.8 7.5 
14.4 23.8 6.1 
11.4 13.6 8.2 
71.9 124.7 21.5 
7.1 I5.I 2.5 
a/Estimates on the basis of data provided by the Mexican Institute of Foreign Trade (IMCE), and breakdown by type of transnational corporation on the 
~ basis of a sample used for the preparation of a -study on transnational carried out jointly by CffiACYT and CIDE. 
s 
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In the machinery and metal products branch, which has shovm 
the fastest growth in the export of manufactures, the share of the 
transnationale in the exports generated by these industries i s 
78 per cent, the biggest contribution being made by the enterprises 
producing transport equipment (85,per cent) , followed by those 
producing general machinery (78 per cent) , and e l èc t r i ca l machinery 
(71 per cent),, 
In the enterprises exporting intermediate goods the percentage 
of exports generated by the. t ransnat ional f i s also jhigh (70 per cent) , 
the greatest contribution bein^ made by the chemical industry in 
which sector multinationals account for '91 per cent of foreign sales. 
2. Main variables a f f ec t ing the l eve l of the 
exports of manufactures 
Although the variables which a f f e c t the development of exports ; 
are many, some operate with a greater degree of autonomy, determined 
by the pattern of foreign sales. Although i t i s d i f f i c u l t to define 
the f i e l d s of influence o f these variables, at f i r s t sight they are 
the fol lowing: (a ) exports associated with growth in domestic demand, 
because of agreements l inking the growth of both; (b ) surpluses 
generated by the contraction in domestic demand; ( c ) the integration 
of transnational corporations, and (d) response to external demand. 
Each of these i s analysed separately below. 
( a ) Increase in exports associated with growth in domestic demand 
The most marked case i s that of exports by the transport equipment 
branch which accounts for one - f i f th of foreign trade in manufactures. 
In this case domestic demand, linked with exports through the obl igat ion 
to export imposed by the production programmes, i s the motivating force 
in the process and the one which determines the advances made. 
This branch of ac t i v i t y has been controlled since the beginning 
of the 1960s by the Federal Government which la id down that enterprises 
producing cars and trucks shall be subject to production programmes 
authorized by the Ministry of Industry and Trade, f ixed on the bases of 
/a standard 
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a standard quota 1/ and an extra quota subject to export volume or 
the degree of integration of each of the enterprises»2/ The 
composition of the production programmes authorized by the government 
fo r the enterprises in the terminal motor-vehicle industry has changed 
substantially, f o r the basic quotas have remained the same since 
1962, whereas the domestic demand for cars and trucks has grown 
sharply» I f the structure of production quotas authorized in 1969 
i s compared with that of 1975s i t can be seen that while in the f i r s t 
year the production programme depended for 78 per cent of i t s work 
on the basic quota and for only 12 por cent on the extra quota f o r 
export, in 1975 the situation was reversed, the extra quota fo r export 
amounting to 48 per cent of the production programme and the basic 
quota only 38 per cent» 
The correlat ion between domestic demand and exports - in which 
the former i s a major autonomous variable - stems from their dual 
e f f e c t on the economy» In the years in'which domestic demand for cars 
and trucks i s maintained, the increases in production for domestic 
consumption culminate in higher exports. However, i f domestic demand 
f a l l s , this a f f e c t s not only the growth of the product generated by 
this branch, but also the balance of payments, since the flow of 
exports is reduced. I t should also be pointed out that to the extent 
that the motor-vehicle industry d i ve rs i f i e s i t s exports with a view 
to meeting the requirements f ixed by the State, i t s posit ive as well 
as negative e f f e c t s increase and have wider repercussions owing to the 
fluctuations in the l eve ls of production. I t must also be added that 
to meet the export quotas this industry has been acting as the 
intermediary fo r products which do not properly belong to the sector 
(see table 24). 
Laid down by the Decree of 23 August 1962» 
Exports of the terminal enterprises may be made up o f : cars 
and trucks; spare parts and accesories used by the enterprises 
themselves or by other manufacturers; and any other product 






ic;;ico: ©;e composition op quotas granted to tie r/OTEiiPRisrs op the 
• TERMINAL HOT OR VEHICLE DIDUSTRY, 1969 AND 1975 
1965 1975 
Total IOC.O 100.0 
Basle quota • ".' 1 75.1 . , 38.4 
Total extra cuota 21.9 6l.6' 
For export 11.7 48.4 
For the Integration area : , • > . o./ 6.0-
Other " 3.5 ' 7.2 
Source; Hector Vasquez Tercéro, Una decada d 0 polftica spbre.;la industria auto-
mot ri z, Editorial Tecnos, S.A., Mexico. 
/(b) Increase 
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(b) export s stemming from a cojijbractxori in domestic 
demand. As. a result of the.contraction in consumption some branches 
of production saw.an increase in their exportable surpluses - the 
most marked example i s that, of the . text i l e industry - which could 
be placed in markets abroad thanks to the export -incentives -provided 
by the State« This.type of export.accounted for. approximately one 
sixth of manufactures and i s made, up mainly of texti les,•natural 
f ibre products» For example, in this case, the drop in domestic , 
consumption of natural f ibres , due to; the growing preference for 
a r t i f i c i a l f ibres , led to an increase, in exportable surpluses. 
Although, in. recent years sales,abroad by the t ex t i l e industry 
increased rapidly ( i t s share in total.exports being; 20 per cent), 
i t s growth is l imited by instal led capacity, which in recent years 
increased slowly, and although i t . i s not used to the f u l l , there 
i s no large margin of id le capacity. In the. case of those enterprises 
whose development i s bashed mainly on domestic, demand - which can be 
met with existing productive capacity - there were no known projects 
to make sizeable investments«... .. • r . . -
( c ) Increases in exports prompted by the - intégration. of 
t ransnat io nal , enterprises., The, integration of transnational' corporations 
and specialization by countries in the product ion of. selected l ines 
of goods resulted in the sharp growth in exports in t&ese products» 
More than one-third of the supply of manufactures f a l l into,.this •• „ 
category, omitting those^exports of,the motor-vehicle industry which 
although carried out by foreign subsidiaries have no specialc.significance 
for regional integration« ; . ....... .c. 
These exports are known for high growth trends, the special ization 
and the large size of the enterprises, and the .structure with.-.which 
they are endowed, frees .them ĉ f the problems of transport and marketing* 
among others. . . V .•....,'•;• , v • ' -, 
Although the subsidiaries .specializing in export prospered in 
Latin America under thé. LAFTA-complementarity agreements,, there are 
however di f ferent, reasons for their . establishment,, among which the 
most important .are the; following.: '. ; -^ i r ' / /•.: • ¿ . • . '-' •• 
V . „ / ( i ) Those 
i 
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( i ) Those which begun as mere assembly plants or subcontracting 
firms to take advantage of low-cost labour and which gradually 
increased their share of national supplies. These firms produce mainly 
for the external market, and, therefore, generally specia l ize in the 
manufacture of selected products which are sold in the main Latin 
American markets (Brazi l and Argentina), although in some cases they 
also meet part of demand in the United S t a t e s and Europe. r 
( i i ) Those enterprises which were established at the beginning 
of the import substitution process, basing the ir growth oh the potential 
of the national markets and now, in order to maintain the ir growth 
widen their scope' of a c t i v i t i e s to embrace exporting, thereby 
complementing their a c t i v i t i e s on a geographical basis. 
The composition of exports e f fected by transnational' enterprises 
by sectors of or ig in point to their expansion in a l l the branches -r 
of manufacturing a c t i v i t i e s , the most important being the machinery 
and metal product branch which accounts fo r kO per cent of the t o ta l 
(see table 25). 
(d ) . Increase in exports in response to external demand.• Although 
generally speaking i t is.indispensable fo r exportable supplies to 
have a corresponding demand, there are some items in which i t i s 
precisely demand which i s ' the prime growth producing factor in external 
sales. I t i s estimated that this type of export accounts for 
approximately one-quarter of to ta l sales abroad. -
I t i s further estimated that in 1975 enterprises which respond 
mainly to this variable, nearly a l l national ones, had a share of 
26 per cent of t o ta l exports, made up predominantly of t radi t ional . 
goods by sectors of or ig in (see table 25)» 
These exports show a more irregular pattern which i s linked to 
changes in external demand; the'predominant exports among them are 
those e f fected by medium-sized and small enterprises, which in 
general face acute problems in respect of production, lack art 
"exporting t rad i t ion" , and contribute a r e l a t i v e l y marginal amount ; 
to the exports of the industrial sector in which they operate. The 
result of th is i s irregular l imited supplies and export d i f f i c u l t i e s . ' 
/Table 25 
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.., Table Z5 .. 
MEXICO:. ESTHIATED CairOSITIOI! OF iXPOlTS EFFECTED BY TRANSI-IATIOIIAL 




Traditional' ' ^ 
Intermediate 
















Source: Estimates on the basis of data .provided by the Mexican Institute of 
Foreign Trade (IMCE), and the category of transnational enterprises on the 
basis of a sample-used for the preparation' of a .study on transnational 
• carried out jointly by C.CHACYT and CIDE. .. 
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I t i s particularly this sector to which the State gives highest 
pr io r i t y through the Mexican Inst i tute of Foreign Trade which attempted 
to create the exporting infrastructure to help in establishing more 
stable flows and errport growth the results of which are l i k e l y ..to 
be better appreciated in the years ahead. 
3• Main problems affecting, the exports of 
manufactures 
This section examines the main problems which hamper or l imit 
the flow of exports of manufactures, from the point of view of-the 
industrial entrepreneur. The groups in which they f a l l depends .on 
the nature of the problems concerned, production, transport, external 
market, marketing, financing, t a r i f f s , among others. The study i s 
based on the result of direct interviews carried out by CEPAL among 
a selected group of enterprises in the various branches, which are 
dealt with in greater deta i l in the fol lowing section of this chapter, 
and on information provided by IMGE from the last survey carried out 
by this inst i tut ion. A summary of the results of this survey i s 
provided in table 26. 
On the basis of the survey in question, of the to ta l of 
360 export enterprises - excluding those corresponding to the transport 
equipment branch - 3̂ -4 (62 per cent) declared that they had problems 
of various types which hampered their sales abroad. I f the enterprises 
are grouped on the bases of exported volume, i t can be seen that the 
incidence of export obstacles i s less in those with the greatest 
volume of exports, and higher, in contrast, in the medium-sized and 
small exporting firms (see table 27)« 
/Table kj, 
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Total 20 21 24 25 26 2 7 28 29 30 31 33 35 36 37 39 
100.0 100.0 100.0 lOOoO 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Production 31.6 29»3 17.5 35.7 27.0 63.1 4lo2 _ 3.1 44.9 25.0 65,4 13.5 34.5 14.3 33.8 25.3 
Raw materials 2 6.7 25.3 15.6 27.8 25.0 57.4 29.4 3.1 33 0 3 59.2 7.7 34.3 10,7 15.8 23.0 
Labour 4.0 4.0 7.9 2.0 5.7 11.8 - 11.6 12,0 6.1 1.9 '1.9 12.3 2.3 
Machinery and equipment 0.9 1.9 13.0 0,1 3-9 0.2 1.7 5.7 
External market 25.9 55.4 21.6 50.9 28.7 10.7 23.5 ; 1.4 18.3 8.7 9.7 12.7 lG.O 22.7 30.8 6.9 
Transport I5.I 7.8 2.7 8.7 ,14.2 85.3 15.9 12.0 7.5 56.9 10.9 30.2 8,4 49.4 
Road 1.4 0.8 1.4 18.1 1.6 0.2 
Rail 0.2 o„4 1.9 
Sea l l . l 7.8 2.7 1.5 7.1 72.0 9.7 12.0 3.1 57.3 7.4 30.2 0.2 35.6 
Air 2.4 6.4 7.1 13.3 6.2 3.0 l . l 13.8 
Marketing 4.4 7.3 1 = 0 9.1 18.6 2.4 5.4 2.8 0.8 0.3 2.3 
Distribution network • 3.7 1.0 7-9 1C.6 2.4 4.6 2.8 0.8 0.3 2.3 
Publicity 0.2 1.2 0.8 
Storage 0.5 7.8 
Promotion services 
Finraace 3.7 0.3 14.7 0.7 2.7 0.5 14.5 5.4 1 
Production 3.2 14.7 0.7 2.7 14.5 5.4 C D 
Export 0.5 0.3 0..5 v o 
Technology 1.2 17.C 0.7 0.6 t 
Others 1C.1 1^.3 27.5 .1.4 11.8 10.6 35.3 13.3 44.1 46,4 63.0 11.7 11.5 33.3 '9.5 210 3 16.1 
Tariffs 4.8 4.3 27.2 Oo 2.3 '10,6 29.4 7.4 o»4 7.3 
« 1.2 o„8 14.9 
Inadequate legal incentives 0.9 0,3 1.4 -1.2 6.8 
Regulations 7.4 6.5 O0.3 0.6 0.2 5.9 29.9 8.7 5.4 3.4 12.5 '406 13.7 1.2 
Export procedure 5.0 4.5 9.3 13.3 6.8 37.7 63.0 4.5 0.8 15.0 2.5 
Source: Prepared on the basis of data provided by LiCE from a survey carried out on export enterprises. 
> 




. Table 27 ' '|, ; , 
MEXICO: 2XPOIT HITi^fSIS^S "WHICH REPCRTED tROBLE®. 
Total 
Exports above 100 million pesos 
Between 75 anc* 1°° million 
"etween 5° e^d 75 million 
Setveen 2 5 and ¿0 nill.ion 




























Source; Prepared on the basis of data provided by the ¡¡er.icar. Institute for Foreign Trade 
(BiCE), from a survey carried out on e::port enterprises in' 1975« 
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I f one examines the re la t ive importance of the,problems raised 
for export.enterprises, i t can be seen that the greatest number 
concerns areas of production (31=6 per cent) , followed by external 
demand,(25.9 per cent) and transport (15«1 per cent) , whereas those 
relat ing to marketing, .finance and technology are less important in... 
comparison (4.4 per cent, '3.7 per cent and 1.2 per cent respect ive ly ) . 
However,- i t must be ' stressed that since the problems are weighted.; on 
the basis.of the value exported by each enterprise, those of the, . 
major exporters have a greater incidence than those of the small 
exporters (see table 26). 
Producti on problems 
( i ) Raw materials ». Among production problems, the important ,. 
ones are those related to scarcity and high price,s of raw materials, 
which exercise their e f f e c t by both l imit ing the volume of production 
available for export as xirell as the: competitiveness of Mexican exports 
in the external market. Pract ica l ly a l l the industries reported 
problems in thi.s; respect, although i t was of minor importance in the 
publishing, industry which has greater poss ib i l i t i e s of obtaining.-
inputs from abroad; i t s impact also seems l imited in the general 
machinery and e l ec t r i ca l machinery branches in which the export. . 
enterprises use a high proportion of imported intermediate goods . 
which they are allowed to import, and impact i s also s l ight in the 
beverages, non-metallic minerals and rubber sectors which have an 
adequate supply of raw materials. . •. 
.In the remaining-,industrial branches, the. more .common, problems 
at the l eve l of the enterprise are the fo l lowing: 
( l ) The high- price, of national inputs compared with, similar. , 
imported products, which .af fects costs and consequently the degree 
of competitiveness in external markets. This .affects pract ica l ly 
a l l the branches of industry, since according to direct. information 
provided by the Ministry of Industry.and Trade on thè basis .o f .a sample 
of enterprises, "they stated that the prices of intermediate goods are 
between 30 and 125 per cent higher than those for . the same products 
; /originating in 
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originating in the United States. A case in point i s that of metal 
products, the main input of which - steel - i s approximately 30 per 
cent higher in price than the imported product. 
(2 ) Scarcity of raw materials; among the branches which have 
stated that this problem i s of particular relevance there are: 
- Footwear and leather products, whose needs are covered to 
the extent of approximately 50 per cent by national industry, and 
which owing to defects in the organization of domestic supply of 
this input face problems of ensuring an adequate flow of imported 
raw materials. 
- The clothing industry, whose demand for inputs competes with 
external demand since there are exportable margins in the t e x t i l e 
industry. In this case i t seems that the t e x t i l e manufacturers prefer 
to s e l l their surpluses in the United States, because of the p ro f i t 
margin of fered-by the f i s ca l export incentives. 
- The food industry, whose supply of inputs has been interrupted 
by the growing domestic demand for agricultural products, which has 
even led to a change in the al locat ion of land in favour of crops 
for domestic consumption. 
Lastly, i t should be noted that since 1975 the chemical industry, 
and spec i f i ca l l y those firms producing hormones have faced a r ise 
in the price of barbasco - the main input - owing to the policy adopted 
in this respect by the Mexican Government (see the section re lat ing 
to chemical products). 
( i i ) Labour problems.. Generally speaking, the export industry 
does not consider the problems of the supply of labour, nor even of 
sk i l l s to be major ones. As regards wages, i t seems that the increase 
caused by in f l a t i on in recent years has begun to a f f e c t industrial 
costs, part icularly in! the smaller enterprises. 
( i i i ) Problems of machinery _and equipment. Since most of the 
machinery and equipment used by the export industry comes from abroad, 
there i s an adequate supply of this type of good. In this case the 
problems occur in obtaining import permits fo r replacing equipment, 
which' are delayed because of the slowness of the procedure. 
/ ( b ) Problems 
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(b ) Problems of the external, market 
The problems relat ing to external demand take second place a f t e r 
those relat ing to production« Although in this chapter the obstacles 
re lat ing to external demand w i l l not be analysed, i t should be pointed 
out that the products of the tradit ional industries (such as food 
and t e x t i l e s ) , which depend mainly on the United States market, prove 
more vulnerable to fluctuations or drops in this demand« 
I t should also be pointed out that in the section of table 27 
relat ing to "Other problems" there are some which are linked with this 
topic, for example, those re lat ing to the operation of spec i f ic rules 
which re f e r basical ly to restr ic t ions on Mexican exports, such as 
the establishment of import quotas« A typical example i s that of the 
publishing industry whose exports to Latin America have been seriously 
l imited recently by actions of this type. 
( c ) Transport problems 
Although the incidence of the problems in this area are r e la t i ve l y 
less important (15 per cent) taking the whole range of problems, i t 
can be seen that they represent a serious obstacle to ekports outside 
the geographical range which can be covered by ra i l or road transport, 
thereby a f f ec t ing to a large extent the price of exported products. 
( i ) Maritime transport. 7^ per cent of the problems indicated 
by the entrepreneurs relat ing to this aspect i s associated with 
inadequate infrastructure, or a lack of infrastructure, and the high 
t a r i f f s of maritime transport. Although no information i s available 
for evaluating the degree of suff ic iency of the port system compared 
with the real and potential volume of exports of manufactures, mention 
should be made, for example, of Veracruz through which almost 50 per 
cent of the national coastal shipping passes. 
I t s f a c i l i t i e s ' date from the beginning of the century and the 
serviceable depth of the port i s only 32 feet - without any poss ib i l i t y 
of a further dredging - i t only permits the operation of ships of less 
than 20,000 tons. Owing to the inadequacies in the port system, this 
terminal handles general cargo, which implies a wide Variety of handling 
operations which take up to much space and prolong the lay days of the 
/ships in 
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ships in port* I f the delays arising out' of the system of work and 
the high charges fo r cargo handling are added to th is , the f ina l 
result i s an increase in transport costs wel l above that of other 
international ports. 
I f , furthermore, one takes account of the fact that the country 
lacks a merchant navy, as a result of which i t depends on the shipping 
l ines which ca l l at Mexican ports, the probabi l i ty of e f f ec t ing timely 
shipments ca l ls for great cafe On the part of the export enterprises, 
which are generally forced to reserve space from the ports of o r ig in . 
Lastly, i t should be pointed out that this as well as other 
problems a f f ec t the smaller enterprises more owing to the d i f f i c u l t y 
they have in absorbing the high costs and solving the organizational 
problems. 
( i i ) Air transport. Owing to the requirements which the product 
must meet ( l imited weight and volume and high value added) to o f f s e t 
the costs of a i r transport, only a small part of exports use this 
type of transport. 
Although export by this means i s simpler and quicker than by 
other means, the main problem i s the lack of a cargo f l e e t and 
a i r f re ight ing must, therefore, depend on the space avai lable on the 
passenger l ines , which on occasion i s insu f f i c i en t . Furthermore, 
the lack of a merchant a i r f l e e t makes i t impossible to use containers 
which f a c i l i t a t e dispatch and o f f e r protection to exports against 
damage and loss, 
(d ) Marketing problems 
The problems of marketing are of less importance (4 per cent) 
compared with those of production, the external market and transport, 
since the large enterprises among which there are foreign subsidiaries 
are not subject to these problems since they have export departments 
which back up these operations through a vast and e f f i c i e n t network 
of intercommunications. However, the problems of marketing constitute 
considerable stumbling blocks to small and medium-sized enterprises 
which l imit the growth of the ir exports, and prevent the formation 
of an export tradi t ion, in spite of the measures .designed to set-up 
/consortia,discussed 
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consortia, discussed in chapter Vi» On a sectoral basis, these 
problems are more relevant in the printing and publishing branch 
where their re la t i ve importance i s 19 per cent. 
Among marketing problems, the most important are those relat ing 
to distribution networks - with a weight of 8-5 per cent - and those 
related spec i f i ca l l y to the high costs and slowness in operations. 
In the case of the publishing industry these factors have contributed 
to the loss of Latin American markets in view of the organisation of 
the Spanish publishing industry backed by the Government of that 
country. 
( e^ Finance -problems' 
Although on the basis of the survery carried out by the Mexican 
Inst i tute of Foreign Trade the problems of finance, are of r e la t i ve l y 
l i t t l e importance, in the case of the smaller enterprises they are 
of consequence since they l imit both production and exports. 
F irst , i t should be noted that in spite of the fact that the 
maximum legal rate of interest governing commercial bank .operations 
i s 12 per cent, when commissions and other charges are'added this 
amounts to l8 per cent, as a result of which i t i s above those prevai l ing 
in the money markets of many countries with which Mexico competes as 
an exporter. 
Furthermore, the insuf f i c ient supply of short-term and medium-
term funds implies restr ic t ions both in respect of the f ixed and the 
working capital of the export enterprises, and l imi ts their poss ib i l i t i e s 
of increasing exportable supplies at competitive prices. 
Aware of this problem the Mexican Government set up the Fund for 
the Promotion of Exports of Manufactured Products (FOMEX), in 1972. 




IV. EXPORT INCENTIVES 
/ 
1. General aspects 
The increasing importance attached to the pol icy of incentives 
for industrial exports - mainly in the 1970s - f inds expression both 
in the use of a larger number of instruments and in the more intensive 
use of those already in operation. This trend coincides with a 
growing awareness that towards the end of the 1960s the import 
substitution process had lost momentum as a dynamic factor of industrial 
development. As already noted in chapter I , section 2, however, i t i s 
clear that this process w i l l have to continue and the spec i f ic po l i c i es 
governing this new phase of import substitution are influencing and w i l l 
continue to influence the structure of Mexico's industry and, therefore, 
the real impact which the export promotion measures may have. For 
example, the prolonged - and sometimes excessive - protection obviously 
jeopardizes the competitiveness of Mexico's industrial production and 
would tend to make the export promotion policy l ess e f f e c t i v e . Moreover, 
the existence of a captive market has hindered the manufacturers' contact 
with other countries, so that an export consciousness i s only gradually 
being formed among them. 
At the same time, the negative balances on the current account of 
the balance of payments increased considerably.]./ In this connexion, i t 
should be noted that the serious bottleneck in the external sector called 
for more stringent measures to be taken to l imit the outflow of foreign 
exchange ( f o r example, extending the coverage of import permits). The 
obvious result was that this situation made i t d i f f i c u l t to^take more 
rapid action to modify the structure of industry so as to make i t more 
competitive on the world market and more ve r t i ca l l y integrated. 
1/ See chapter I of this study. 
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The new strategy considered, among other object ives, the v i t a l 
need to increase exports in order to be able to finance the purchase 
of technology and machinery which are not yet produced in the country 
without any t i e s attached.l/ Logical ly enough, the promotion of 
industrial exports played a basic ro le in this approach« 
In this chapter, export incentives are analysed and c lass i f i ed 
according to their characterist ics, as shown in table k3»2/ Moreover, 
from the standpoint of the possible measurement' of their e f f e c t s , a 
point about which more w i l l be said l a t e r , a dist inct ion should be made 
between the incentives acting on prices and those acting on quantities« 
The f i r s t group includes tax and credit incentives, the credit situation 
in Mexico being admittedly re la t i ve ly f l e x i b l e , although f a i r l y severe 
restr ic t ions on credit expansion are sometimes imposed« Even in these 
cases, however, pr ior i ty treatment was given to credit for industrial 
exports. Production programmes and l icences belong," on the' other hand, 
to the group of quantitative instruments. Lastly, i t may be, mentioned 
that a group of other measures (of an inst i tut ional nature, for instance) 
operate ind i rect ly , so that i t i s d i f f i c u l t to quantify their results, 
even in ideal cases where ample s ta t i s t i ca l information was avai lable . 
Without examining a l l the conceptual aspects of an investigation 
into the e f f e c t s of the various, instruments, i t should be borne in mind 
that in order to obtain a clear pitc tur e of the,results achieved through 
their use i t would be necessary to take into account a l l the factors 
connected with their costs and benef i ts , including the fol lowing; 
1/ Banco Nacional de Comercio Exterior, Mexico: La po l i t i ca economica 
del nuevo gobierno, p. 28« 
2/ There are other c lass i f i cat ions of incentives for the promotion of 
industrial exports, which distinguish f inancial incentives from 
the entrepreneurial ro le exercised by the Government in the form 
of the promotion of and assistance in the development of exports 
(United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, Incentives 
for industrial exports). 
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Table k j 
MEXICO: CLASSIFICATION OF INSTRUMENTS USED IN THE 
PROMOTION OF INDUSTRIAL EXPORTS 
1. Fiscal incentives 
( i ) Direct subsidies 
( i i ) Rebate of taxes on sales and other similar operations 
( i i i ) Income tax incentives 
2. Quantitative control measures 
( i ) Manufacturing programmes - • . 
( i i ) Other (quotas, e t c . ) 
3« Credit and f inancial incentives 
( i ) Pre ferent ia l , ra tes and repayment periods , 
( i i ) Export insurance 
4. Trade agreements with other countries: ... -
5° Inst i tut ional measures 
Source: CEPAL, on the basis of various o f f i c i a l data. This 
•table does not include the direct action by the 
public sector through decentralized enterprises with 
a view to exporting. 
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( a ) As regards the e f f e c t . on the balance of payments, 
consideration should be given not only to the income deriving from 
exports, but also to their impact ''in the .form of the outflow of fore ign 
exchange entailed in their development, mainly under the head ofs 
( i ) Imports of additional inputs; 
( i i ) . Impor t s of capital goods and/or the import content of the 
domestic capital goods required; ... . ;, 
( i i i ) Payment under the head of roya l t i es , patents, etc..-, in 
the event of requiring imported technologies; 
( i v ) Financing and.other expenditure involved in se l l ing the 
products abroad; and •• . ; 
. ( v ) Transfers of p r o f i t s abroad in . the case of fore ign 
companies. 1/ . . 
(b ) To the extent that i t i s not the result of a sh i f t of sales 
on the domestic market, the increase in exports w i l l be r e f l ec t ed in an 
increase in national' income - and therefore in employment - the s ize of 
which i s determined by the related e f f e c t s ; 
( c ) Considerations connected with the co-at of production,. aimed at 
an e f f i c i e n t a l locat ion of resources that...would enable export strategy 
to avoid'repeating certain errors committed in import>substitution, 
g iv ing r i s e to a waste of capacity and uncompetitive industr ies. To." 
the extent .that exports - on their own or, combined with domestic sales -
determine a,, s ign i f i cant volume o.f production, economies of .scale may be 
generated, depending on.the structure.of production (number and s ize of 
enterpr ises ) , type of products manufactured, and techniques used; 
(d ) The e f fec t iveness and the impact on the balance.of payments 
should not be analysed in s tat ic terms;.the e f f e c t s on the balance of 
payments produced in the medium terra should be considered, allowing fo r 
the fact that- markets are not penetrated immediately, and also that 'costs 
do not remain unchanged; 
1/ On this point, i t was stated at a meeting of experts that when 
subsidies are granted for exports of foreign-owned companies care 
should be taken to see that a net balance remains to the credit of 
the country granting the subsidy ( Incentives fOr ' industr ia l exports 
op. c i t .V page'13). " 
/ ( e ) Possible 
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( e ) Possible e f f e c t s on the structure Of industry; mention 
should 'be made of 'the possible transfer of external economies through 
other industries, by means of l inks with supplier industries or with 
the sectors purchasing the industrial products» In the cúinges 
envisaged in the production structure,' the poss ib i l i t y should also be 
taken into account that a new industry may lead to the establishment 
of other industries« Lastly, the signif icance of the advantages 
result ing from the production and export of capital goods should be 
thoroughly evaluated, since the absorption of technological innovations 
deriving from their development has a powerful irradicat ion e f f e c t on 
other sectors; and 
( f ) F inal ly , a particular aspect of the al locat ion of resources 
i s the f i s c a l cost of the incentives provided and the higher f i s c a l 
income obtained.1/ 
Although i t w i l l not be possible to investigate a l l the 
repercussions of the group of po l i c i es adopted, i t i s useful to consider 
them as a general frame of reference» 
With the-exception of the cost of the incentives, the Other 
e f f e c t s are the result of the increase obtained in exports. This 
increase* however, brings with i t other e f f e c t s which could strengthen 
the general policy aims. 
In'broad terms, and before going into a moré detailed description 
of the provisions designed to stimulate industrial exports, the fact 
should be stressed that, although the inflow of foreign exchange has 
been the dominánt cr i ter ion, the other object ives referred to above ' 
have been increasingly kept in mind. In this respect, the fol lowing 
economic 'policy measures or l ines of action may be indicated: 
(1) 
One of the basic object ives of the promotion of export 
industries using imported inputs (maquila) hafe been to increase 
employment; 
1/. For an examination of the e f f e c t s of exports of manufactures, 
see also: G.K» Hel leiner, "Manufacturas para exportación,• 
empresas multinacionales y desarrollo económico", . ' 
Comercio Exterior, November 1973» PP° 1136 .et seq. 
/(2) The 
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(2) The concern for achieving a more integrated industrial 
development led to the elimination of rule XIV which accorded 
privileges to importers of machinery and equipment«.!/ In its place 
there is a system of subsidies for imports of capital goode required 
for exports of industrial products or for the production of new 
capital goods; these bénefits are applicable only when the machinery 
or equipment is not produced in the country» In addition, specific 
conditions have been established regarding the increase in exports to 
be achieved with a given volume of imports. 
Besides the provisions governing the refund of indirect taxes, 
other aspects specifically contemplated are national integration and 
the degree of processing of export production; 
(3) As regards the .efficient allocation of resources, when 
describing the objectives pursued in the decisions of the Ministry of 
Finance and Public Credit on tax refunds, it is understood that the 
competitive position of the industry benefiting from this measure will 
be taken into account. The fulfilment of these criteria is also 
supervised through the constant action of the aforementioned Ministry; 
(4) The production programmes permit a number of objectives to 
be kept in mind; attention is drawn to> the fact that .foreign exchange 
earnings.and expenditure are considered together. Concurrently, the 
number of instruments directly or': indirectly favouring industrial 
exports has increased as clearly shown in table 
In order to help understahd the'significance of the effects of 
the various measures, they may be classified in the following groups; 
(a) Basic incentives 
(b) Concurrent incentives ' 
( c ) Complementary incentives j. 
This.classification is believed to be preferable, in keeping with 
the criterion adopted, to others which- take into account, for example, 
the items affected or favoured (gross income, costs and benefit).2/ 
1/ See, in this respect, CEPAL-.NAFINSA, .La poli t i c a i n d u s t r i a l en el 
desarrollo de México, op. clt. 
2/: • See Luc de. Wulf, Fiscal Incentives for Industrial Exports in 
Developing Countries, IMF, 30 January 1976. 
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Table 
MEXICO: INSTRUMENTS IN FORCE FOR THE PROMOTION OF EXPORTS OF MANUFACTURES, I965-I975 
Instruments 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969. 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 
Tariff 
General export tax law 
Deoree declaring as being ef national ut i l i ty the.small 
and medium-scale; Industries in the northern border area 
and free zones and perimeters 
Incentives for the establishment of commercial centres in 
border areas 
X X X X X X . X X X R 
X X 
X X X X 






law to promote new and necessary industries 
Deoree providing Incentives for associations and eoon'omio 
units to prcimote Mexioo's industrial and tourist development 
Decree deolaring as being of national uti l ity the small-and . . • 
mediusi-sdale industries in the northern border area and free 
zones and perimeters 
Agreement providing that ejcporters of' domestically manufactured • 
pr.oduots be refunded indirect taxes and the general import tax 
Tax refund to foreign trade enterprises 
Subsidy of up to 75 psr cent of taxes on imports, of machinery 
used basically to produoe for export or to manufacture capital 
goods 
Income tax law 
Deoree indicating the incentives, assistance and faci l i t ies that 
will be provided to industrial enterprises referred to in deoree 
of 23 November 1971 (Decentralization decree) 
X X 
X X 
X . X . X X X X X * 









R X X X 




Tax refund to producers of manufactured products sold in the 
northern border area free zones and perimeters 
Incentives to small miners 
Exemptions in connexion with temporary imports and exports X 
Financial 
National Foreign Trade Bank X 
Guarantee Fund for Small-Scales and Medium-Scale Industry (FOGAIN) X 
Fund for the Promotion of Exports ef Manufactured Products (FOiiEX) X 
National Rand for Pre-investment Studies (FONEP) 
Industrial Equipment Fund (FONEl) 
National Industrial Promotion. Fund (FOMIN) 
Nacional-Financiera, S-Ao (NAFINSA) X 
Fund for the Promotion of Textile and Cotton Exports X 
Compañía Mexicana de Seguros de Crédito (COMESEC) 
National Fund for the Promotion of Artisan Activities X 
Teohnloal assistance 
Decree indicating the incentives, f ac i l i t i e s and assistance 
that will be provided to industrial enterprises referred to 
in deoree of 23 November 1971 (Decentralization deoree) 
p? " Law establishing the Mexican Foreign Trade Institute 
o* | , f 
(t, Nacional Financiera, S.A. X 
Inter-Ministerial Commission for the Economic Promotion of the 




966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 
X X X X R 
X X X X X X X X ñ X 
X X X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X R X X X 
X R X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X 1 
M 
X X X- X X X X X R X 0 VjJ 
X X X X X X X X X X 1 
X X X X X X 
X X X /L X X X X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X x X . R X 
X X X X 
Table (oonoluded) 
Instruments 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 
Committee Co-ordinating the Promotion of Foreign Trade X X X X X X X X X X 
Commission for the Protection of Mexico's Foreign Trade X X X X X X X X X X 
Tarif fs 
Subsidized ra i l freight rates for exports of manufactures * X X 
National Border Programme X X X X X X X X X X X 
Subsidized ra i l freight rates for national manufactures 
producing supplies for border areas X X X X X X X X X X V X 
Other . 
Law for the promotion of Mexican investment, and the 
regulation of foreign investment X X X 
Note: X Z in force; R » re forms; * ~ abrogated. 
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The. provisions aimed- primarily a$..increasing exports, and resulting 
therefore in a s igni f icant ¡change- in the income of exporters, are 
considered to be ,of basic importance, 
f Concurring incentives areilegal provisions essentially aimed not 
at the promotion of industrial exports but at other objectives, such as, 
for example, encouraging the establishment of new industries» Here, at 
.•first glance, the .effect for the exporter is of minor importance» 
Lastly,, there are other:benefits the' objective of which is not 
exports of industrial products per se; rather they are complementary, 
puch as obtaining loans or sales abroad through intermediary enterprises. 
Here too it might be thought at first glance that the effect is not very 
significant. • ;r 
For a full understanding of the possible effect of .a promotion 
measure, consideration must be given to the possible alternatives to 
exporting with which the manufacturer .is faced. Normally*,; it would seem 
that the other manner.in which he can use his resources is to produce for 
the domestic market. Thus, the comparison he must make would be between 
the actual protection for domestic sales and the actual subsidy resulting 
from exports.- If a product enjoys an actual rate of protection of 20 per 
cent, for domeptic sales-and an actual subsidy of 15 per cent for„exports, 
there will,: ceteris paribus, be no incentive t° export. Of course, there 
may be cases where these .assumptions ..are not fulfilled; to the extent 
that domestic and external sales are not competitive (for example, the • 
existence of idle capacity), it might be argued that the import factor 
would be the.relation between the marginal income and cost, including 
the income represented by the fiscal incentive.. Another possibility is . 
that advantage may not have been taken of the margin afforded,by the , 
actual protection, which would therefore no longer be- significant. Of 
cour.se, in calculating the actual protection or subsidy* the exchange 
rate used plays an all-important role. t. 
A fact which should also be borne in mind is the real possibility 
of being able to sell products abroad, whichis determined, among other 
factors, by the price prevailing in the external markets and .the price 
at which Mexican exporters'.can offer their products.. 
To the extent that industrial exports depend on the competitive 
conditions of domestic supply, i.e., the relation between international 
prices and domestic costs,, the exchange rate plays a crucial role. In 
/this respect, 
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this respect, it should be noted that already ;in I960 one author estimated 
that the peso was overvalued by 20 per cent with.respect to the United 
States dollar.1/ This overvaluation may be considered to be even higher 
at the present time. Although the subsidy implicit in the tax refund, 
preferential interest rates, etc., partly compensates for the above effect, 
it must be borne in mind that as the gap determined by the lack of 
adjustment of the exchange rate widens, the effectiveness of the promotional 
measures' declines. Clearly, the determination of exchange;adjustment 
mechanisms depends on a group of economic, social and political elements, 
the study of which lies outside the scope of.this study. In contrast, it 
should be' noted that in order to keep the original incentive fully in force, 
it should be gradually increased in scale to compensate for the above-
mentioned trend of the exchange rate, while taking into account the 
limitations deriving from the provisions, of the General Agreement on Tariffs 
and Trade (GATT). In this respect, a large number of enterprises have 
noted the greater impact of the Tax Refund Certificates (CEDIS) in . 
comparison with the increase in domestic costs. 
The case of a for'eign: company -initiating production for export in 
various countries may be different.' Here, the comparison would no doubt 
be based On alternative rates of profit and other considerations of overall 
strategy in the determination of which the export subsidy in each country 
is not necessarily an important factor, if fiscal "paradises" are excluded« 
Several interviews confirmed the existence Of.an overall strategy, as in 
the case of enterprises in the food, chemical, engineering and non-metallic 
products branches of industry. Moreover,.production for the domestic market 
has generally-predominated in the case of transnational corporations. In 
these cases there may be conditions deriving from the internal management 
of the enterprises which therefore limit.-the applicability of the 
aforementioned system, particularly when part of.the flow of,goods is in 
the nature of trade between firms.2/ - , 
Lastly, the competitive position of industry.should no .longer be 
considered vis-á^vis sales:on the domestic market, but in relation to. 
products imported from other countries¿-
1/ See Gerardo Bueno "Estructura de la' protección en México", Estructura 
de la protección en países-en desarrollo, Bela Balassa and others, 
CEMLA, .1972, p. 25"So ' : ~ 
2/ See Eleazar Cota Izaguirré, "Fiscalizabión de'las empresas multí-
- nacionales: El caso de México", Revista Difusión Fiscal, July 1975, 
p. 10. ' 
/2. Fiscal 
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2. Fiscal incentives 
(a) Basic_ provisions 
(i) Triple subsidy. The first incentives intended primarily 
to promote industrial exports date back to 1961.1/ 
From the official legal standpoint, these incentives belong 
to the category of "virtual subsidies". Their practical application 
is along the following lines; the Ministry of Finance and Public 
Credit authorizes a payment on behalf of the taxpayer in full or 
partial cbmpensation for the disbursement he has to make. 
The difference between the fiscal exemption and the virtual 
subsidy - according to Mexican law - is that the former exonerates 
the parties concerned from the obligation of paying taxes according 
to a law. On the other hand, the virtual subsidy is in the nature 
of an agreement whereby the Treasury pays on behalf of the party 
concerned all or part of his taxes over a limited period, in exchange 
for his performing certain economic acts. In the case of subsidies 
for exports and manufactured products, the taxes are paid, and 
later the subsidy is given to compensate for future taxes.2/ 
The system of subsidies for industrial exports, also called 
the triple subsidy, created the following benefits: 
(a) Refund of the federal share (1.8 per cent of gross sales) 
of the tax on commercial income; 
(b) "Subsidy" in respect of import duties which may be as high 
as 100 per cent of the tariff applicable to raw materials and inputs 
used in processing items likely to find a market outside the national 
territory, provided such goods represent not more than 20 per cent 
of the direct cost or when the degree of processing is more than 
10 per cent; 
1/ Previously, however, special consideration was given to 
industrial exports in the 1955 Law on the Promotion of New and 
Necessary Industries referred to later in this study. 
2/ See Ifigenia M. de Navarrete, Los incentivos fiscales y el 
• desarrollo económico de México, ÜNAM, líexico,.1967, page 42. 
/'(c) Deduction 
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(c) Deduction from the company's income for income tax 
purposes of the increase in the profits attributable to the sale 
of manufactured products abroad over a period of three years. 
Subsequently, this subsidy is gradually reduced to 50 per cent 
of the taxes payable on the increase in profits obtained from 
export activities.1/ 
(ii) Provisions _relating_to the refund of indirect taxes and 
the general import tax. The provisions currently in force stem from a 
a Decision adopted on 15 March 1971« It should be noted that the 
objectives envisaged include not only those concerning the balance 
of payments but also the need to achieve a higher level of 
utilization of installed capacity in many branches of domestic 
industry, with the aim in this way also of reducing costs so as 
to be able to compete on the world market. 
It should, be noted further that, in the preamble of the first 
decision, express reference is made to the co-ordination of fiscal 
incentives with others, with a view to dealing simultaneaously with 
all aspects of export trade. 
By virtue of, the provisions of the Decision of 15 March 1971» 
it was decided to refund through the Ministry of Finance and Public 
Credit the net federal share of the indirect taxes payable on a 
product and its inputs, when the latter are destined for local 
consumption, provided the product concerned is exported. As distinct 
from the former system, it should be noted that, in principle, under 
the new system, up to the total amount of the federal indirect taxes 
payable on the export product through all the phases of production 
and sale will be refunded.2/ 
Eligibility for the tax refund benefits established in this 
Decision is based on the concept of "degree of domestic manufacture". 
The provisions specifying this concept (article 10 of the aforementioned 
1/ CEPAL-NAFINSA, .Lâ  PplJJbic_a, jcit., pp. 123-124. 
2/ See Hector Vasquez Tercero, I%nual sobre JLos nuevos_estiniu 1 os 
fiscales a la exportaci.on_de manufacturas, Foncerrada y Vasquez, 
Mexico, March 1971."**' ' 
/Decision) are 
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Decision) are actually meant to refer to national integration, not 
to a process of industrialization,since the concept of domestic, 
manufacture covers raw riiaterials and semi-finished items which are 
incorporated in the product. As regards this national integration 
requirement, the Decisiori established a minimum degree of integration 
(referred to in the Decision as "degree of manufacture") of 
50 per cent, and stipulated that for a proportion of 50 to 59 per 
cent the refund of indirect taxes would be 50 per cent, and for a 
degree of manufacture of 60 per cent and over it would be 100 per cent. 
Article 3 of the above-mentioned Decision provides that the 
Financial Studies and International Affairs Department should 
establish for each branch of industry the appropriate percentage 
refund in terms of indirect taxes paid. It must be borne in mind 
that the tax on commercial income - which is clearly the most important 
of the indirect taxes that should be refunded - is a multi-stage or 
turnover tax, so that in each case the studies carried out by- the 
Department of Financial Studies- should be based on an average for 
the sector of industry concerned. Any deviations from the average 
will depend, first, on specific taxes that may be levied on certain 
production items within the sector, and on -different marketing and 
production methods, in view, as noted earlier-,, of the nature of the 
tax on commercial income. 
In the case of this kind of tax, it is practically impossible 
to ascertain the exact amount of the tax included. In practice, 
therefore, a few rates are generally assigned in order to determine 
the tax refunds for the various industries, even though such rates 
are not exactly the same as the amount paid. From the standpoint of 
a simple and direct application of the principle involved, a 
value-added tax on sales would be preferable, but other factors 
must obviously have influenced this decision»!/ 
The studies carried out in each case by the Department of 
Financial Studies are based on indirect taxes actually paid. By virtue 
y See CarloS. Shoup, Publî ĉ  Finance, London, 1969, pages 211 
. !•, ; and 263. ~ — - -
/of the 
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of the recent changes referred to later in this study, and taking 
into account the above observations on the degree of manufacture, 
etc», the actual refunds currently in "force are 11 per cent, 
7 per cent and 5 per cent of the sales price» This only covers 
indirect taxes, excluding the general import tax» The different 
refund rates are basically justified because the amount of the 
indirect taxes payable on a product is directly dependent upon the 
degree of domestic manufacture»1/ In some cases, therefore, 
refund rates of over 11 per cent and up to a maximum of 15 per cent 
were granted. Tax Refund Certificates, however, are applicable 
both to indirect taxes and to the refund of the previously paid 
general import tax in respect of imported'inputs included in the 
export item (article 5 of the aforementioned Decision)» It is pointed 
out that there is another system which also covers exporters, i.e», 
the temporary import system; for this reason, article 5 adds that 
a tax refund may be requested in respect of imported inputs when 
they are not covered by the temporary-import system» 
In order to request a refund of the import tax, the importer 
should first have obtained the import permit from the Ministry of 
Industry and Trade if the goods are subject to the prior permit 
system (article 6). As regards the procedure for obtaining the 
refund, article 7 of the Decision establishes that manufacturers 
should apply: to the Ministry of Finance and Public Credit for prior 
recognition of this right; in order to recognize it, according to 
the wording of article 7» the Financial Studies and International 
Affairs Department of that Ministry shall consider the structure of 
the capital of the enterprises ̂concerned, adequate domestic supply, 
their contribution to the balance of payments and the use of locally 
produced inputs» In practice, the basic factor considered is their 
contribution to the balance of payments, the question of adequate 
domestic supply usually being resolved by-the establishment, of 
1/ Manual sobre los nuevos estímulos fiscales a la exportación 
de manufacturas, pp. cit», page 3» 
/export permits. 
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export' permits." In some cases, moreover, this principle was even 
expressly incorporated in-legislation, prohibiting the export of items i 
needed'for domestic consumption or production. The structure of the 
capital of these enterprises meant its national or foreign ownership; 
in practice, however, this criterion was not considered either. 
In accordance with article '9s>as mentioned above, Tax Refund 
Certificates are used for. refunding both indirect taxes and the general 
import tax, they are nonrtransferable. and the rights they confer 
expire after f ive years from the date of issue. Another limitation 
has been- created in that the above-mentioned article stipulates that 
these certi f icates shall be; used, exclusively for the payment of 
federal taxes not earmarked for a specific purpose. Among the taxes 
payable 'with CEDIS are not only those for which the exporting company 
is responsible, but also others in respect of which i t merely acts 
in an intermediary capaqity, such as taxes on.the product of labour, 
royalties, etc., paid to third^parties. In. view of the reimbursement 
or refuiid function of CEDIS, they are not considered as taxable 
for incomé tax purposes.^/ In accordance with subsequent provisions, 
however, the of f ic ia l : banking system discounts them for exporters, 
on request, at a 10 per cent discount rate .2/ . . . . . . . 
In article 11 of the,Decision i t is further established that 
the Ministry of -Finance and Public Credit will not grant or wil l 
limit the benefits of this.provision.when i t considers that the 
objectives concerned are fu l f i l l ed by means of other, measures of a 
f iscal nature designed to promote exports, or when other benefits are 
obtained through: these such, as production quotas or premiums. The aim 
of this provision is, for example, to avoid granting tax benefits in 
excess of what has actually been paid. The possibility of enjoying 
benefits under ..more than one legal provision occurred, in particular, 
during the period in which,the Law on New and Necessary Industries 
1/ See Hector Hernández Cervantes, "El subsidio- como mecanismo de 
fomento económico", Revista Difusión Fiscal, September 1975, 
page 26. " . • .' . 
ü/ Cinco años de comercio exterior^ 1971-1975, op. cit. 
/was in 
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was in force, which permitted other benefits to be obtained that 
were not' contemplated in this Law '(for e xamp le , reductions in 
income tax). In other words, article 11 authorized the Ministry- • 
of Finance and Public Credit to grant benefits in addition to those ; 
in respect of new and necessary industries, provided-they did not 
relate to the same tax. Moreover, the actual possibility of being 
able to export is kept in mind in a l l cases, taking into account 
manufacturing costs and international prices, which limited the 
concession of additional advantages, since the decision states that 
"thé Ministry of Finance and Public Credit shall not grant . . . when-" 
in i ts view the objectives concerned are' fu l f i l l ed by means of 
other measures". 
Article 1?. establishes that i f the éxport item is liable to 
the general export tax t a r i f f , the bënefits referred to in this 
decision shall not be granted. In principle, this provision is easily 
understandable, since ba'sibally the items which aré s t i l l l iable to 
this tax have a low degree of processing, so that the present benefits 
granted for manufactured'products would- notvbe applicâble to them. 
By virtue of the above-mentioned decision, article 15 establishes 
that the requirements mentioned in the previous articles could be 
modified in those cases where, in the opinion of thé Ministry of 
Finance and Public Credit, a substantial-contribution is made towards 
increasing exports. In accordance"with this provision, the Ministry 
of Finance and Public Credit may grant the benefits applicable under 
the aforementioned decision even in the case of products with :a degree 
of processing lower than 10 per cent,'a concept which will-be' 
referred to again later. 
This Décision was later modified by virtue of a subsequent 
decision Of 26 August 1975- Among the changes may be mentioned, f i r s t , 
that the so-called "degree of domestic manufacture" that had been 
established as a minimum was reduced to 4-0 per cent from the previous 
level of 50'per cent-. Thus, the refund of indirect taxes amounts to 
50 per cent when the degree of domestic manufacture is from 40 to 
4-9 per cent, 63 per cent when the degree of domestic manufacture is' 
/from 50 
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from 50 to 59 per cent, and 100 per cent when the degree of domestic 
manufacture is 60 per cent and oyer. In practice, therefore, the 
actual rate of refund-(onuther:sales price) is 11 per cent, 7 per cent 
and 5.5 per cent. The table that has'been drawn up, or in other 
words the different tax refund coefficients, essentially represent 
a form of coming closer to the tax actually paid by the enterprises, 
rather than a dif ferential incentive. 
In addition to the so-called "degree of domestic manufacture" 
which by virtue of the provisions defining i t , as noted earlier, 
actually represents the concept of "national integration", another 
requirement included in the latest decision is the "degree of 
processing".' This concept is quite clear because only what may be 
interpreted as value added is computed, since the various production 
cost items do not include raw materials and semi-finished and finished 
articles incorporated in the. product, .. or ..their . containers placed at the 
plant responsible for the final manufacturing process in accordance 
with article 10 of the latest decision. I t has been established that 
the degree of processing should be not less than ,10 per cent,. This 
requirement is not, however, of an absolute -nature, since i t . i s 
expressly established that the Ministry of Finance and Public Credit 
may withhold the incentives referred to in this decision when the 
export product shows a low degree of processing, or when only a small 
part of the processing is performed in Mexico, most of i t taking 
place abroad. 
According to the calculations made in the above-mentioned 
UNIDO study, the virtual subsidies (CEDIS) in force as from 1971 
are estimated to have a considerable potential impact. In support of 
this statement the study cites the vigorous growth of industrial 
exports which coincided with the increasing use of CEDIS, as shown 
by the marked increase in the number and coverage of the CEDIS extended 
(see table ^5), and by the subsidy represented by the lower rate of 
interest of development credit. The decisive influence of these 
incentives does not, however, appear wholly convincing, i f consideration 
is given to another statement contained in the same study to the ef fect 
/Table 
- • 1 1 4 -
• • Table 1+5 
MEXICO s .TOTAL'VALUE OP TAX REFUND CERTIFICATE (CEDIS) EXTENDED 
TO EXPORTERS, 1971-1975®/ 
Millions of pesos 
at current prioes 
1971. 116.9 
1972 489.3 
1973 1 020.9 
1 560.9 1974 
1975 1850.0^ 
Source; Information supplied directly by the Ministry of Finance and Public 
Credit. 
Note: Approximately 98 per cent of this, value represents the refund of indirect 
taxes. The remainder includes other items. 
a/ Except those applicable to Import substitution, 
b/ Preliminary figure. 
/that the 
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that the bias against exports compared with sales on the domestic 
market continues to be substantial.!/ According to the interviov/s 
held, the decision will be especially advantageous for enterprises 
in the texti le sector, for example. 
Moreover, 'the fact that the actual protection .in -favour of 
domestic sales continued to be higher than the actual subsidy in favour 
of exports does not mean either that the changes in the latter have not 
influenced the growth of sales of industrial products abroad, but they 
must have been accompanied by other elements which constituted the 
basic factor for the "products concerned; in this connexion, mention 
should be made of the existence of idle capacity in several branches 
of industry, which is one of the typical &Sp6C uS O f the structure 
of industry in developing countries. Added to this in the case of 
Mexico is the recession that took place in 1971 and the serious decline 
in economic activity in 1975» These trends were no doubt the cause 
of the greater propensity on the part of manufacturers to increase 
their external sales. 
These examples also show that an appraisal of the effectiveness 
of economic policy instruments can be made only on the basis of a 
study of the conditioning factors of the world market and domestre 
supply.2/ 
1/ UNIDO/TC.3IO, 29 May 1974, pp. 70-73. 
2/ In this respect, i t was stated in an analysis of Mexico's foreign 
trade in 1975 that .the situation "had been much more'favourable in 
the previous year, particularly with respect to exports, in view, 
of the unexpectedly strong world demand for Mexican products, a 
. demand which disappeared overnight. ' The end of the' previous year, 
as a result of the recession .in the United States and.other ,. 
''industrialized countries arid a certain degree of negligence in 
offering Mexican products abroad, marked the beginning of a'period 
of stagnation of Mexican exports. (Special report in Expansion, 
29 October 1975« See the statements made by Mr. Eugenio ciariond 
Reyes, President of the National Association for the Promotion of 
Mexican Exports (ANAFEM), to the effect that it is common practice 
to invest only sufficient "to" meet the requirements of the domestic 
market, paying attention to external sales only when there is idle 
, , capacity and always on a sporadic basis. See also other' comments 
in this respect (pages 11 et seq.).)' 
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(i i i) Subs id i es for i mpo rt s jaf S.9-°¿s. .̂ JL 5 íüL Cession 
of 26 August 1975•» By- virtue of this legal Decision, subsidies are 
granted for imports of capital goods when' these contribute to the 
export of manufactured products, and xirhén, in their turn,"they are 
used to- product capital goods. Only the fox-mer case will be dealt with 
here. The Decision stipulates that this benefit will be granted only 
\ihen the applicant shows -that the goods'he wishes to import are not 
produced in Mexico, or that those that are produced in the country 
are not of the'type required. In order to; obtain this benefit, the 
Ministry, through its Promotion and- International Affairs Department, 
will determine in each specific case whether the machinery and equipment 
to be imported can be used for the production of export items or to 
produce capital goods, on the basis of (1) the export background of 
the applicant, and (2) the export programme to be carried out with the 
imported goods or, where appropriate, the programme for the production 
of capital goods;.!./ 
The applicant must furnish a guarantee for the value' of'the 
tax-in respect of which he is granted a subsidy, which is duly 
cancelled if he fulfils the conditions laid down in the Decision. 
According to the text - of- the•law, the requirement is that within a 
period of two years exports should total a minimum value of four times 
the foreign exchange spent on importing a single machine,- and three 
times- that spent on imports representing a substantial enlargement of -
the company's facilities aimed at considerably increasing.its 
production capacity, or on- a new plant. • 
The requirement established for exports is of an incremental 
nature, that.is, exports must increase at least three- or four-fold, 
as the case may be, in order to obtain the benefits 'of this law. The 
1/ It should be noted that the Decision of August 1975 invalidated 
the so-called rule XIV which, by granting á 65 per cent subsidy 
for imports of machinery, had among other effects that of 
discouraging the production of capital goods in Mexico; rule VIII 
- facilitating imports' of parts or spare parts is still in force. 
•• (See Luis' Bravo Aguilera, Las nuevas tarifas' dé los impuestos 
generales de importación y .exportación dé México.") 
/'minimum value 
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minimum value indicated is four times the amount of foreign exchange 
in the case of machinery, and three times.in the second case. This 
condition apparently entails a fairly rapid turnover of capital through 
external sales. Nevertheless, it has been affirmed in this respect 
that the relevant provisions were discussed with CANACINTRA and 
industrial groups which gave them favourable consideration.!/ 
Although, in principle, imports of capital goods are permitted 
only when they are not produced .in the-country, attention has been 
drawn to the fact that this measure may conflict with another 
component of the group of measures introduced to alleviate the balance 
of payments position, i.e., that of stimulating the domestic production 
of capital goodso¿/ . 
(iv) Temporary import operations. As noted earlier, the 
manufacturer can obtain a refund of the import taxes paid if he duly 
fulfils the requirements in terms of national integration, degree of 
processing, etc. In place of this, he may have recourse to the 
temporary import system. Of course, this alternative is preferable 
when it is quite certain that the exports will actually be effected.^/ 
The system currently in force is based on a decision adopted 
in 1975. To be eligible for these temporary import benefits in 
accordance with the relevant decision, the degree of national 
integration required is only 20 per cent. (It is determined in the 
same way as that applicable to the tax refund.) This degree of 
integration has been reduced in the course of time. That stipulated 
in the rules in force as from 1971 was 40 per cent, and previously 
it had been 60 per cent. The temporary import system covers the 
following items: raw materials; semi-manufactured products; finished 
products; containers; moulds, dies and matrices; components, parts, 
1/ .Numérica, NO 12, p. 
2/ Inter-American Council for Economic and Social Affairs (CEPCIES.), 
Situación, principales problemas y perspectivas de desarrollo de 
México,"OEA/Ser.H/XIV, November 1975T page"92 = 
3J See Héctor Vásquez Tercéro, Devolución de inrouestos, page 2. 
/appliances, utensils 
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appliances, utensils and apparatus when used to complement apparatus, 
machines,or equipment intended for export; and machines, apparatus 
and equipment when used for repair or reconditioning work. 
The requirements are generally the same as those in force 
for the refund of taxes. Thus, article 20 stipulates that authorization 
of temporary operations shall be subject to the prior study and. 
opinion of the Financial Studies Department, which will consider for 
this purpose the structure of the capital of the enterprise, adequate 
domestic supply, the contribution to the balance of payments, and 
the use of. locally produced inputs.. 
At present, the period during which inputs imported on a 
temporary basis may remain in the country is one year, which may be 
extended by an additional year. 
(b) Concurrent incehtives_ 
The main incentives in this"group are-thosi basically aimed at 
industrial development itself. 
Although there had already been some previous legislation - a 
decree in 1926, the 1941 Law on Incentives for'Changes* and the Law' 
on the Promotion of Processing Industries - reference is made here 
only to the Lav; on the Promotion of New and Necessary Industries v/hich 
was in force from 1955 to 1975> when it was repealed.!/ The benefits 
established by virtue of this Law were applicable to'industries that 
were classified as "new" or "necessary", which in their turn were 
divided into "basic", "semi-basic" and "secondary", as criteria for 
determining; the duration of the benefits<_2/ 
As regards the subject of interest here, an industry necessary 
for the general economy of the country was considered'to be one for 
which, in order to be able to export its finished or semi-finished 
products - with a degree of national processing of not less than 
1/ See Gabriel Zorrilla, "Estimulos fiscales para la indu^triali- . 
zacion", Revista Difusi5n Fiscal, December 1975° 
2/ See article 1 of the Law on the Promotion of New and Necessary 
Industries*. ' 
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60 per cent of the direct cost of production---.it x̂ ould be 
indispensable to obtain benefits in respect of one or more of the 
following taxes (article 3)s . (i) general export, and additional taxes; 
(ii) stamp tax;, and (iii) tax on commercial income. ; 
• They could-also be granted income tax reductions of up to 
40 per,cent. 
A maximum period of 10 years was established for these benefits. 
Although the main purpose of the Law was to promote industry 
- basically through a process of import substitution - it also provided 
for exports of manufactured products. It should-be noted that in 
spite of this being an additional objectiye - which is the reason v/hy 
the Lav/ is included in this section - the benefits granted could exceed 
those accorded, through.-fiscal. incentives directly aimed at promoting 
exports referred to in the previous .section» Added to this are the 
above observations regarding the possibility of obtaining benefits 
extended under mor® than one legal provision. 
A-number of criticisms have been made of-this Law, to the effect 
that regional development had not been taken into account, and that ; 
it basically benefited large-scale enterprises and foreign investment. 
From the standpoint of export promotion, it is stated in a. study :that 
the •,Law benefits those industries using a higher percentage of 
imported machinery, equipment and raw materials, as borne out by the 
fact that the heaviest fiscal sacrifice consists of taxes on•imports.1/ 
In.this respect, itshpuld be noted that.exemptions from import.taxes 
were not applicable in the case of exports of manufactured products. 
It may therefore be inferred that -the Law had its greatest impact in 
the area of import substitution. -This impression is confirmed by the 
above-mentioned .study.* tfhich stresses the fact that granting exemptions 
the novelty of the prod.uct and its substitution for imports were 
considered of fundamental importance, while other criteria conducive 
to greater industrial development were ignored.¿/ 
1/ Los: incentivos fiscales ŷ  el_desarrollo económico de México, •op., citf, page 37'.- ~ * T: ~ ~ 
,2/ Ibid. 
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During the years 1972-1975? concurrently with this Law there 
was also leg is la t ion in force aimed at the decentralization of 
industry. In accordance with a decree of 19 July 1972 (on the basis 
of l eg is la t ion of 23 November 1971), the establishment and enlargement 
of enterprises which the Government deemed necessary to promote 
through the provision of f i s ca l incentives were declared to be in 
the national interest, 1/ One of the main objectives was to incro„.se 
exports. . An essential feature- of this decree was that such f i s ca l 
-measures were only applicable i f the'.requirements with regard to the 
location of the establishments viere f u l f i l l e d ; moreover, the 
percentage reductions in taxes depended on the areas indicated in 
the lav;. 
• In order to proceed with the. cr i ter ion regarding the 
decentralization of industry, recourse was had to the po l i t i ca l division 
of the municipio, and" for that purpose Mexico was divided into three 
areas: area 1, comprising the densely populated industrial municipios 
(Federal Distr ic t ,estate of Mexico, Monterrey and Guadalajara); 
area 2, consisting of nmnicipios adjacent to the f i r s t area; and 
-;area .3, comprising the rest of the mmi^cipipjs in the country. On the 
basis of this division, no f i s ca l benefits whatsoever are granted to 
area 1, a l l those envisaged in the decree to area 3s and intermediate 
benefits to area 2. . 
Full or part ia l exemption from.the following1 taxes tóay be 
requested under'this law: import and additional taxes on machinery, 
equipment, raw materials, parts and spare parts; the stamp tax; 
federal receipts•from the tax on commercial income; special taxes on 
the f i r s t sale (exemptions from a l l these taxes range from 50 to 
-100 per cent); income tax on pro f i t s obtained from the sale of 
1/ The basic objective of this leg is lat ion was that industry should 
be established outside the regions in which there was the heaviest 
concentration of industry in the country, i . e . , the Federal 
Distr ict and muni ciprios adjacent to the State of Mexico, Monterrey 
and Guadalajara7'.(see Hector Hernández Cervantes, "El. subsidio 
como mecanismo de fomento económico", •5evjLs.i.a Difueión. Fiscal , 
September 1975, page 24). ' 
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real estate included in ishe f ixed assets of enterprises (a 
reduction of 60 to 100 per cent) ; and, l as t l y , income.tax on the 
to ta l income of enterprises (10 to kO per cent) . 
The periods envisaged for these béhef i ts vary betwe'én 5 and 
10 years, .depending on the área in which the industry is 
established and the national or regional economic importance of the 
ac t i v i t y .concerned. The industry must have a minimum of 51 per cent 
of Mexican capi ta l . Although this requirement is not indicated 
in the Law on New and Necessary Industries, i t has been enforced 
ever since-;the Law came into effect,» Other' requirements are a ., 
degree,of national integration of 60 per cent, that the management 
of the enterprise.be in Mexican hands, ahd that there should be a 
Mexican ¡majority in- the management councils.1/ 
In, addition, 'the Law provides the poss ib i l i t y of obtaining, 
authorization for ; a rapid depreciation of investment in machinery 
and equipment for purposes of the payment of income tax.2/ There 
are also, a number ..of other requirement's which the enterprises, must, 
f u l f i l in order to enjoy the benefits extended by the Law. 
In any case, ' these 'benef i ts can be obtained ás an incentive 
to expprts ;.only.,if a l l the other requirements are f u l f i l l e d . 
Lastly, a subsidy in the 'form of r a i l f ré ight rates has been 
granted to Mexican manufacturers-by virtue of a provision of 
23 December 1972. I t i s equal to 25 per cent of the r a i l f re ight 
rates in accordance with a discretionary concession of thé Ministry 
of Finance and Public Credit, which in exceptional cases may increase 
i t to 50 per cent. In the case of goods dispatched to,some station 
at a sea port, this benef i t i s applicable only when th'̂  goods go out 
1/ "El subsidio como mecanismo dé fomento económico", Revista 
Difusión Fiscal , p£«_-vcit_., page 25» ' I t i s important to note 
that, according to the decree of 23. November 1S>71, the incentives 
are provided without prejudice to any benef i ts that are being 
or may be enjoyed by the enterprises under other provisions of 
a federal nature. 
2/ "Estímulos f i sca les para la industrial ización", Revista Difusión 
Fljsdál, bp. c i t . , page 11. 
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of the country by sea, using Mexican ships or , fore ign vessels 
which national transport enterprises have had to charter on a ' 
temporary basis- 1/ 
( ° ) Complementary incentives 
Economic growth requires a continuing increase in the 
productivity of the factors of production. : To that end, progress 
in the f i e l d of industrial e f f i c i ency i s part icularly necessary. 
From this standpoint, technological innovations lead to reductions 
in costs which enable the domestic market to expand and strengthen 
the competitive posit ion of exports.2/ In this respéct, the export 
of Mexican technology represents an e f f o r t which i s part icular ly 
worth encouraging with a view to thus gradually entering the world 
market. Notable in this connexion i s the incentive fo r enterprises 
promoting the export of Mexican technology and services. This 
benef i t consists of a; refund of up to the to ta l net federal receipts 
from indirect taxes on their a c t i v i t i e s , the whole of which must be 
set against their expenditure on those a c t i v i t i e s ( a r t i c l e 1 of the 
Decision). <--..; • .• -
Certain conditions have been established fo!r the enjoyment of 
these benef i ts , among -,which may be mentioned that the'shareholders 
should be enterprises- with a majority share of Mexican capital or a 
majority of Mexican personnel. A further requirement i s an annual 
increase in the to ta l value of exports of technology. 
1/ J. de H. and CP, Estímulos f i sca les a la exportación y a las 
ventas fronter izas, 29th edit ion, Mexico, 1973, pp. 39 et .seq. 
2/ "La industrial ización latinoamericana en los años sesenta", 
Cuadernos de la CEPAL, Santiago, 1975, PP» 43-44. 
Spec i f i ca l l y , a r t i c l e 7 establishes that the enterprises must also 
achieve a 15 per cent increase in the tota l value of exports 
a f fec ted by their partners annually with respect to the to ta l value 
of exports in the 1-2 months prior to the date of their f i r s t export 
operation. I f the. stipulated increase is éxceeded in any .given year, 
the surplus amount w i l l be considered as part of the increment that 
should be obtained in the fol lowing year or years. When the value 
of exports e f f ec ted in the 12 months fol lowing the daté of the f i r s t 
exptort operation i s doubled, the f i s c a l incentives to, the enterprises 
promoting such exports w i l l be granted automatically, provided they 
maintain as a minimum the value exported in the immediately 
preceding year. 
/Stress i s 
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Stress i s .laid on the,obligation of. enterprises cohered by t ' 
this decision to prepare, promotion programmes' fox submission to: the: 
Ministry of Industry and Trade and the Ministry of Finance and 1 - ' 
Public Credit. As in the other cases of refunds of indirect taxes, 
the operation i s e f fected by means of a c e r t i f i c a t e . ! / 
There, are also f i s ca l incentives to, benefit the foreign trside 
enterprises. . I t should be noted that ; by. granting a refund, on -indirect 
taxes the relevant provisions ,lay the bases which enable^the marketing 
departments of industrial enterprises to, form specialized consortia 
at the marketing,,,stage. .. . 
The incentive established also.consists in refunding indirect 
taxes and i t w i l l be aimed entirely at defraying ,the expenses 
entailed in foreign trade operations. . This refund amounts to k per cent 
of the exports made-through export consortia and service, companies»2/ 
The measures to .favour industrial exports .also include the 
refund of the net federal taxes levied on naval enterprises in,respect 
of their transport ac t i v i t i es .3/ 
3« Credit and .insurance incentive^ 1 ' 
(a) Basic provisions 
When the methods used in the sphere of credit to carry out the 
work of promoting industrial exports are considered, the emergence of 
a set of instruments and institutions devoted spec i f i ca l ly to exports 
support comes into prominence. Thus the predominant aim seems to have 
1/ See also "Medidas para alentar la exportación, la producción 
exportable y de bienes de capital , y restr ingir las importa-
ciones", Numérica, NC 12, September 1975= 
2/ The relevant incentives and their application are analysed in 
greater detai l in chapter VI, concerning marketing. 
The enterprises have been required to invest at least the 
equivalent of the tota l tax refunds in expanding or modernizing 
their transport equipment, in accordance with an investment 
programme which must be. presented be'fars;. nikking requests for tax 
refunds (Art ic le 4 ) . The re-funds are granted in the -form of tax 
refund cer t i f i ca tes (Art ic le .2)\ .Numérica, bp. c i t . , pó" 28 
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been to seek a considerable degree of special izat ion in the conduct 
of these operations,, which in principle would, require the establishment 
of certain operative rules to co-ordinate the functions of each; one«, 
I t i s at a l l events clear that the most important ins t i tu t ion 
which has wprked to,encourage industrial exports through credit i s 
FGMEX. This i s a Federal Government fund administered by the,Bank 
of Mexico, S.A. ; the l a t t e r , in i t s capacity as the Central Bank-, carries 
out i t s function of se l ec t i ve ly channelling credit.and promoting;the 
exports of Mexican manufactures through this Fund,!/ at; d i f f e r e n t i a l 
terms and ra tes . ; 3?hese rates. <;an be seen : in,-table, 46 and i t Should be 
borne in mind that., the average rate, of bank interest in Mexico is-: 
currently between 12 and 13 per cent,. • 
I t should also be stressed, as has already been mentioned.;in the 
introduction to this chapter, that pr ior i ty ,has been.given to th is 
aspect,of economic policy at various times. When from the end of 1973 
and during 1974 the Central Bank found i t necessary to hiérarchisé., 
credit in order to combat in f l a t i on , financing for the production of 
goods for export and' f o r their sale by installments was included in 
the pr io r i t y credit group. -
The various inst i tut ions and bodies which operate in the credit 
sphere are shown in table 44. 
A more detai led description of FOMEX, the main source of financing 
for exports of manufactures, fol lows below.2/ 
1/ Fondo para e l Fomento de las Exportaciones de Productos 
Manufacturados, (Fund for the Promotion of Exports of Manufactured 
Products) (FOMEX), Informe anual de operaciones, 1975» P° 11« 
2/ Informe anual de operaciones, 1975, op. c i t . , p. 1 
/Table 51 (conci») 
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Table 46 
MEXICOs GENERAL- FEATURES OF CREDITS 
Pre-export 
Amortization period: The period involved in live'production of the goods 
Form of amortization:. Single payment on maturity • ... . 
Credit l imits , Up to the direct eost.of manufacture of the goods, or up 
to 70 per oent of the FOB manufacturer's price 
I'Siohinery: Credits are granted on eaoh order or in the case of regular . 
sales abroad on the basis of an average of such sales 
Rate of interests 8 per sent annually^ payable on maturity 
- Sales - ' . 
Usual length of credit ' 
Semi-manufaotured products: up to three months 
Final consumer goods: up to s ix months 
Consumer durable: up to twelve months 
Machinery and equipment: up to f i v e years 
Annual in te res t ra tes . . -,,. . v • . 
On oredits of up to one year : ' - ' 6 per bent - 7=5 P®1, o e n ' t &/ 
On oredits of between one and two yea r s : 7 per oent - 8 .5 per cent a/ 
On oredits of over two years : 8 per oent - 10 per cent a/ 
Souroes Fondo para el Fomento de las Exportaoiones de Produotos Manufaoturados 
(FOMEX), export f inancing. " • 
a/ When the oredits are granted without l i a b i l i t y of the exporter. 
/The development 
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The development of the Fund's operations in the last ten years 
can be seen in table 47. I t provides a range of financing in the 
d i f f e r en t stages or sequences involved in the process of exporting 
manufactures. These operations include, in the f i r s t place, what i s 
known as pre-export f inancing. This consists fundamentally in providing 
exporters with the resources to cover their working capital needs 
during the process of producing and storing goods before se l l ing them. 
Over time, this kind of financing has been improved by simpli fying 
procedures while adapting them better to the needs of exporters. This 
i s the case of financing on the basis of the amount exported in the 
month preceding the one in which the credit i s requested, which has 
advantages for companies with regular exports. One of the most 
important features of pre-export financing i s i t s scope, since i t can 
even cover exports of manufactures sold for cash.!/ 
The growth over time of this kind of credit i s shown in table 48. 
I t i s also interest ing to note that there has been an increasing 
d i ve rs i f i ca t i on of the products covered by th is kind of f inancing, 
which shows a considerable degree of knowledge and special izat ion on the 
part of the inst i tut ion. Table 49 shows the.items c lass i f i ed by product 
groups. 
The second typp of financing i s for sales abroad. (See tables 50, 
51 and 52.) When an exporter of manufclotures or services contracts 
with a fore ign importer for a credit sale , FOMEX finances the operation 
by providing the Mexican exporter, v ia deposit banks or finance 
companies through which i t operates, with the proceeds of the sale 
at once and a pre ferent ia l rate of in teres t . 
1/ FOMEX, Informe anual de operaciones, 1974, p. 25. 
/Table 51 (conci») 
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Table 47 
MEXICO: MEXICAN EXPORTS AND PO-iSÍ FHJAKCIAL SUPPORT, 1964-1975 
(Millions' of pesos) . • ••;. 
Total exports a/b/ Exports of 
manufactures 
Total c / ' 




within total exports 
Mexican 
Manu-








fo r FCMEX 











1564 12 7Gl 3 345 26.2' 1 874 57 1 . 7 3.0 
1965 13 924 3 260 23.4 2 271 • 127 3.9 5.6 
1966 14 535 3 839 26.4 * 2. 87 6 346 9.0 12,0 
1967 13 750 3 849 27«9 2 605 470 12.2 I8.0 
1968 14 759 4 511 30.6 3 092 679 I 5 . I 22,0 
1969 17 312 5 972 34.5 4 673 1 166 1 9 . 5 25.0 
1970 16 017 5 424 33a 9 4 517 1 523 28.1 33.7 
1571 17 042 6 611 40.0 5 60G 1 900 27.9 33.4 
1972 20 G16 8 463 4o.7 7 l63 2 44o 28.8 34.1 
13 73 25 791 11 90 7 '46.2 ' "10 i(4¿ 3,152 26.5 30.2 
1974 35 625 18 747 52,6 16 348 5 055 27.0 30.9 
1975 35 733e/ 15 023e/ 42.0 1 3 367B/ 5 193 34.6 30.8 
Sources Fondo para, el Fomento de las Exportaciones de Productos Manufacturados (FCMEX), annuel reports» 
a./ Banco de Méjico, S.A.^ Investigación Económica» 
b/ The new t a r i f f f o r er.ports of goods affected the normal prooess of preparing the figures fo r 1975* and 
they are therefore not s t r io t ly comparable with those of previous years, 
o/ The operations of the international subcontracing companies situated in the free zones and perimetres 
of the country are excluded from 1970. 
d/ FCMEX did not finance a l l exports of products in the categories eligible fo r i t s support, since many 
sales involve a f u l l payment in cash, and when credit i s offered the financing may be provided? (a) by 
the exporter hiraself; (b) through the obligatory deposits of the deposit banks and finance companies; 
and (c) through resources from abroad. The amounts financed by FQHEX in 1964-1968 were paid on the 
basis of Circular 1533/65; those fo r 1969-1971 on Circular 1 6 7 1 / 6 9 and for 1972-1974 on Circular 1740/ 
72 of the Banco de M&:ico, S.A. 
e/ Preliminary f igures. 
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Tabled 
MEXICO! EŒ-iTJ.-'CHT FIH.'iKCIKG, l?éû'-lj75 
(Millions of pesos), 
Credits financed Credits cl eared 
Credits 
outstanding at 








1966 50 50 26. 26 24 
1967 165 215 1^9 > 175 1«) 
1968 1.33. 398 160., 335 63 
1969 23I+ ¿32 210 , 545 87 
1970 399 1 031 35"+ 8 99 132 
1971 500 1 531 432 1 331 200 
1972 75 8 2 289 670 ^ 2 001 288 
1973 1 2I+5 3 534 1 003 3 oo4 530 
1974 1 292 4 826 1 m . 4H4S 378 
1975 1 302 6 123 1274 5 722 4o6 
Source: Fondo para el Fomento de las S^.'ortaciones de Productos Ilanufacturados, X ) , annual reports. 
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Table 49 
MEXICO: PRE-EXPOftT FINANCING BY PRODUCT, 1975 




Editle r fruit 
Plaiting materials 
Food, beverages and tobaooo 
Sugars and confectionery 
Cereal and flour preparations 
Vegetable preparations 
Preparations of other foods 
Beverages and spirits. 
Tobaooo 
Mineral produots 
Salt, sulphur, gypsum, lime 








Soaps and «axes 
Albuniirioidal substanoes 
Other ohemioal produots 
Plastio materials, rubber and rubber manufactures 
Plastic materials 
Natural or synthetic; rubber 
Skins, hides, furskins and their manufactures 
V • 
Skins and hides 
Leather manufaotures 
Wood, oharooal, cork and manufaotures 
Wood and oharooal 
Esparto "manufaotures • 
1 302 • 
15 134 1 
7 538 ' 
7 596 
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Table 49 (continued) 
Amount Percentage 
Substances vised In the manufacture of paper and paper 
products 
Paper.and carbon paper 
Booksellers' articles 
Textiles and t ex t i l e products 
Silk and waste silk 
Synthetic textiles 
Wools) hair and horsehair : 
Linen and ramie 
Cotton 
Metal textiles ;; . 1 
Vegetable textile fibres 
Wadding and fe l t 0; 
Knitted goods 
Woven olothing 
Other'woven artioles- - • 
Footwear, millinery, umferellas, art i f ic ia l flowers 
Footwear '- • 
Feathers and feather artioles 
Stone, plaster and glass manufactures 
Stone manufactures 
Pottery 
Glass and glassware . 
Pearls, precious stones, coins 
Pearls and precious stones 
Base metals and manufactures - - -








Machinery and apparatus, electrical material 
Boilers, machines and apparatus 
Eleotrical maohines and apparatus 
923 
























- 8 848 
457 
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Table 49 (ooncluded) 
....... Amount Percentage'" 
Transport material - - f «42 
Railway vehicles and material 13 529 
Motor vehicles 75 157- - - •• -
- Maritime and r ive r navigation 7 915 
Precision, medical,, musical, image and sound instruments 1 189 O0O9 
'Misical instruments 1 189 
Arms and ammunition . 2 679 0o21 
Arma and ammunition . 2 .679 
Other goods and produots 18 587 1o43 
Furniture and household goods 5 540 
Brushes 233 
Toys 12 401 
' Other manufactures 413 
Sourcet Fondo para el Fomento de las Exportaciones de Produotos Manufacturados, (FOMEX), 
annual reports» > 
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Table 50 
MEXICO: FINANCING' FOR SALES, 1964-1975 
(Millions of.pesosj .. 
Credits-financed C redits cleared Credits 
outstanding at 
the. end of 





l?ét+ 57 ; 57 4 
ï ^ . .. 
53 
1965 I27 184 50 130 
1566 : ' 530 225 2 79 . 2 5 1 
19¿7 • 470 - • 1 000 336 665 335 
1963 ¿79 1 679 525 1 190 189 
1969 • 1 1C6 • '-•' : 2 G4? 928 2 116 ,727 
1970 1 523 ' 4 368 1 378 3 496 -572 
i ? 7 i 1 900 r...' .,6 260 1 891 5 3O7 'G& 
1972 2 1(40 8 708 2 236 7 623 ..1..P.85 
1973 ' " ' 3 Ï52 ' I l 26c _ , . . , 2 9 1 7 , - 10 54o. • 1-320 
1974 055 16 915 4 ;62 1 5 102 ' ' " 1 O13 
1575 5 l ? 3 22 108 5 253 20 356 1 753 
Source: Fondo pc.rr- el Fomento de las E;-;r.ortacionas de Productos Manufacturados, (FQÍEX). 
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Table 51 
MEXICOs FINANCING FOR SALES, BY PRODUCT, ]375 
- . - (Thousands of pesos) 1 .. 
Amount - .Percentage 
Total 5 192 617 lOÖo'O 
Animal produots 65 385 1 .3 
Meat and edible o f fa l s 65 170 
Ml lk and milk produots 215 
Vegetable produots 108 625 2*1. ' 
Floricultura! produots 65 .. 
Edible f r u i t s 63 179 
Coffee, tea, mate 853 ' 
Products of the milling industry 15 737 
Plaiting materials 28 791 
Produots of the food, beverages and tobacoo industries 223 800 • 4 .3 : 
Meat and f i sh preparations 1 005 
Sugar and oonfeotionary 83I , 
Cocoa and 0000a preparation 20 I3I+ 
Preparations of cereals and f lour 1 3^0 
Preparations of vegetables ' 144 304 
Miscellaneous edible preparations 6 958 
Beverages and sp i r i t s 39 150 
Tobacoo 10 078 
Mineral products ' 31 165 0o6 
Sal t , sulphur, plaster , lime 311Ó5 
Produots of the chemical and a l l i ed industries 1 900 .281 3606 
Inorganic chemicals 1 009 240 
Organio chemicals 506 6l8 
Phamaoeutioal produots 29 343 
Fer t i l izers 99 131 
Tanning extracts 31 163 
Essential o i l s 9 476 
Metalio ohemicals 21 658 
Albuminoidal substances 12 7^4 
Explosives 3 177 
Fhotographio products 154 947 
Miscellaneous ohsmical produots 22 784 
/Table 51 (conci») 
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Table 51 (concluded) 
Amount Percentage 
Plastic materials, rubber- and rubber manufactures 28 170 0.5 
Plastlo materials 21 095 
Natural or synthetic rubber 7 °75 
Hides, skins, furskins and a r t i c l e s thereof 37 73? C.7 
Hides and skins 10 62I 
Leather a r t i c l e s 26 53 '̂ 
Furskins and manufactures, thereof 584 
Precision, medical, musical, image and sound instruments 3?. 299 0.6 
Optical Instruments and apparatus 24 672 
Clooks and watches 1 95° 
Musloal instruments 6 677 
Arms and ammunition 9 94^ 0.2 , 
Arms and ammunition '9 943 
Miscellaneous goods and products 90 592 1«7 
Furniture and furnishings 7 843 
Carving and moulding materials 5 83O 
Brushes 1 58I . . 
Toys 54 219 
Miscellaneous manufactures 21 119 
Technical services and Mexioan equipment 14 553 - c;\3• 
Source; Fondo para el Fomento de las Exportaciones de Produotos Manufacturados, (FOKEX), 
informes anuales. • • : ¡i. . .- • 
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Table 52 
• f MKiCOs. FMAHCEG PCR SALES, BY.-TYPE OF K1CDUCT AMD LENGTH OP C3EDIT, 1575 
(Thousands.of:'pesos) . 
Consumer goods 
Length of credit Total Percentage 
• . . Kon-
• , Durable 
aurable 
Total 5 192 617 304 965 • 7lw 7o,3 3 138'13T" ' 514 2Ó5 14 553 
Percentage ;, 100,0 . •• 7.H 14.3 60.4. 17.6 0, 
Up to 1 : . 466 935 ' ' 3.4 0 • 48-564 130 812 254003 • "• ' <33- %2 • 124 
From over 1 to 2 - 1 376 039 .20.5 . . 206 637 . • 61 577 1. 061- -794 '-•46' 031 -
From over 2 to.. 3 • l,;4l2 227 ' . 27.2 74 229 : 273 554 C73 544'-' 190 900 -
From over 3 to 6.;- 1 556 89.0 30.0. • 49 469 .. 230 31.4 ' O27 570 411-9 137 -
From over 6 to : 0 J, . 035 "0.9 3 ï A •: IS 236 ' 8 162 16 023 -
From over 9 to 12 •114:044 . 2.2 • 2 3.2 - l4 £131:'; •''66-722 29 957 ' -
From over 12 to ' 24 • - • 16 773• 0.3 - . ' 207 •• - 323 10 238- * -
From over 24. ito 60 . l4o ?48 . ' • 2i7 . : : : - - ' . • ' .960'.. -23 974 108 466 2 548 
Over 60 62 726 1.2 _ 4 170 16 634 • 30 o4i 11-881 
Source: Fondo para el Fonento.de las. Ex^rtaciones de productos Uanufiioturados, annual reports. ; 
Production goods 




During the last year a large number of companies also benefited 
from "package f inancing", which consists in providing them every month 
with financing in an amount equal to the sum of their exports during 
the average length of time which i s consumed before they receive the 
proceeds of the sale . I t i s worth mentioning that production goods 
occupy a pr iv i leged posit ion, receiving financing of over 4,000 mil l ion 
pesos, which represents 78 per cent of the t o t a l . The lengthening 
of the credit i s of particular, importance in the financing of capital 
goods, in the face of international competition benef i t ing from 
s igni f icant f a c i l i t i e s in this f i e l d . 1/ In a l l these credit operations 
i t should be borne in mind that i t has been the declared object ive ' ' 
of FOMEX to make the exporter of Mexican manufactures competitive:with 
the se l l e rs of other countries in terras of credit and i t s termsi Here 
again, there i s a d ivers i f i ca t ion both of product and of destination, 
in addition to what we have already said, about production goods. 
FOMEX's third kind of operation consists in guarantees against 
so-called po l i t i c a l r isks to protect Mexican exporters in respect of 
the credits they grant their c l ients abroad. These guarantees are 
provided not only fo r exports of manufactures with'FOMEX financing but 
also for credits for exports of Mexican ravr materials. L i a b i l i t i e s 
arising from guaranteed operations at 31 December 1975 stood at 
4-31.7 mil l ion pesos, compared with 354.3 mil l ion in 1974. Through 
these guarantees the Fund covers up to 90 per cent of guaranteed 
credits of Mexican exporters or credit inst i tut ions. The r isks included 
by this kind of guarantee are the fo l lowing: inconver t ib i l i ty or 
untransferabil i ty of the funds which the importer and his co-maker, 
i f there i s one, pay to the authorized inst i tut ion in his country; 
default due to the seizure or confiscation of the goods of the importer 
and his co-maker, i f there i s one, by a government authority; default 
as a result of regulations of a governmental character which prevent the 
importer and his co-maker from making the payment; fa i lure to pay 
because of non-performance by the importer and his guarantor, i f there 
1/ Incentives for industrial exports, op. c i t . , p. 10. 
/is one, 
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i s one, on condition that the one or the other should be a bank or 
public inst i tut ion deemed acceptable by the trustee. . Thus the Fund 
provides guarantees exclusively-against po l i t i ca l risks j i . e . , . in the 
case of fa i lure ,to. repay the credit through circumstances other than 
bankruptcy o.n the part of the debtor. 
I t should be borne in mind . t h a t a s i s pointed iout-above, FOMEX 
provides this preferent ia l financing (i i i terms of interest rates and 
length of c red i t ) through i t s banking and financing inst i tut ions. I t 
i s not surprising, therefore, that i t has mostly benefited companies 
of :some size or that i t normally works, with themB However, the 
impression was received from our interviews that some large companies 
did not use the FOMEX machinery or had only done so very recently 
because they basical ly depended on the i r own resources. Furthermore, 
FOMEX i s aware of the restr icted access to tradit ional bank financing 
machinery by small- and medium-sized companies and has begun an 
experimental programme of supervised credit ' in which greater weight 
i s attached to the merits of a project than the real guarantees 
provided.l/; ' - r 
However, i t is. not n e c e s s a r y i n the f i r s t instance., to resort 
to "intermediate credit inst i tut ions. Exporters can go directly" to the 
FOMEX o f f i c e s to raise their problems and queries about available • 
financing terms.2/ 
Among the. various poss ib i l i t i e s of export financing, special 
mention should be made of credits for exports of Mexican services. Here 
there i s a tendency for exports of technical services, to be included in a 
package of exports of machinery and equipment constituting a plant- or 
ins ta l la t ion . In the introduction to this chapter, we mentioned the 
possible importance 'of services or payment for:- technology for the 
balance of payments, as-well as i t s crucial importance for the 
1/ Informe anual de operaciones, 197 "̂« op. c i t . , p. 12. 
2/ "La participación del FOMEX se incrementa*1, Expansión, op. c i t . , 
p. 89» 
/achievement of 
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achievement of autonomous development. From this standpoint the 
support given to exports of technology i s particularly important. 
• In order to obtain su f f i c i ent resources to sa t i s f y the needs of 
exporters, FOMEX has entered into credit arrangements with d i f f e r en t 
external inst i tut ions, including credit l ines obtained from the 
Inter-American Development Bank.and, through the Nacional 
Financiera S.A¿, with the Bankers .Trust of ..New--.York. The amounts 
•obtained varied between 10 and 20 mil l ión do l lars . 
. . . FOMEX has also granted credit l ines to some international-
f inancial inst i tut ions which in turn grant them to companies of ther 
d i f f e rent member States, primarily for the. acquisit ion-of Mexican, 
goods and services- for use in their economic development. This i s 
the case of the operations carried out with the Corporación .Andina .d;e 
Fomento and the Banco Centroamericano de Integración Económicá. 
Once again there, . is a great diversity, ofr :techni.ques to ensure that 
the Mexican.exporter i s in a competitive^position,in terms, of the 
various, forms of credit.he can exp lo i t . The actual mechanisms through 
which the credit i s provided i s re-discounting, for which a number of 
conditions have, been imposed, including, in part icular,-the requirement 
o f .a percentage, of processing - not less than 50 per cent - in the 
direct cost of the goods for whose manufacture, stocks and credit 
sales abroad the financing i s provided. I t i s even possible f o r the 
trustee to establish for some products a higher degree of domestic 
part ic ipat ion than indicated. !/ . 
We have already mentioned the growth of FOMEX operations.; i t . i s 
also worth mentioning the promotion campaigns i t has carried out, 
both among exporters and among credit inst i tut ions themselves. 
There i s also a-clear desire on the part of .FOMSX to: make .'the 
credit departments of banks more sensit ive and- less in f l ex ib l e in the 
granting of credits because of the d i f f e rent characterist ics of export 
credits compared with domestic credits.2/ 
1/ FOMEX, Mexico-Grupo Andino-Argentina-Brasil, Mexico Gity 1974, 
p. 51 • . -,-
Expansión, op. c i t . , p. 98. 
/Another trust 
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Another • trûstwhikîK-¡operates as à dependency•of the Bank of 
Mexico i s the'Fondo de' Equipamiento Industrial (FONEI). As- i t s name 
indicates^ i t s purpose i s tò finance industrial studies and projects 
to test the competitiveness of a l l kinds of domestic^products inside 
'and outside Méx icóoThe credits in question provide long-term bank 
financing and private' investment in two f i e l d s of equal importance for 
the' Mexican economyi exports and competitive import substitution. 
Thus, unlike FOMEX which promotes Current operations, the objective 
here i s industrial plant arid'equipment, i . e . , the • investment companies 
have to make. - "' ' .•••.' '" •' • . •,'• 
During Ï975, FONEI received nearly-40 requests for credit 
support, drew up 38 pre-assessmerit studies and assessed.!the^technical, 
economic and f inancial merits of ;.l8 projects.. Authorization was given 
for the financing of the l a t t e r , :as wel l as for.-two credit increases 
for three f e a s i b i l i t y studies. As a resul t , 8 new compànies.^ere 
-created and 13 approved-for the improvement of existing'companiess -
•Of this to ta l óf 21, 6-are export; companies,and another: 6 are dual.,; . 
i „ e 0 , p l a y the twin rrole of 'exporting and replacing imports. . 
• The benef i ts received by the'exporter are of d i f f e rent kinds... 
I t may be assumed that in general the most important .is- the reduction 
of the cost of financing". I t ; should be emphasized here that,the interest 
rates for export "promotion have remained f ixed since 1968', as opposed 
to thé r is ing trend òf;.no3Ì,mal interest ratés (see again table.; 46). 
To estimate the tota l e f f ë c t of this preferent ia l interest rate , i t 
would have to be related to the tota l value of exports and; thè 
di f ference betwèen -the two rates'. In 1974'it-was estimated that. the 
subsidy to the cost of credit represented:1.8 per cent of the value 
of industrial exports.1/ 
In addition, access to credit i s easier* the t^pes-of operation 
are broader and the credits longer... This i s , of c ou r s epa r t i cu l a r l y 
important in the case of companies which usually operate to a small 
extent in the banking system.. There i s also the:reduetion of r isks. 
X/, UNipO/TC»3IO, op. c i t . , po 69. 
/In sum, 
In sum, to consider the reduction- in the f inancial co;st alone i s to 
under-estimate the f u l l e f fect , of the benefit received, but i t . i s of 
cdurse pract ica l ly impossible ,.?to quantify the- other ef fectSo 
(&} ¿Other inst i tut ions 
There are a number of credit inst i tut ions whose basic goal i s not 
d i rect ly . to .promote industrial exports or vtbe related. investment. Çut 
which may also help to promote them inasmuch as they f a c i l i t a t e ,--
financing for companies in the industr ia l .sector , which can resort to 
them i f their production i s intended for the external market as we l l . 
They include the fol lowing in part icular: 
( i ) The Fondo Nacional de Estudios de Preinversián (FONEP), 
!»hicK channels investment to projects located in places which a.r;e . 
thought to^have the best growth potent ia l . . The Fund o f f e r s investors . 
f inancial aid and technical., advice, to. carry;' out. pre-inv-estment studies so 
that the businessman :may be in-a,ipQsition .to know the technical, 
economic and f inanc ia l - v i ab i l i t y of their, projects, as well as how to 
obtain the best location, most suitable technology and most e f f i c i e n t 
organization, in addition to. other ; factors-.such^as : the potential ^ f . 
the domestic and international markets,, in the long and .the short term. 
.. FONEP promotes ,such studies by granting credits, in .amounts ,,of 
•over 25,000 dol lars at an interest rate of 7 per cent annually, on 
balances, and with an amortization.period of between J. and 8 years 
according to the size of the credit and;with grace periods of up to 
2k months according; to.:; the length of the : study. , 
I t should be emphasized that export promotion i s one o f t h e 
c r i t e r i a taken into account in the select ion o f { s tud i es . l / , : r-
( i i ) : The Fondo de Garantía y Fomento a l'a Industria Mediana, y 
Pequeña (FOGAIN). This Fund was established in 195^ and is.managed 
as a ..Trust by the Náúional Financiera S.A. According to, exist ing . 
regulations, the category.of. medium-and small industries includes 
1/ Cf6 Pedro Galicia Estrada ¿'-El Fondo Nacional,-de Estudios de ... 
"" Preinversión", El mercado de valores, año XXXIV, NQ 
26 August 197k, p. 9k0. "" " , 
J ^ M -' r, :./industrial - companies 
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industrial companies whose net worth i s not above 25 mil l ion pesos nor 
below 300,000 pesos, although in special cases smaller companies receive 
credi ts . * • - - • 4 
The rates of interest applied by FOGAIN vary bet\íeen 10 per cent and 
12 per cent according to the zone in which the company seeking the credit 
i s located. 
( c ) Export credit insurance 
This ac t i v i t y i s divided between two bodies: the Banco de Mexico, 
S.A., through FOMEX, 'which provides export credit insurance against so-
called extraordinary r isks; and the Compañía Mexicana de Seguros de 
Crédito, S.A., which covers what i s known as commercial r i sk . 
As was explained above, FOMEX provides guarantees which protect 
exporters against the so-called po l i t i ca l r isks to which export credits are 
exposed. The Fund also has a credit l ine for operations to o f f s e t Jthe high 
cost of external bank guarantees. 
The Compañía Mexicana de Seguros de Crédito, S.A., '(COMÉSÉC),"covers 
so-called commercial r isks, (bankruptcy of* the purchaser and prolonged 
defaul t ) indemnifying the exporter in the case of loss f o r such reasons. 
There are two po l i c i es : one i s global and covers a l l credits for a 
period of less than one year, the other i s spec i f i c , for the medium and 
long terms and large amounts, and i s generally used for capital goods. 
COMESEC covered export credit r isks for amounts of approximately 
500 mil l ion pesos per month on average in 1975« i t was estimated that at 
the end of 1975 there was a 50 per cent increase in the volume of annual 
operations of the company, which was also the case in 197^+.1/ 
- ; 4o Quantitative, restr ic t ions ; 
Basic situation 
Quantitative controls in Mexico appear t,q be among- the highest in 
Latin America. . , ; , . 
Although the crit icisms which may be leve l l ed ¡against- the use 
of quantitative ..r.estriptions are wel l known - "their/laó'k -of relation,-, 
to external prices, additional income for intermediaries and not the 
Treasury, as well as their administrative complexity which leads to 
1/ Expansión, the business magazine of Mexico and Central America, 
October 29, 1975» 
/delays and 
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" delays and may have other undesirable consequences 1/ i t should be 
added that they have been handled f l e x i b l y , inter a l i a to guide the 
investment decisions of domestic or fore ign businessmen, to bring 
about the integrat ion of some industries or r e s t r i c t imports, when the 
baianeë-of-payraents problems worsened.2/ 
The system of import l icences f o r goods i s part icu lar ly important 
in the system of quantitat ive contro ls . " FOir the purposes of " th is 
study, what i s important i s that in the case of some products l icences 
have been granted to promote exports by permitting products to be 
imported from abroad up to the equivalent of the value of sales 
outside thé country which the businessmen undertook to make.5/ This 
kind of l ink was applied to ornamental lamp-stands, porcelain, g lass , 
toys, t e x t i l e s , clothing and a r t i f i c i a l f i b r e s . I t i s a one-to-one 
re lat ionship, except^in the case of the f i r s t two l ines where i t i s 
one-to- four.k/ 
Another instrument in th is group i s manufacturing programmes 
- which in l ega l terms consist in an agreement between the 
Secre ta r ia t " f o r Industry and Trade and companies - which have been 
promoted by the Secretar iat f o r Industry and Trade since 1965* One 
of i t s goals i s to bring about the v e r t i c a l integrat ipn of industry. 
As concerns export promotion, in some cases i t i s st ipulated that i f 
a minimum of kO per cent of domestic inputs i s achieved, the further 
requirements may be met - i . e . , o f f s e t - with exports. I t i s found 
in various branches that the use of th is instrument g ives greater 
1/ Cf. G.K. Helle.iner, international Trâ&e. and Economic Development 
(Penguin 1972), p. loB. 
2/ Cf. David Ibarra, "Mercado, desarro l lo y po l í t i c a económica" in 
El p e r f i l de México en 1980, S ig lo XXI, Mexico 1970, p. 163. 
La po l í t i c a industr ia l en e l desarro l lo de México, op. c i t . , 
AugUSt 1971» P. ¿5<» 
k j •. Cf . Industr ial Protect ion in Mexico on Evaluation, 
(UNIDO/TCA/310-29V), 197*+. 
. ./priority to. . 
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pr ior i ty to export promotion than to the extension of integrat ion, 
perhaps because of the g r ea t e r .d i f f i cu l t y involved in attaining the 
la t t e r object ive» 
The agreement governing these manufacturing programmes includes 
acceptance by tfie companies Of o f f i c i a l regulations on qual i ty, 
foreign-investment and -the transfer of technology. Table 53 gives 
the deta i ls of the manufacturing programmes authorized and underway 
at the time of writ ing, as well as the value of exports in 1975« 
The exports of the motor-vehicle industry are part icularly str ik ing. 
When the programme was established in 1970 the companies 
belonging to the f ina l motor-vehicle industry were to of fset ,gradual ly 
> - ' • - -
their imports of parts corresponding to their basic production quotas 
through exports of motor-vehicle parts manufactured in the country„1/ 
The amount to be o f f s e t ' in thi'S" way waS' to be 5 per cent of the 
value of imports intended for the" "basic quota1-'' in 1970^and 15 per 
cent in 1971; the remaining 85 per cent was to-"»be o f f s e t through 
increasing annual percentages which would be f ixed in good time by 
the Secretary for Industry and Trade. The percentage f ixed fo r 1972 
was 20 per cent. The decree-law of 22 October 1972 provided the 
following (Art ic le 11);2/ companies shall o f f s e t with net foreign 
exchange generated by exports of motor-vehicle products the value of the 
imports fo r their basic quota, according to the following timetable 







See also chapter I I I , section 3 of this study. 
sobre industria Héctor Vásquez Tercero, Una 
automotriz. Bases para una nueva po l í t i ca . Editor ia l Tecnos, 
México City, 1975T PP »"41/42 
/Table 51 (conci») 
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Tab la 53 
MEXICOi "MANUFACTURING PRQSULi'MES LINKED TO THE EXPORT PROGRAMMES AUTHORIZED BY 
THE SECRETARIA DE INDUSTRIA Y COJSERCIO FROM JANUARY 1974 TO MAY 1976 
Number of prcgrames value of National 
Author- In oper- exports for Inputs 
ized atlon ' " 1975 ( * ) a/ 
Total 21 2 26o,, 6 
Machinery end equipment 43 35 153.1 53.1 
Eleotrloal and electronic goods 24 20 156o7 60.9 
Metal'goods 24 18 10 .9 57.3 
Motor vehicles . 3 ; 1 939'-9b/ 71.2 
Sourne{:SIC, Dlrebolln General de Industr-iaa. 
•^.Averages of the auliiorlEed programmes« ' ; . 
b/ Includes the net value generated by exports made by oompanles of the final industry. 
/In 1975 
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In 1975 the Secretary for Industry and Trade established the 
annual percentages in such a way that 100,per cent of the value of 
the basic quota w i l l be o f f s e t ; i n the year 1979»' In exceptional 
cases, the Secretary for Industry and Trade.can a l ter the above 
timetable and percentages taking into account national interests 
and the capital structure of companies.. 
Another aspect of the manufacturing programmes: i s the "extra 
production quotas for export". In practice, this amounts to a bonus 
in the form of higher production quotas for exports of motor-vehicle 
products on the basis of one peso (domestic currency) of additional 
imports for each peso of exports. This policy .is regulated in the 
following way:1/ 
"Ar t i c l e 12. The companies of the f i na l industry which export 
motor-vehicle products may import additional material for the .. 
manufacture of motor vehicles beyond the amount o f . the i r basic 
quota. The value of these imports shall be equivalent to the net 
foreign exchange earned. The exports may include products 
manufactured either by the f ina l company i t s e l f or by manufactures . 
of motor-vehicle parts, i f in the l a t t e r case the sales have been 
conducted or arranged by the former." 
The bonus for export has been the method most freauently used 
to increase vehicle production quotas-above the "basic quotas". The 
"extra quotas" "for exports has represented increasingly large 
percentages of the to ta l of authorized production quotas: 11.7, 18.1, 
30.5, 35.2, '39*0, 43.2 and 48.4, respect ively, from 1969 to 1975°2/ 
In this study we have emphasized the provisions d i rec t ly linked 
to exports. However, in the complex tissue of regulations governing 
the motor-vehicle industry other provisions also tend to promote 
greater domestic integration, such as, for example, Ar t i c l e 13 of 
the above mentioned decree-law. 
1/ Decree-law of 22 October 1972. 
2/ A decade of policy on the motor-vehicle industry, op. c i t . M •!•»- IIH nullum II •mil l Mm • i inn ii • n-fr 11 mm' ~ ill i n T l i 'ii MI I i» il " nil i iiti •»• n ilin n i l 'm T r 1 - r - " 1 ill ' u. u r mir mi n n i: 1» 
/Besides the 
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Besides the programme for the motor-vehicle industry, other 
programmes with an export slant are the following:. 
( i ) Industrial caterp i l lar tractors . In accordance with the 
decree-law of 7 Apri l 1972, the companies undertake to o f f s e t the 
value of their imports through exports over a period of four years. 
No exports have been made for the time being since production 
began only last year; 
( i i ) Manufacture of photocopying machines. The minimum value 
of exports companies.must undertake, according to the agreement of 
: 22 Apri l 1976, .is as fo l lows: for the xerographic system, 33 P e r 
cent of their production; for the e lectrostat ic system, 25 per cent 
of production; 
• ( i i i ) Manufacture, of milking machinery. In order to promote 
exports:, authorization has been given to import one - f i f th of the 
amount of exports of complementary equipment or component parts of 
milking-rooms produced and one-quarter of exports of milking 
equipment..,. 
The system of manufacturing programmes - part icularly in the 
case of the .motor-vehicle industry - has come under hard cr i t ic ism 
because the question has been raised whether the results obtained are 
rea l ly posit ive or, on the contrary, have only produced a net outflqw 
of fore ign exchange because of the direct and indirect import needs 
they involve; in addition, the domestic input coe f f i c i en ts only 
take into account the direct needs. The answer to these comments 
i s that the basic principles of the system should not.be confused 
with i t s pract ical application. I t seems most suitable to f i x 
obligatory quotas for . industr ia l exports and l ink them to the demand 
for imports«; This i s part icularly true in the case of transnational 
corporations, where such instruments are in general more e f f i c i e n t than 
those which act on prices, since costs are not easy to determine and 
market distribution i s based on a global policy which i t would be 
d i f f i c u l t to modify by means of a f i s ca l or credit incentive. 
This does not mean that an e f f o r t should not be made to determine 
import needs more thoroughly in order to bring about a better ver t i ca l 
integration of the industry and to take other steps for the same 
purpose (such as the production of a smaller range of models). 
/Over the 
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Over the last 12 months, approximately, the manufacturing 
programmes have been extended so that practical ly a l l the companies 
which had to obtain import'permits.have also been included in.the 
system of manufacturing programmes, with part of their sales intended 
for the external market« :.. ,-,. ( i ;. 
Inasmuch as the country 's speci f ic .s i tuat ion r* i t s long border 
with the United States - creates d i f f i c u l t i e s in:the usé of t a r i f f s 
(one example i s that United-States :productvs may enter the country 
through second-hand sales, ar t ic les of d i f ferent equa l i t i es , ¡ e t c » ) , 
a principle of symmetry also creates problems for the use of 
incentives alone; from the f iscal" standpoint, the counterpart to 
finance them is lacking. Furthermore, the e f f ec t i ve protection i s 
greàter than that stemming from t a r i f f s , so that the incentives would 
also have to be increased. On the whole i t would seem that the export 
programmes have been e f f i c i en t in attaining their object ives, and 
that their implementation i s a tool which should f a c i l i t a t e the 
development of programming for the sector. 
Due to the administràtive problems we have mentioned, i t i s not 
considered possible to extend the programmes to the entire industrial 
sector, but ônly to some strategic sectors. They should continue to 
be improved, so that the desired equilibrium between exports and 
imports should also include indirect inputs (not taken into account 
at the ear l ier stage) and, gradually, imported capital goods. • — 
5- Institutional measures 
Additional- measures . • . . 
Among the institutions with powers in the f i e l d of export 
promotion which cannot be'included among the;above instruments, the 
Instituto Mexicano de Comercio Exterior i s particularly important. 
I t provides,a range of services and support for exports, covering 
not' only the dissemination of Mexican supply,and the tapping of 
external demand but also forms of technical assistancé :.in the 
organization , of production for small. companies, in order 'to orient 
: "i . /them towards 
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them towards export a c t i v i t i e s . I t does this through State IMCE 
representatives throughout the country and also through the 
Comisiones de Fomentó de Comercio Exteriory which likewise operate 
in the entire country. 
Besides i t s spec i f ic work in distr ibution and marketing,1/ 
the Inst i tute provides sérvices in respect of the planning and 
co-ordination of transport ánd also to help exporters to obtain the 
f i s c a l , f inancial and administrative f a c i l i t i e s provided by the 
Federal Government .2/ - • .u 
6. General remarks 
I t may be.seen from the above that there are a large number of 
instruments which are mostly handled by d i f f e rent government bodies. 
I t i s therefore not surprising that the suggestion has.been made „ 
that a single federal.body should manage the var iousaspects of 
this area of the economy,3/ and part icularly the co-ordination of 
executive powers.kj . ... . 
Despite the s igni f icant progress made, i t i s s t i l l true - .as 
was recently pointed .out - that the industrial structure is, not 
oriented'towards exports, that many companies in Mexico are not in a 
position to export and that some of them arei not even interested in 
doing so.j?/ /• ,'* . 
i . _ f" ( 
1/ See chapter VI.- ••-•• 
2/ Cf. the interview with Julio Faesler, Director General of the 
Inst i tuto Mexicano de Comercio Exterior in Expansión, 
• 29 October 1975, pp. 53 and 5^» - i ' ' 
¿/ . Cf. Expansión, op. c i t . , 29 October 1975 " i t has.been suggested 
tha.t~lMCIÍ should be turned into a Secretariat .for Foreign 
Trade which should 'determine and implement the* cóúntry' s overal l 
foreign trade .policy, giving particular.emphasis to exports. 
.• This body or secretariat should establish thé size and nature 
of the . . f iscal, f inancial and -promotional incentives, as well 
as the l eve l s of t a r i f f protection given to natural industry 
(p. 21 ) « . ' ' ' ! . : , ; 
h/ I t should be pointed but t'hát since about = 1970 the' 'NationaL 
Association of Importers and Exporters of the Republic of Mexico 
have insisted on the need for a guiding State body. 
5/ See the comments of Armando Dir la in, President of the Asociación 
Industrial Val le jo in Expansión, op. c i t . , pp. 11 f f . 
/From this 
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From this standpoint the fol lowing measures should be stressed; 
(a ) The direct contacts with companies, part icu lar ly small-
and medium-sized ones, in i t ia ted by. IMCE should be strengthened, to 
make them aware of existing regulations which favour exports and 
try to create an export outlook; 
(b ) Subject.to the l imitations imposed by the general 
orientations of industr ia l policy and the f i s c a l cost and d i f f i c u l t y 
of handling a larger number of instruments, the existence of a 
"package" of incentives i s . l i k e l y to have a psychological impact on 
potential exporters; 
(c ) The incentives, part icular ly those of a tax nature, 
should aim at greater se lect iv i ty , taking into account the d i f f e rent 
conditions which may obtain in competitive pr ices , domestic demand, 
avai lab le supply, etc. Although i t may be d i f f i c u l t to design a 
policy of this kind, i t would be the most e f f ect ive to combine a 
s igni f icant impact on exports with a re la t ive ly small f i s c a l cost. 
The impression that d i f f e r e n t i a l incentives were desirable was also 
obtained from our interviews, since some companies in the metal-working 
branch said they would have exported even without the CEDIS, while 
some pharmaceutical, chemical and text i l e companies emphasized that 
the CEDIS were inadequate, part icular ly at the present time; 
(d) With regard to credit pol icy, stronger measures should be 
taken to favour medium- and small-industry which i s bas ica l ly 
Mexican-owned and i s less export-oriented than large -sca le industry, 
and 
(e ) The measures of a quantitative nature to which we have 
repeatedly re ferred may be another means - at least for incipient 
exports - of arousing interest in the external market. 
These remarks do not mean that there i s necessarily a 
contradiction between domestic sales and exports; a large domestic 
market f a c i l i t i e s exports of goods produced with increasing returns 
to scale; again, growing progress in the use of technology w i l l 
/stimulate production 
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stimulate production and thus the export of production goods; 
technological innovation leads to the manufacture of new products 
and thus provides an export advantage.I/' There i s , then, a close 
l ink between the industrial structure and the composition of 
industrial exports. In the f ina l analysis, therefore, promotion 
po l i c i es for industrial exports must be based on clear guidelines 
for the structure, rate of progress and technological characterist ics 
of the industry as a whole. Furthermore, one of the basic 
requirements for a regular flow of exports is : the ' existence of an 
export programmé. Such programming can 'clearly only be adequate i f 
i t i s part of overal l industrial planning, part icularly in view of 
the structural factors mentioned aboVe. 
Cf. G.C. Hufbauer, The. Impact of National Characteristics and the 
Technology on the Commodity Composition of Trade in Manufactured 
Goods, in "The technology factor in international trade 
Ted. Raymond Vernon), National Bureau of Economic Research, 
New York, 1970, pp. lV?-l49„ 

